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NEWSWATCH
RDS Impasse Resolved
LAS VEGAS The NAB and the Electronic Industries Association tentatively
have agreed to aproposed radio data system (RDS) standard amendment that would
incorporate ID Logic B for automatic format selection for AM.
The National Radio Systems Committee
(NRSC) RDS subcommittee will evaluate
whether ID Logic B can be added to receivers and work with the FM RDS function,
which provides format selection for FM.
The two groups were at odds over the
FM RDS standard, which had been schedule to be voted on by the full NRSC at the
NAB, but was postponed until an AM com-

promise was found for format scanning.
Relations between the NAB and EIA had
cooled following an NAB press release issued in late February that said the NAB
would not support an RDS standard unless
it included AM.
Christian to Leave NAB
WASHINGTON Lynn Christian,
NAB's senior vice president for radio, announced his intention to leave the association after the fall Radio Show. Christian has
held the post since May, 1989, when he
signed on for athree-to-five-year commitment. Christian will relocate to his home
base of California.

RadioSat Wants Investigation
PASADENA, Calif. Radio Satellite
Corp. (RadioSat) is trying to persuade the
FCC and the U.S. Congress to investigate
the American Mobile Satellite Corp
(AMSC).
According to RadioSat, AMSC has tried
to block development of the RadioSat system for three years. RadioSat has proposed
aplan to provide interactive audio entertainment, personal communications and
navigational services with the use of inexpensive satellite radio receivers.
RadioSat also recently filed a lawsuit
against AMSC in the U.S. District Court
here, charging that company violated communications and anti-trust laws.
According to RadioSat CEO Gary
Noreen, who founded, but resigned from
AMSC in 1991, the FCC granted AMSC

A Little Bit of MAGIC...

a "valuable monopoly" to launch and operate MSAT satellites. RadioSat applied for
authority
later that
year, " but
AMSC . . . has been unwilling to provide
pricing and terms for the RadioSat systems," Noreen explained.
"Unfortunately, the AMSC prevented the
RadioSat system from reaching the marketplace, depriving the public of its many
benefits and thwarting FCC directives,"
Noreen said.
Dolby Goes " OnLine"
SAN FRANCISCO Dolby's Audio/Video Forum is now available on
America OnLine, an on-line computer
service popular with MS/DOS, Apple and
Apple Macintosh users.
Using the service, subscribers can
browse through a information on Dolby
technology, retrieve files including Dolby
stereo movie release date lists, and file
questions with Dolby staff. Subjects pertinent to broadcasters include Dolby surround, Dolby S noise reduction and new
cassette technologies.
The service also includes a "Manufacturers Corner" message board, where subscribers can communicate with consumer
electronics manufacturers including those
that are Dolby licensees.
For more information, contact America
OnLine, at 800-827-6364.
New Customs, FCC
Inspection Program Died
WASHINGTON The FCC and the
U.S. Customs service have announced they
will implement a "paperless" inspection
program for the importation of certain RF
equipment into the country, including
continued on page 4
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DAT Bills Could Affect Broadcasters
by John Gatski
WASHINGTON Despite assurance to
the contrary, some professionals believe
they will be affected by pending legislation
that would require aroyalty on blank digital tapes and limit digital copying on consumer recorders.
Following recent testimony on a third
version of the digital audio recorder legislation, supporters of the bills admitted there
may be some effect on professionals—
especially with digital audio tape (DAT).
However, they believe the "minor" effect
on professionals will be negated by the new
market created by the legislation—resulting
in a new generation of digital products.
The three versions of the current legislation, HR 4567, HR 3204 and SB 1623 are
very similar, and bill supporters are confident a final version will be approved by
early summer.
The royalty legislation is based on an
agreement between recording industry
groups and audio equipment manufacturers. It would finally allow digital recording machines to be sold that could make
digital copies of CDs, providing recording
artists and publishers are compensated via
agovernment-administered royalty fund.
Strictly interpreted, professional digital
recording equipment is exempt under this
agreement (conditions are spelled out in the
legislation). Still, many brands of consumer DAT tapes that professionals now
use would be subject to the royalty. Some
consumer equipment that is modified for
professional use also could be subject to the
royalty.
Royalty on tapes, discs, etc.
Under the proposed law, a royalty of
three percent must be paid on the transfer
price of the blank media by the manufacturer or the distributor if the products are
imported. The law also would assess an $8
royalty per single deck digital recorder and
$12 per double deck.

The law defines assessable digital media
as those that would be used by consumers,
such as the current DAT tape, the upcoming Digital Compact Cassette and the Sony
Mini-Disc. The problem with DAT, however, is there is no distinction between consumer or pro tapes out in the market.
Critics of the legislation said many radio stations use DAT tapes that are sold by
consumer outlets and many professional
DAT equipment suppliers buy their tapes
from consumer outlets to sell to their
professional customers.
Jeff Saracco, asalesman with the DAT
Audio Gallery, in Santa Monica, Calif.,
said his store sells the same tapes to consumers and pros. Saracco said the companies that have introduced pro lines usually
add abetter shell and drive mechanism, but
there are few such products.
DAT may be an exception
Proponents of the bills counter that tape
manufacturers are likely to produce more
separate tape lines for professionals, and
if the manufacturers demonstrate to the
government that consumer DAT tapes are
primarily used by professionals, these tapes
would likely be exempted as well. Opponents, however, said they doubt that would
occur.
Another digital recorder legislation issue involves the manufacturers' administration cost of the royalty. Although DAT
manufacturers have promised they would
absorb the costs of the royalties without
passing them on to customers, some doubt
that assertion.
Legislation critics argue that the tape and
hardware manufacturers are likely to pass
on the costs to the retailers, whether professional or consumer outlets. The retailers,
the critics maintain, would then pass the
costs along to the consumer.
A spokesman for Radio Systems Inc., a
company that sells modified Sony consumer DAT decks for professional use as
well as DAT tapes. said the firm would pass
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Pass it on down the line
Sales representative Garrett Conover said
Radio Systems would not pass along to customers the $8per recorder royalty cost if
Sony passed it on to his company. He said
the two Sony decks that Radio Systems
modifies are bought at such agood rate that
the company can absorb those costs with
no problem.
"We are much more competitive selling
the tapes than we are the machines,"
Conover said.
Currently, DAT tapes, which retail in the
$13-$15 range, have awholesale price of
about $8-$9, according to DAT outlets.
Angela Jackson, aspokeswoman for the
House Subcommittee on Competitiveness,
said there is nothing in the legislation to
stop manufacturers from passing on royalty costs to the retail outlets who could
then pass it on to the customers.
But, she noted, there is a consensus
among the bills' supporters that these costs
would be reduced when the success of the
digital media and recorders result in lower
prices through economies of scale.
Critics, however, contend that broadcasters should not have to pay any increased
cost based on digital media or equipment
royalty because they already pay royalties
on the music they play.

Bill opponents also point out that the law
requires the manufacturer or the distributor to provide bookkeeping records kw submission to the Copyright Office. Thus, they
claim, companies would incur additional
administration costs for the bookkeeping
and would likely pass those costs on to
buyers as well.
Other costs
Bill supporters, however, including the
Electronic Industries Association (EIA),
said any increased administration costs
tacked on to product prices would be offset by falling prices as aresult of increased
production through increased demand.
Besides the tape question, the digital
recorder legislation also has come under
fire from some professionals because of the
provision that mandates the copy-limiting
Serial Copy Management Systems
(SCMS). This circuitry only allows one
digital copy of an original source. The digital copy is prohibited from being copied.
Although SCMS only will be required
in consumer digital recorders, numerous
radio stations use these decks because they
give the same quality sound as the more
expensive pro decks.
With SCMS, critics argue, professionals
will be limited since many work at small
stations that cannot afford to purchase more
expensive professional decks that do not
have SCMS.
continued on page 8 lb-
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Who's
Reliving ANI Radio's Good 01' Days
running
the ship?
by Alex Zavistovich
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I
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TECHNOLOGY

WASHINGTON Like alot of you, my
first experience with radio was AM. In fact,
one of my strongest early memories is of sitting in the living room with my dad, listening to big band music on his console-style
Grundig AM/FM radio and phonograph system.
Back then, a "home entertainment center"
was more like fine furniture than arack of
21st-century electronics. Elegant hardwoods
hand-polished to a rich, dark lustrous
shine .. . and solid as ahouse: You had to
know where you wanted it before you bought
it, because once it was in place it was there
to stay. "String of Pearls" and "Take the ATrain" slinking out of the speakers—Imean
it was areal swingin' scene, Daddy-0.
Later, when hand-held transistor radios
came out, sure, you could take your music
anywhere you wanted, but it definitely lacked
the magic of those earlier days with the old
Grundig.
Then Ilearned something about physics,
and adjacent channel interference, and narrow bandwidth radios. Ichalked up the big
sound of my childhood to simple wistful
memories of the "good ol' days" (Istill get
misty-eyed thinking about it).
A few weeks ago, though, Igot hold of a
tape compiled by Herb Squire, CE of
WQXR-AM-FM in New York that brought
it all back to me again. Herb has put together
samples of AM radio programs from his high
school and college days, acetate transcriptions from the '30s and '40s, and even some
recent broadcasts.
The programming was taped right off the
radio, it was not studio line recording. And
it really points out what has happened to AM
radio receivers.
The biggest eye-opener—or is that earopener?—was acomparison of asegment of
Sheena Easton's "For Your Eyes Only." The
first sample was recorded from adigitally
tuning AM/FM headset portable radio from
1988. The second sample was the same song
received at the same time over an RCA Radiola 3, circa 1923.
For all the advanced technology, digital
this, high-end that, the 1923 RCA radio beat
its 1988 grandson by acountry mile. The frequency response, the dynamic range—there
just was no real comparison. Imean, it wasn't

like listening to aCD, but it made me remember what listening to AM radio used to be
like. It was warm. It was real.
I'm not the only person to have been
bowled over by this tape. When the FCC
adopted its sweeping review of AM technical criteria last fall, Chairman Al Sikes made
apassing reference to "atape that was made
by an engineer in New York." His verdict was
that "technology is dramatically better today
overall and yet the AM radio service is measureably inferior to what it was anumber of
decades ago."

Boy, I'll say. But it's not fair to blame the
whole AM situation on service; the radios are
demonstrably not what they once were.
Sure, the stations are so densely packed in
the larger markets that narrow bandwidth
receivers seemed aconvenient way to assure
decent reception for the greatest number of
AM stations. But there's abig difference between "decent" and the kind of sound AM
radios are really capable of receiving with
appropriate and generous design.
The National Radio Systems Committee's
work to improve AM via pre-emphasis and
de-emphasis standards and the RF mask was,
of course, astep in the right direction. And
the AMAX certification program for higherquality receivers with awider bandwidth will
also help quite a bit, once the receiver
manufacturers can be persuaded that better
AM reception is worth pursuing. But right
now, to say things are moving slowly in that
direction is amajor understatement.
Ididn't get achance to talk with Herb before this piece went to print (the NAB convention crush was on top of us here before
we knew it), but if you give him abuzz at
WQXR (212-633-7600) and ask him nicely,
Ithink he'd get acopy to you. It's worth the
price of postage and ablank tape to hear what
AM could sound like if given achance.
***
Igot wind of this information alittle late
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to do afull-blown write-up of it, but Northeast Broadcast Lab, the South Glen Falls,
N.Y., broadcast equipment sales company,
has expanded its sales team. In fact, it's now
doubled in size.
Company President Bill Bingham has welcomed aboard former Harris-Allied salesmen Pat Hurley and John Timm as regional
sales managers for New York City, Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Ohio. Roger Brace
will handle the New England region, and
former Greater Media engineer Marty Sacks
will take over the Baltimore, Washington,
D.C. and Virginia areas.
With Rich Redmond working Connecticut
and New York (not including the Big Apple
and Long Island) and Doc Masoomian heading up the Southwest office, the company has
really grown. For more information, call
Gary Crowder, director of marketing, at
518-793-2181.
* * *
Before Igo, Iwant to let you know that
our associate editor Charles Taylor has
added his byline to RW's new Running Radio section.
Chuck's USAirplay column—aprogramming feature—has provided insight into U.S.
formats to readers of RW International for
some time now. I'm glad to give him the opportunity to share his thoughts with the home
team as well. This month, he looks at the
phenomenon of Christian broadcasting, and
how the format has stayed profitable even
through the recession.
Congratulations, Chuck. As for me, I'm
off to dig up some old Glen Miller records.
Maybe I'll call my dad, too ...
That's it for now. Tune in next time,

NEWSWATCH
lb- continued from page 2

radios and computers.
The intent of the ruling is to allow
quicker customer access to imported items
such as radios. Instead of each item being
inspected for an FCC Form 740 sticker,
U.S. Customs officials will scan for Form
740 information via computer.
This will reduce the 40,000 forms per
month forwarded to the FCC each month
to 4,000, according to the Commission.
The first test of the new system was conducted at San Francisco International Airport in early April.
EIA Publishes New Catalog
IRVINE, Calif. The Electronic Industries Association (EIA) has published a
new 108-page catalog of the association's
standards, specifications, and publications.
The catalog is free by calling 1-800-8547179.
The catalog and all other EIA documents
and publications are distributed by Global
Engineering Documents.
FCC Releases Station Totals
WASHINGTON As of March 31, 1992,
there were 11,229 licensed radio stations in
the U.S. Subtotals were: AM, 4982; FM,
4625; and FM educational, 1,522.
Licensed FM translators totaled 1,887.
There are 1,496 licensed television stations
and 1,231 licensed low power TV stations.
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Microphone

History Lesson

Dear RW.
Recent press releases and product reviews
concerning Microtech Gefell microphones
demand clarification. Factual errors have left
the impression that these mics are somehow
associated with, manufactured by, distributed
and/or endorsed by, Georg Neumann GmbH.
As aresult, Neumann/USA has been asked
frequently to respond to inquiries concerning
the Microtech Gefell "Perestroika" mics.
A brief review of the history will put this
relationship, such as it were, into proper perspective. In the late years of World War II,
production of precision equipment became
extremely difficult in Berlin, as it was one of
the target cities for Allied bombings. Georg
Neumann moved his manufacturing operations to asmall farming town of Gefell, halfway between Berlin and Munich, where
production was resumed.
In the aftermath of the war, the deteriorating political situation in post-war Germany
prompted Neumann to return most variable
manufacturing equipment and operations to
Berlin. Soon thereafter, all business and technological ties with the Gefell plant were severed. The East German government expropriated the plant and renamed it Mikrofon
Bau, Gefell, abbreviated as M/B Gefell.
Decades passed with virtually no contact
or exchange of technological information between the two companies. With Germany's
recent reunification, M/B Gefell mics became available in the West. With the coincident Neumann restructuring, the former U.S.
representative picked up areplacement line
in Microtech Gefell.
While it may evoke romantic images to
suggest that the Microtech Gefell mics are
produced by a"forgotten" or "lost" Neumann factory, emerging from communist
isolation after the fall of the Berlin Wall; this
notion is simply incorrect.
Examination of the construction, circuit.
components and quality of the Gefell mics reveal that they bear very little resemblance to
the Neumann line of mics. Georg Neumann
GmbH was not involved in any way with the
design and/or construction of these M/B
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Gefell products, as might be inferred by the
erroneous statements printed in some recent
publications.
Specifically, we feel that the following
statements in RW require clarification:
RW International, Feb. 19, 1992:
The mics are built with Neumann's
M7 large diameter dual membrane capsule."
Fact: The capsules used in the UM70, (and
the slightly less noisy UM70s) are acopy of
a capsule originally developed by Georg
Neumann in 1947. It is not produced by Neumann and any inference suggesting that these
are Neumann capsules is erroneous.
RW, Jan. 22, 1992:
"Gotham has made arrangements with
Microtech Gefell of East Germany, to distribute three microphones that were originally
designed by Georg Neumann, but had been
'lost' behind the Iron Curtain."
Fact: As with the capsules referred to in the
prior example, there was no Neumann involvement of any kind in the design of these
three or any other Microtech Gefell mics.
Furthermore, to most knowledgeable engineers, even in the West, these mics were
never unknown or lost behind the Iron Curtain. The availability in the "Free World" of
truly superior equipment never warranted
their serious consideration.
The decision to purchase ahigh quality
studio mic should be based on careful subjective listening tests as well as athorough
examination of technical specifications—self
generated noise figures, immunity to RF interference, etc.—from amanufacturer with
aproven track record of reliability and performance. Neumann/USA is proud to represent those microphones which serve as the
reference in virtually all comparisons in this
field for the past four decades.
Jeff Alexander, Product Manager
Neumann/USA
Old Lyme, Conn.
44
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No FM Freeze
Dear RW,
Your editorial in the Feb. 19 issue, opposing the NAB's FM freeze proposal, was right
on the money. After reading Mr. Fox's response from the NAB in your March 25 issue, Idecided to write.
It would be one matter to limit new FM
construction in truly congested areas, or to
limit the practice of using adirectional antenna
to squeeze in aquestionable allocation. I'd
have no problem with either, provided the
rules were applied fairly and with common
sense.
What I'm opposed to is ablanket freeze,
such as that proposed by the NAB, because
not all parts of this country suffer from FM
overcrowding.
A look at my area will demonstrate what
I'm saying. In Fayetteville, NC., there are
two allocations—one commercial and one
noncommercial. There are CPs and/or FM
applications in progress for nearby Hope
Mills and the more-distant city of St. Pauls.
To that figure, add three other FMs which
have moved in on the Fayetteville market.
You'll still end up with anumber that's far
below the "26.4 stations for the average listener" cited by Mr. Fox. Actually, on atypical car radio around here, you can receive no
more than eight or ten audible FM signals.
That's total.
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Given achoice between helping or hindering the broadcast industry, lawmakers now
seem poised to do the latter.
Capital Hill legislators presently are
considering two bills that will have an impact
on broadcasters. One is designed to promote the development of AM
stereo; the second may impede the growth of DAT technology, or at
least batter end-users with increased costs in the form of levies on blank
media.
Ironically, the bill that may have anet negative effect on the industry has the best chance of being adopted.
The DAT legislation—perhaps rightly called anti-DAT legislation—
would apply alevy to the sale of consumer DAT machines and blank
media. While firms that upgrade consumer units for professional use
may "absorb" the costs on the machines themselves, the added costs
for the media will be passed along to users (including professionals).
Also, SCMS circuitry to be required in DAT machines may make it
impossible to edit with DAT unless more costly professional recorders
are used. That will directly affect broadcasters in many markets who
use consumer units because they are within easier reach of their budgets.
The legislation may prevent some stations from taking full advantage of the- benefits of digital audio. It also will continue to push DAT
technology into asecondary role as an archiving and logging medium,
rather than atrue professional audio product.
This is clearly acase of the squeaky wheel getting the grease. The
item before Congress was spearheaded by the recording industry, concerned about lost revenue from digital copying. The electronics industry seems to have bowed to this concern in order to get DAT off
the ground, irrespective of how such legislation may hobble this and
future digital recording technology.
The NAB is aware of the impact the DAT bill may have, but has
offered no strong opinion to Congress. Neither has it thrown support
of any consequence behind the AM stereo bill, which would serve to
benefit many NAB members and the industry as awhole.
In the grand scheme of things, the NAB may consider these matters not worth getting involved with. But alittle lobbying can go along
way. The NAB should take amore vocal role in influencing Congress
to pass the AM stereo bill and defeat the DAT bill—for broadcasters'
sake.
—RW

Choose Help,
Not Hindrance

This is an example of the old adage that you
can prove anything through the creative use
of statistics. Ithink Mr. Fox failed to mention that his figure included AM stations.
More importantly, the FCC rules for station allocations aren't based on averages.
They are based, or were originally at least,
on engimeering data and need.
Simply put, if Ican prove that an allocation won't interfere with those existing, they'll
make the allocation. If Ican prove that it
would provide needed service to anew area,
it might receive special consideration.
Why is that such abad idea, and why does
the NAB feel the need for achange? Why
doesn't the NAB instead propose, say, that
the FCC tighten the overlap requirements or
disallow the use of directional antennas?
Three other points in Mr. Fox's letter need
to be addressed.
First, he states that the "free market system" did not create new FM allocations.
That's ludicrous. The 80-90 allocations, in
particular. weren't arbitrarily proposed by
the FCC. They were the FCC's answer to
specific and long-standing complaints from
those who wanted FM licenses and couldn't
get them. Simply put, the FCC supplied to
meet aspecific demand.
Second, I'm glad he thinks that Ican just
buy aradio station. In this market, there are
none available Cat arational price) unless I
want to buy an AM. Suppose Iwant aFM?
Third, while the NAB's new-found concern
for the well-being of small-market radio is
laudable tl speak with tongue firmly pressed
in-cheek), they should allow me to decide
whether building anew station would be economically feasible. The right to succeed or
and to make one's choices in the matter,
is what afree-market economy is all about.
Your editorial was dead right, and the
NAB is dead wrong. It cannot be stated categorically that the market is overcrowded. It
may be in some areas, but that's not the case
in every community nationwide.
Actually, it doesn't take agenius to figure
out that this is amerely athinly-veined at-

tempt to protect vested interests and eliminate
potential competition. Let's hope the FCC
recognizes it for what it is.
Stephen M. Poole
Raeford, N.C.
Just for the Fun
Dear RW.
I'm astounded at the amount of publicity
you've given the KALW(FM) BBS system. It
seems anatural thing for anoncommercial
station, operated by aschool district, to operate apublic service, afree BBS such as theirs.
What is harder to figure out is why acommercial station would operate a free BBS.
Across town from KALW is KJAZ(FM) on
92.7 MHz. KJAZ operates "Jazz Online" to
record companies. "Jazz Online" is available
at 415-771-3191.
Still more difficult to comprehend is why
acommercial, dance-industrial-techno-pop
station in Los Angeles would operate afree
computer BBS. After all, a BBS requires
many hundreds of dollars in equipment, and
at least one telephone line.
If you get a9600 baud modem, and at least
80 MB of storage, then the price tag gets above
$1000. What's in it for such astation? Why
play host to an unwieldy gaggle of technonerds and children? Idon't know. And the staff
at KJAZ is deluding itself if it thinks that a
wide audience will see the BBS ads.
We're nuts. Out to lunch. That is why we
operate the MARS FM BBS. We've lost sight
of legitimate profit-oriented reality, and operate the BBS as alark. Sometimes the GM
thinks the PD takes the same approach to onair programming.
The MARS FM BBS is 310-394-0614. 9600
baud. It is operated by the engineering department at KSRF(FM) Santa Monica, and
KOCM(FM) Newport Beach, both California. Dial in with your modem. Look in awe
and wonderment.
Frank Martin, Chief Engineer
KSRF(FM) and KOCM(FM)
Santa Monica, Calif.
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STATION OWNERS TAKE ACTION

AND PROFIT

1Rating oint:
$1,000,000
Theory proves to be fact
MAJOR MARKET

Several

Major Market radio stations have
enhanced their revenue stream
already by taking advantage of
clever technology. One general
manager was quoted as saying
that use of on- frequency boosters
had added a minimum of one
point to his station's latest ratings
book. " Put in the simplest of
terms, we translated a small expenditure into an audience increase which resulted in amillion
dollars in new, undiluted revenue."
Behind the scenes, TFT, and
Harris Allied are suppliers of
choice for this innovative technology. Together they work directly with owners, managers and
engineers to design, develop and
deliver these enhanced, extra rev-
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Chicago Stations Say Fiber Not Best Choice
pi- continued from page 1

In aletter responding to Florian's original complaint, Illinois Bell Sales and
Service Vice President James A. Eibel
was conciliatory and eager to assure him
that the telephone company wants to find
away to meet the needs of broadcasters.
Eibel wrote that Illinois Bell has other
options available, such as "engineered
broadcast grade channels," that can provide high quality transmission regardless
of the transport medium used.
Florian rejected that claim in aresponse
to Eibel's letter, writing back that "engineered broadcast grade channels" are
just another term for a carrier system,
which " in reality does not provide the
necessary quality or reliabilty."
Fiber vulnerability
WLS's Schultz said Illinois Bell's fiberglass system is vulnerable to breakdown
if only because so much equipment is
involved in making it work. On April
3, for example, he said WLS lost its connection with a traffic reporter because
of afault Illinois Bell identified as afailure in a fiber-optic link.
In terms of audio quality, if Illinois
Bell goes through with its plan to replace
all copper pairs with fiberglass, the company will still meet its tariff obligation
to broadcasters—but no more than its
minimum requirement, Schultz said.
Mike Egan, Illinois Bell's director of

service costs, was present at the meeting
with Chicago broadcasters including
representatives from WNIB, WLS,
WMAQ(AM), WLIT(FM), WJJD(AM),
WJMK(FM) and WGN(AM).
Egan said Illinois Bell is sensitive to
the problem facing broadcasters and is
eager to find some way to accommodate
them, although "an appropriate and technologically feasible" solution has not been
identified.
In fairness to Illinois Bell, Egan noted
that the company, with acarrier system,
is still providing the same contractual
specifications it has always provided. The
only difference is that the old copper
wire system allowed broadcasters, through
their own efforts, to achieve transmission
performance of higher quality without
paying extra for it

$287.90 ($575.80 for stereo) for a 15 kHi
Illinois Bell equalized circuit.
Schultz pointed out, however, that
Florian takes arisk by invoking this loophole because the price for Illinois Bell's

Illinois Bell is
eager to find a way
to meet the needs
of broadcasters.

equalized circuit involves aservice guarantee, one that Florian does not qualify
for under his arrangement.
Schultz added that he does not necessarily blame Illinois Bell for the state
of affairs in which Chicago broadcasters
find themselves as the telephone comA low cost arrangement
pany system changes.
On the subject of contractual obligaIn fact, there seems to be little overt
tion and price, Florian's WNIB is curantagonism on either side in this issue,
rently operating under alittle-known codwith both concerned parties recognizing
icil of the FCC No. 2 tariff, which rethat the other has legitimate needs.
quires Illinois Bell to maintain interoffice
As an engineer, Schultz said he can apmetallic facilities (wire pairs) within a preciate the benefits of an all- fiber-glass
limit of five miles per channel, where
carrier system to Illinois Bell and the comfacilities are available.
pany's desire to implement it universally.
Under this codicil, Florian not only
Once in place, the system will be far more
has access—at least temporarily—to wire
efficient (requiring less maintenance and
pairs, he is billed at $41.73 per month
therefore fewer personnel) and capable of
for each non-equalized metallic circuit,
much greater data capacity.
compared to the standard cost of a
The carrier system, he said, is good
for data transmission, good for dial phone
operations and even potentially good for
broadcasters. To achieve the potential
benefits, however, radio stations must be
noise ratio of 96 dB, and would work with
willing to lay out a considerable sum of
money to take the coding/decoding procmost AM antenna systems.
ess out of the hands of Illinois Bell.
While alternative system proponents remained skeptical about whether Project
With the resources of Capital CitAcorn could work outside the laboratory
ies/ABC behind him, Schultz has set a
environment, Walden told RW that USA
plan in motion that will involve installing
Digital could have had an on-air broadcast
WLS's own in-house codec equipment:
demonstration at the show, but the group
aT1 terminal into the phone system that
can transmit up to twelve 15 kHz audio
decided it was not necessary. Masiello
speculated that amobile demo may come
paths into the Illinois Bell system in the
form of digital data streams exceeding
as early as September to coincide with the
Radio '92 show in New Orleans.
phone company specs.

USA Digital Demos IBOC DAB
continued from page 1

results of engaging the extractor, he maintained that 30 to 35 dB of the analog signal is successfully removed, retaining the
DAB signal.
Masiello also noted that multipath has no
effect on cancellation or extraction in the
Project Acorn system.
Glynn Walden said USA Digital is already working on acoding and interleaving system for AM DAB, which would offer 15 kHz stereo audio with asignal-to-
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The drawback, however, is price.
Schultz estimates that WLS's T1 unit will
cost in excess of $100,000. This outlay
is beyond the means of some stations,
particularly independents like WNIB.
Will Illinois Bell come up with an
option that enables radio stations to maintain their current high-quality audio
transmissions without incurring great capital costs?
Schultz said that is hard to predict.
He believes Illinois Bell has some good
people working on the problem, but the
company itself " is like working for the
government."
"One problem is that broadcasters provide about 0.5 percent of their income,"
he pointed out. "We could go away and
they'd be happy. The other side of the
coin is that the phone company is apublic utility and radio station signals must
be protected in the public interest."
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Japan Embraces C-QUANI AM Stereo
by John Gatski
TOKYO With eight Japanese AM stations now broadcasting in Motorola's CQUAM stereo system and more stations expected to follow, receiver manufacturers are
planning to increase production of AM stereo receivers and tuners, according to the
Electronic Industries Association of Japan
(EIAJ).
"Potential demand for AM stereos seems
to be huge, as listeners will be able to enjoy
better quality radio broadcasting at alower
price," EIAJ Public Affairs Manager
Tamotsu Harada said.
The Japanese government selected CQUAM as the Japanese standard in 1991, and
industry observers are paying close attention
to whether the move jump-starts AM stereo
here and abroad. Currently there are 47
licensed AM stations in Japan, not including
their relay services. The partially
government-supported Japan Broadcasting
Corp. also owns two AM stations.
Since Japan selected astandard, reaction
has been positive to the technology, according to the EIAJ. Sony and Aiwa already produce AM stereo radios for Japan; Panasonic
and Kenwood plan to start marketing their
products soon. "Other manufacturers are
said to follow," Harada added.
Stereo programming needed
He cautioned, however, on predicting an
immediate AM stereo boom for Japan until
other considerations within the industry are
resolved—such as getting broadcasters to
transmit stereo programming and improve
their facilities.
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"Some of the manufacturers seem to be aggressive, but we think that, in order to create the demand for AM stereos, receiver
manufacturers should supply many kinds of
equipment," Harada said. "In addition, it is
necessary for AM broadcasters to improve
their programs (to be) suitable to stereo programming."
As in the U.S., asignificant portion ofJap-

Potential
demand for AM
stereo receivers
seems to be huge.
anese AMs broadcast talk and news formats
on AM—programming that does not audibly
benefit as much from stereo as music formats.
Delta Electronics, located in Alexandria,
Va., is one of the major producers of CQUAM stereo generators and transmission
equipment, and has been doing business
with Japanese stations.
Delta has sold several AM stereo generators to Japanese stations and is readying
the sale of two more systems, according to
marketing engineer Barth Pitchford.
Follow the leaders
Pitchlbrd noted that key Japanese stations
are now converting to AM stereo, and if
they become successful, the other stations
will follow suit.
"We are excited about the Japanese mar-
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ket," Pitchford said.
According to C-QUAM developer Motorola, interest from Japanese radio manufacturers for its C-QUAM stereo chips "has
been hot and heavy."
Motorola's Manager of AM Stereo Broadcast Systems Don Wilson said there has been
abig push by the Japanese stations that have
implemented AM stereo in Japan. "They had
signs on buses, they had signs on trains. They
had live concerts. They are doing aheavy
promotion:' he said.
An AM stereo boom in Japan also may
energize AM stereo in the U.S. because
more receivers are likely to become available, according to proponents of the technology.
Some in the industry have predicted that
since the majority of receiver companies
are in Japan, they will be prompted to produce more models for their own market,
which also would make more models available for the U.S. More receivers would, in
turn, prompt more broadcasters to add AM
stereo.
U.S. to benefit
AM stereo has not fared well in the U.S.,
where fewer than 20 percent of AM stations broadcast in stereo—about 650. In the
early 1980s, the U.S. decided not to select
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Mark Schubin, aprofessional audio and
video engineer, has criticized SCMS from its
inception. "SCMS is much more insidious
than the (royalty) tax:' he said. "The function of SCMS is to prohibit piracy, which it
absolutely does not do. What it does do is
prevent people from editing digital tape. That
is an outrage."
SCMS unfair to the semi-pro
Schubin continued: "A broadcaster that
wants to set up alittle edit suite has to go
with $10,000 professional machines, instead
of $1,000-$2,000 consumer machines. We
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a standard, opting for a marketplace approach instead.
The overwhelming majority of U.S. AMs
did not upgrade to AM stereo for several reasons, including lack of astandard, lack of
receivers, and the economic decline of many
AMs.
Another impediment to development of the
technology is ongoing litigation between
Motorola and its AM stereo rival, Kahn
Communications. Kahn is the manufacturer
of the Independent Sideband (ISB) system of
AM stereo broadcast, as opposed to the companded quadrature approach used in Motorola's C-QUAM technology.
Gary Shapiro, VP of the EIA's Consumer
Electronics Group in the U.S., said that an
AM stereo boom in Japan "would probably
help" the receiver market in the U.S., but to
what degree he would not speculate.
Wilson said Motorola also would like to
see aspin-off of interest here in the U.S.
"We certainly hope so. Ithink it will be
important."
Wilson also noted a "great interest" in Japan concerning the U.S.-developed, voluntary
tuner standards AMAX and AMAX Stereo.
The standards offer improved AM specifications and features such as wider frequency
response, effective noise blanking, wide/narrow bandwidth, and external antenna connection for both mono and stereo AM.
Japanese manufacturers' interest in
AMAX also may increase the number of
those radios available in the U.S. as well,
Wilson added.

DAT Bill May Have Impact
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Block level

are going to end up with asituation where
you think you can do something but you
can't. Someone who is accustomed to editing in aprofessional editing suite may go
into asemi-professional suite or aprofessional suite that has cheap equipment
and suddenly find he can't do it (edit)."
Legislation proponents say that professionals, including broadcasters, still have
professional equipment available to them
that will not be subject to the royalty and
is exempted from the SCMS requirement.
Although some critics have emerged at
hearings on the legislation, few broadcasters have spoken out on the bills.
The NAB has taken no formal position
on the legislation. NAB Science and Technology VP Michael Rau said the NAB is
aware that the legislation could affect
broadcasters when they purchase DAT
tapes or edit on SCMS equipment. However, Rau said, "we're still analyzing it."
Society of Broadcast Engineers member
Skip Pizzi said broadcasters either don't
know that much about the issue or they
don't care because they believe the additional cost added by the royalty would be
minuscule.
Despite the few objections by critics so far,
the agreement by the manufacturers and the
artist groups—formerly enemies on digital
recording and royalties—has impressed
members of Congress; many have signed on
as co-sponsors of the bills.
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Opinions Vary on EBS
Proposed Alternatives
II. continued from page 1
however, that the "RDS system should not be
used because it discriminates against AM radio."
"We need anew system that is distributed
by the NWS's weather radio system," Rice
commented.
Frederick Baumgartner, engineering manager WTTV-TV and WTTK-TV, said that
"RDS should be dismissed out of hand as
technology looking for an application. Being data-based assures that it is inherently
slow, relatively more expensive, incapable of
dealing with automated stations and depends
on human intervention and interpretation for
implementation."
Baumgartner noted that ICEBS and
WRSAME "come closest to meeting the
simple and clear requirements of any public
alerting system." He added that the two systems are "so similar that it would appear that
melding the two systems is the obvious conclusion."

Pro SAGE
Not all the comments regarding an RDSbased emergency alerting system were negative, however, and Sage Alerting came to the
rescue of its SAGE Itechnology in afiling
that maintained that all broadcasters would
be accommodated on the system.
Sage Alerting's filing stated that with the
SAGE Isystem, "primary radio stations are
FM." The company noted, however, that 73
percent of listeners are on the FM dial,
"therefore emergency messages would be
more readily received when transmitted on
FM stations."
"Of course, SAGE Iaccommodates all
other electronic mass media outlets such as
AM, television, cable, closed caption, etc.:'
according to Sage.
Comments from General Motors (the parent company of receiver manufacturer Delco
Electronics) noted that "the best approach for
providing EBS over FM radio would be to
utilize the capabilities of RDS. Use of this option will provide significant increase in capability over the existing system at very low
marginal cost to either broadcasters or
listeners."
The Louisiana Emergency Preparedness
Association ( LEPA) commented, "With the
exception of the SAGE Isystem technology.
LEPA feels that the other systems are labor
intensive, would not significantly improve
emergency broadcast capabilities at both the
state and local level."
The City of New Orleans Department of
Utilities (NODU) pointed out that awarning
system should not only be responsive to

weather emergencies, but to mishaps in "rail,
highway, intra-coastal and ocean vessels and
aircraft, both civilian and military."
While acknowledging that the WRSAME
system is "excellent for wide-area weather
disturbances:' NODU noted it "cannot be
used for railcar or highway hazardous
materials incidents that would affect asmall
population."
"It appears that the SAGE system is the
best system to use. It has been thoroughly
field tested," NODU wrote.
Other comments in favor of the SAGE I
system came from the South Carolina Broadcasters Association and emergency management agencies including the Waco, Texas
EBS Operational Area, the Middlesex
County Emergency Management Agency,
North Brunswick, N.J.; and Jefferson
County Emergency Management, Beaumont
Texas.
Talking about the weather
Another strong contender for EBS
replacement was the NWS weather radio
service.
The State of Ohio Adjutant General's
Department, Emergency Management
Agency recommended system interoperability between EBS and NOAA weather
radio—the WRSAME system.
The Commission "should select aspecific
alerting system as part of its rulemaking and
mandate its universal use. This would create
anational framework for an improved EBS
system," according to the agency.
Lawrence Titus, of Titus Technological
Labs, said "the WRSAME system of in-band
audio activation is the one system that Ifeel
would be easily adapted by radio, television
and weather stations. It is also the easiest of
all of the systems with which to manufacture
decoding and audio switching equipment.
"With the inclusion of the WRSAME data
burst system within the current structure of
the EBS attention tone message system, the
public would be best served," Titus said.
The New York State Emergency Communications Committee (NYSECC) maintained
that improvements or changes in the technical aspects EBS alerts "must be undertaken
as asupplement to the present concept of audible in-band tone alerting."
Pushing for WRSAME
Stressing the need to have inter-operability
with EBS and services such as the weather
radio system, NYSECC indicated a "strong
preference for asystem conceptually parallel to WRSAME."
continued on page 10 In-
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A First for VSAT Network
by Lucia Cobo
AVON, Colo. Rocky Mountain Radio,
the first digital VSAT audio radio network
based on the MUSICAM digital compression
algorithm has been activated, according to
the National Supervisory Network (NSN).
The Rocky Mountain Radio Network will
serve as the programming and sales link
among the Gardiner Broadcast Group's family of Colorado stations.
The new program distribution system will
feed real-time CD-quality stereo programming from acentral production facility in
Vail, to sister stations in Breckenridge, Aspen, Steamboat Springs and Telluride. The
VSAT system will use the ComStream ABR200 digital audio network system.
The system will be used to distribute 24hour programming, commercial inventory,
news, sports and weather—all compiled from
acentral studio and sent to the individual stations. Each of the stations will be equipped
with the AUDISK digital hard disk station
automation system.
The Rocky Mountain Radio Network is the
first fruit of an ongoing labor at NSN.
Founded in 1988, NSN has specialized in providing "virtual" operators—off-premise,
broadcast station control systems.
NSN developed and recently introduced the
VSAT Intelligent Satellite Integrated Operations Networks (VISION) systems, that allow station groups to link together all broadcast operations. The benefits of the system include the economies of scale that can be gain-

ed by centralizing front-office, commercial
production and station programming facilities.
The NSN facilities also lend themselves to
serving stations involved in LMAs. According to company President Bill Sepmeier,
NSN gets called for Local Marketing Agreement (LMA) situations because they can fulfill the requirement that alicensee retain control over its station.
"And we certainly look good," Sepmeier
said. "Because for about 72 cents an hour,
we provide them with astaff that is responsible to the licensee—not the brokering
agent—you are not abdicating that control at
any time."
It is agrowing area of business for the
company, he added, because NSN can provide aquality operations staff. "Ithink that
especially in the LMA situation, where you
need to be able to prove to the FCC that you
have upheld the tenants and tenets, of your
LMA agreement," he said. "Basically we become the staff of the station operating under
the LMA."
Stations in both LMA and regular operational modes can select as much or as little
as they need from NSN's variety of services
including the VISION systems, fully integrated and automated situations, and program distribution.
Said Sepmeier, "We started asmall industry within the radio industry with NSN, and
as with any new industry, there is amake or
break point. We passed through that last year
and have begun showing stockholders areturn on their investment."

EBS Opinions Vary at FCC
Pr- continued from page 9
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The Primary Entry Point Advisory Committee (PEPAC) advocated a WRSAMEbased system, as well. Field tests at two radio
stations using WRSAME show the data system "has been completely reliable," according to PEPAC, with the only failures traceable
to operator error on the sending end.
The group acknowledged the "tremendous
capability of other systems which use data
subcarriers," but commented that " implementation of any subcarrier system for
AM broadcast has not to date shown enough
reliability for us to recommend its user
Capital Cities/ABC recommended that the
Commission "mandate acarrier alarm on
EBS receivers, and achange in monitoring assignment when the primary station is not on
the air." Each station should also be required
to have at least one other alert channel.
The company also recommended adoption
of the WRSAME system, because " it is relatively inexpensive, and would also address
most emergencies, since the majority of
emergencies are weather related?'
An engineering statement from Kenneth
Brown, attached to the CapCities filing,
noted that asystem such as the SAGE Iis
"highly impractical." In addition to Brown's
concerns about only FM stations acting as
primary control points under the SAGE system, he noted that the plan calls for allocation of RPU channels, "which are essentially
unavailable in many major markets."
Improved EBS
Still other filings endorsed an enhancement of the existing EBS system, rather than
acompletely separate technology.
TFT wrote that "improving the present system would certainly be more cost effective
than instituting anew system or even having
compatible dual systems, because it will min-

imize the investment in implementation both
to the broadcaster and to the general public."
The company proposed an enhanced EBS
system that it said "is compatible with the existing two-tone system, and any in-band EBS
system being tested today, such as WRSAME,
ICEBS, FM subcarrier and EDIS, as long as
the audio signal is accessible:'
A completely new system "would face stiff
opposition from broadcasters because of expense and complexity, and would inhibit their
participation on alocal level:' TFT wrote.
The Alaska chapter of SBE voted for
modification of the existing EBS system,
to keep it intact, but improve its efficiency.
Among the suggestions made by the
chapter was to "take control out of operators' hands for areal emergency, utilizing
a circuit which would put the CPCS-I
directly on the air automatically." Such endorsement of an automatic seizure function
for improved EBS was, in fact, generally
supported in the filings, regardless of the
actual system advocated.
In its comments, the NAB agreed that
there is "aneed for an updated, more automated EBS alerting system to provide
public notification of emergency conditions." However, it stopped short of recommending a system, and noted it was
"premature" for the Commission to select
a system.
The association suggested that an improved daisy-chain system can be both reliable and cost effective and supported the idea
of an automated activation feature so that an
"external authority" would switch stations
from normal programming to an alert mode
in times of emergency.
The NAB recommended, however, that
the FCC arrive at alist of requirements for
an improved EBS system and issue anotice
of proposed rulemaking at alater date.
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It's louder and cleaner
than the 8100A.
Bill Ruck, Engineering Manager,
KFOG, San Francisco.

Looks like you did
it again; what a
machine, and the
manual is great!

¡( This is the most incredible
audio processor Ihave
ever heard!!
Ronald Sweafte, Engineer ng Manager,
KUBE, Seattle.

OP,
TIMOD FM

George Bisso, Director of
Engineering, KMPS, Seattle.

Sounds so good
that the jocks
thought they were
monitoring program.
Chip Morgan,
Chip Morgan Broadcast Engineering.

There are 8200 units in
WONT, New York and KPWR,
Los Angeles. Both have
exceeded our expectations.
I.

During evaluation, we had
it sounding like we
wanted in 10-12 minutes. 00

Terry Grieger, Vice President of Engineering,
Emmis Broadcasting.

Jef Gulick, Chief Engineer,
WNCI, Columbus, Ohio.

Stations around the country are taking advantage of the power, potential and
profitability of the OPTIMOD-FM 8200. Don't be the last ii your market.
Call your dealer now to hear the power of OPTMOD—in pure

orben

A Division of AKG Acoustics, Inc.
1525 Alvarado Street San Leandro CA 94577 USA
Tel: (1: 5`.0/351-3500 Fax: tl) 510/351-0500

© 1992 AKG Acoustics, Inc.
Orban and Opcirrod are registered trademarks of AKG Acoustics, Inc.
AKG is aregistered trademark of Akustische u. Kino-Gerâte Ges.m.b.H, Austria.
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Taking Inventory of an Arsenal
Of Digital Interconnection Gear

X

by Mel Lambert
STUDIO CITY, Calif. This month's
column will stay with the theme of digital interconnections, and techniques for carrying
AES/EBU-format signals from one device or
studio to another.
As we know, interfacing and synchronizing several digital subsystems can result in
logistical problems.
Specifically, we might need to match unbalanced, SIP DIF and other consumergrade I/Os with balanced, AES3-compatible
professional inputs and outputs, and ensure
that channel status information is corrected
during the translation. And, in more and
more situations, the need arises to lock a
workstation or editing system to a nonsynchronous digital source, or to convert between discrete sampling rates.
Fortunately, an arsenal of hardware now
exists to handle these and other funnies, including digital interface compatibility,
sample-rate conversion and system synchronization. In addition, several comprehensive test sets are now available that allow
both electrical parameters and protocol
schemes of avariety of digital VOs to be analyzed and, in some cases, corrected.
In addition to providing high-quality translation between analog and digital worlds, the
Apogee Electronics Model AD 500 portable
stereo A-to-D converter will accept avariety

Designed specifically for
broadcast professionals, the
ReVox PR99 delivers the highest quality audio, outstanding
performance and reliability,
year after year. Precision engineered with advanced audio
electronics, the PR99 offers an
impressive list of operating
features such as: • balanced
and floating inputs and outputs •

a solid die-cast

aluminum transport chassis
and head block • a true
Autolocator with Zero Locate
and Address Locate functions •
rack mounts standard • full
"solid state" transport control
with motion sensing • easily

of sync references, including internal crystal, external word clock (32 to 54 kHz),
AES3 sync, SIP DIF (consumer), and video
sync (59.94/60 Hz North American NTSC
or 50 Hz European PAL). The unit provides
consumer-grade IEC 958-compatible ports,
and an isolated word sync from the unit's internal low-jitter clock in addition to AES3
digital outputs.
Apogee's proprietary R1 .001S circuitry
provides switch-selectable conversion between 29.94 and 30 frames per second NTSC
video rates. For information, call Apogee
Electronics at 310-399-2991, fax 310-3997665, or circle Reader Service 192.
Testing with Precision
Audio Precision's System One comprehensive test unit connects to acompanion
IBM-compatible PC. System One measures
and generates AES3-format test signals,
including variablefrequency sine/square
waves, impulses, and multiple sine waves.
Channel status can also be displayed and altered.
The unit will lock to astudio word-clock
reference for high-precision analysis of digital I/Os. For information, call Audio Precision at 503-627-0832, fax 503-641-8906, or
circle Reader Service 53.
Digital Audio Research makes the DASS
100 digital audio synchronizing system.
continued on page 25 10-

VARIABL

CCA

accessible modular electronics
•varispeed control • the service and support of the only

company backed by over 40
years of engineering excellence. Providing outstanding
flexibility in live on-air broad-

casts, remotes or commercial
production tasks, the industry
proven PR99 is the top choice

among professionals. Call
today for more information.

R EVOX®
1425 ELM Hill PIKE --NASHVILLE, TN 37210

"Simplicity is the highest form of science."
-Albert Einstein

TELEPHONE 615-254-5651 TELEFAX 615-256-7619
IN CANADA 416-510-1347
ReVox is a registered trademark of STUDER
REVOX AG, Regensdorl, Switzerland.

CCA Transmitters
P.O. Box 426
Fairburn, GA 30213
(404)964-3530 FAX (404)964-2222
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The contemporary 210 console contains exactly those features and qualities

Why Auditronics'
210 console
remains radio's
virtual
standard

your on- air people tell us they need to do their best work. Nothing more,
nothing less.
The Auditronics 210 has the best record for up-time of any radio console.
It just plain works, elegantly, all day, every day, all year, every year.

And, most important in this age of cost concern, we've made our production
more efficient, so we can deliver today's 210 console at aprice less than that
of over adecade ago.
It's no wonder the 210 console continues to be the on- air mixer of choice
among quality- conscious broadcasters. Choose the Auditronics 210 for
your next console replacement or upgrade. Call 901-362-1350 today for
complete information.

This Auditronics 210-18 in KPFA-Berkeleys on-air studio is one of four 210s in use at
the Pacifica Foundation station.

a
8

ouditronicf. inc. 3750 Old Getwell Road. Memphis. Tennessee 38118 • 901-362-1350 FAX 901-365-8629
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ECLECTIC ENGINEER

Careful Planning May Halt Budget Ax
by Barry Mishkind

TUCSON, Ariz. limes are tight. You
don't need me to tell you that budgets are thin,
and getting thinner. You probably get enough
of that from your manager each and every
day. In fact, one of the biggest topics of conversation when engineers gather is exactly
how deep the budgetary knife will cut.
Last month, achief engineer at amajor
market station told me that his request for
less than $1,000 to cover all travel expenses
for abroadcast convention was completely
deleted. "Not enough money," said the GM.
Of course, not long after that, the GM and

the sales manager both went off to the RAB
conference.
That's not the worst of it. The entire budget
for publications was excised. "If it's not free,
don't get it," was the new station policy. And
then there was the station that decided to
eliminate the engineering pager to save $20
amonth. They figured the engineer could
just keep aradio turned on to find out if there
was trouble.
Why is this happening in more and more
stations? And is there something that you can
do about it besides alot of grumbling? Knowing what's happening may assist you in planning your future in achanging industry. Let's

look first at the debt service bomb.
Many stations were sold and resold in the
late 1980s. As the decade ended, the prices
for stations multiplied as more and more people bid for the best facilities.
For example, asunbelt station that might
have brought $75,000 in the 1960s sold for
$1.6 million in the 1970s, and then quickly
$2.5 million, $4million, $7.5 million and $12
million.
And that's in medium markets. Prices in
major markets soared to as much as $100 million and more. Yet, today's selling prices have
contracted dramatically.
This has really put pressure on managers.

LOG 14 DAYS OF AUDIO
ON ONE DAT, PLAY IT BACK
WHILE STILL RECORDING!

RCS TRACKER
The RCS TRACKER records up to 3 stations simultaneously,
and provides random access to any logged time segment even by phone - without interrupting the recording.
The RCS TRACKER consistently sounds better, costs less to operate,
and is easier to use than any other logging technology.
The RCS TRACKER is acomplete hardware- software system.

—=_

-----

2 Overhill Road, Suite 100, Scarsdale, NY 10583
Voice (
914) 723-8567
Fax ( 914) 723-6651
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Most station purchases were made by taking
on debt. And even when the company paid
cash, there still was pressure to get areturn
of 12-20 percent on investment.
Simple math shows that for astation financing roughly $6million, the yearly debt
service alone will be between $720,000 and
$1.2 million. To that must be added salaries,
utilities, and other fixed expenses like rent
and taxes.
It can take amedium market station $4
million to $5million just to break even. And
major market costs will take one's breath
away. It'll take afull load of commercials just
to pay the nut.
The result has been an abandoning of many
formats, such as classical, deemed not capable of generating sufficient spot loads and
cash flow. Some stations have even sold some
real estate, often resulting in an inferior technical plant.
The recent changes in the FCC Rules will
have an important effect. Companies will be
allowed to own many more stations than
previously. We may well see many mini "networks" and other cost-efficient linkups.
All of which leads to the question: "What
about the engineering departments?" The
conventional wisdom is fewer and fewer engineers are going to be doing more and more,
as managers continue to view the technical
budget as an easy place to cut overhead.
Interestingly, at about this same time the
FCC has begun aggressively inspecting stations with anew fine schedule in hand. Some
of these fines (for missing public files, nonoperating EBS units or tower lighting issues,
etc.) can easily wipe out the "savings" that
stations thought they'd achieved.
If you haven't been inspected lately, ask
around. The Rls are getting quite active, and
the fines aren't cheap.
Whether we like it or not, the engineer's
job more and more requires some public relations ability.
Indeed, you must develop communicative
skills to inform station management what you
are doing as well as what needs to be done
in the near future. Try to set and meet two
goals here: Show how you've kept the station
operating efficiently, and as far as possible
prevent surprises from hitting the station's
checkbook.
Many successful engineers have mapped
out the technical needs of their station ranging from one to three years down the line.
While it's hard to plan for everything, showing such careful consideration to all aspects
of operation will prevent one month without
expenses being set as the benchmark to
measure future needs.
Most managers will agree that asteady,
modest budget will likely survive, while unexpected expenses will be resisted.
Of course, the largest item in the budget
is usually the engineer's salary itself. Lately,
even that's under attack as stations try to do
with part-time technical help. Perhaps even
you yourself have considered whether or not
this might be the time to become acontract
engineer.
Can you survive in today's business climate
as acontract engineer? There's enough work,
but at what price? More on this next time.
One last thought before we go—I've had
afew requests to print some more odd instructions and muffs from manuals. If we get
enough, we'll do it. Send your nomination for
manual misprint or muff to me at 2033 S.
Augusta Pl., Tucson, Ariz. 85710. We're also
interested in your favorite bizarre
memos ... and great ones, too!
nri n
Barry Mishkind, aka RW's Eclectic Engineer is aconsultant in Tucson. He can be
reached at 602-296-3797 or 70631,116 on
CompuServe, or "barry@coyote.datalog.com" on Internet.
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The ACIDCs of Broadcast Power Supplies
by Jim Somich
BROADVIEW, Ohio This month I'm
going to tackle power supplies. Deceptively
simple and often taken for granted, supplies
that provide clean, regulated power are vital to good circuit design.
Just about every piece of equipment in
abroadcast station contains some type of
power supply: all electronic equipment re-

voltage to a usable value, a rectifier to
convert alternating current to direct
current, and filter capacitors to smooth
out the pulsating DC output of the rectifier. Zener diodes or monolithic voltage
regulators can be used to maintain a
constant output voltage regardless of
load.
The important specifications of apower
supply are input and output voltage, out-

load placed on it. Where loads are relatively constant this is not normally aproblem. Regulation is required when aconstant output voltage— independent of
load—is required.
Another purpose of regulation is to provide aprecise voltage from apower supply. A simple diagram of aDC power supply utilizing zener diodes for regulation is
shown in Fig. 2. The current-limiting resistor value is determined by the formula:
R = (VS —Vout)/(Il-Iz)
where VS is the voltage at the input to the
regulator and Vout is the output voltage

(zener rating). Il is the required load current and h is the zener current, which
should be about 10 percent of Il.
The power rating of R is determined by
the formula:
Pr=(I1+Iz)R
The power rating of the zener is:
Pz = Pz =Vout xIz
This power rating will only hold true for
agiven load current. If the load is removed,
the zener current will increase to the load
current. If this is apossibility, the zener
rating must be high enough to stand this
continued on page 20 lb-
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Unregulated bi-polar power supply
quires asource of clean direct current. This
DC can be obtained from batteries, simple unregulated supplies, linear regulated
supplies or higher efficiency switching
power supplies.
Most of the projects I'll be writing about
will require regulated DC. Linear supplies,
while less efficient than switchers, are easier to construct, so we will concentrate on
linears. As abonus, we can ignore the RFI
that is often produced by switchers.
Start with linear
A linear DC power supply consists of
apower transformer, which reduces line

put current capability, filtering and regulation. The main design consideration in
broadcast audio power supplies is to provide clean DC power at the required voltage and current.
Any hum or ripple at the power supply
output can be transferred to the device's
output. Opamp circuits require abi-polar
power supply, asupply with apositive and
negative voltage output with respect to
ground.
A simple, unregulated full-wave power
supply ( such as the one shown in Fig. 1),
will provide arelatively clean DC output
that will vary somewhat in voltage with the

Get Control
of Time..

e
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Rugged Performer.
Harris HT Series FM Transmitters From 3.5-35 kW.
HT Series transmitters are engineered to give you high efficiency
and unsurpassed performance. HT FM transmitters have proven
their reliability and exceptional lightning survival capabilities in
installations around the world. Here's why HT Series transmitters
are the choice of demanding broadcasters:
e55 Watt THE- 1FM Exciter with

Real Time Event Sequencer
CRL is proud to introduce our new Real Time
Event Sequencer. This one rack height unit is a
seven day programmable event sequencer. Any
combination of eight or one of 255 outputs can be
controlled via arear panel connector. The unit can
store up to 200 events. The outputs are selectable
either to latch on or provide half or one second
contact closures. Programming is done via a
simple key pad, and is displayed on a back- lit
LCD.
Security keylock and battery backup
included. To control time more easily, write, FAX,

ultra- linear VCO operates at final
carrier frequency with inaudible
noise and distortion
•Quarter-wave cavity offers twice

the bandwidth of folded half-wave
designs to pass more of the FM signal without distortion
•Low velocity, high-efficiency direct

drive cooling system
•Modular solid-state IPA and conservatively operated final tetrode PA

FETs for highest reliability
•Solid state controller with automatic

RF power control, proportional
VSWR foldback, auto-restart
•Optoisolated remote control/status

interface, fully transient protected
•Exclusive FLEXPatchTM design allows

easy bypassing of low-level stages to
keep you on the air during emergencies

Also available: 100% solid state 250 W, 500 W and lkW HT Series transmitters.

ga HARRIS
ALLIED
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Circuit Research Labs, Inc.

Cirri, ( 138) Cla Reader Service Card

power bills
•Broadband solid state RF driver uses

Call Harris Allied today at 800-622-0022 for more information on rugged, reliable,
efficient HT Series FM transmitters.

or phone:
2522 West Geneva Drive •
Tempe, Arizona 85282-3192 U.S.A.
(800) 535-7648 (602) 438-0888 FAX 438-8227
Bulletin Board System (602) 438-0459 Telex: 350464

•High overall efficiency lowers AC

800-622-0022
Tel ( 217) 222-8290 • Fax ( 217) 224-2764 • Telex 650-374-2978 HARIS UR
© 1992 Harris Corporation
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Digital Made Simple
The New Dynamax DCR1000
Digital Cartridge Recorder

Our new Digital Cartridge Recorder, the Dynamax DCR1000, features simple cart-like mechanics

with just three front panel buttons on the playback unit. No special training or keyboard is necessary
for operation. 31/
2 floppy disks serve as reliable, low cost recording media.
Our staff of veteran broadcast professionals preserved all the familiar user-friendly functions and
flexibility of conventional cart machines in the DCR1000. We know the ins and outs of on-air studios
as well as the needs of station personnel. Engineers will appreciate the durability and virtually
maintenance free design of the DCR1000. (The disk drive offers over 20,000 hours MTBF yet requiires
less than 15 minutes to replace.) D.J.s will put their hands on instant cue and start buttons. The
production staff will enjoy CD quality audio and the ease of direct digital dubbing. And Station
Management will find the price reasonable — about the same as Dynamax CTR90 Series Cartridge
Machines.
You will be amazed by the versatility of the Dynamax DCR1000. Call Flidelipac for more
information and abrochure.

TD
- DYNAMAX'
BROADCAST PRODUCTS BY FDEUPAC e

F:delipac Corporation ill P.O Box 808 L Moorestown, NJ 08057 U.S.A. El TEL 609-235-3900 L
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INSIGHT ON RULES

Avoid EBS Fines Using Self-Inspection
by Harold Hallikainen
SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif. In my last
column, we left off our discussion of the
FCC's proposed self-inspection form with
the review of the public inspection file.
This month we'll look at the EBS section
of the self-inspection form and discuss various EBS concerns.
The next section of the FCC selfinspection form deals with the Emergency
Broadcast System. The FCC takes EBS
very seriously and can issue large fines for
seemingly minor violations. In an emergency, however, these " minor" problems
could result in the public not being informed of an emergency.
In apolicy statement issued on July 11.
1991, the FCC set the forfeiture for " EBS
equipment not installed or operational" at
$12,500. Several changes are being proposed or discussed regarding EBS. These
include shortening the EBS tones, automating aportion of the emergency information
rebroadcast and the use of digital data
transmission.

seems to be open to question, but it appears
to me that if the peak flasher on an AM
station indicates 80 percent or higher when
the EBS tones are present, the station is
probably in compliance. If astation is using subaudible subcarriers on the main ( I
as opposed to Q) carrier for telemetry, utility load management, stereo pilot, etc.,
then I'd suggest the peak modulation level
of the EBS tones be 80 percent above the
injection level of the subcarriers.
Again, the rules require the EBS tones
to modulate the transmitter at least 40 percent on each tone. If you have asubcarrier
running at five percent and the total peak

modulation with EBS tones is 80 percent,
it doesn't look like the levels are compliant.
Similarly, for FM stations, I'd add the
levels of all subcarriers to the 80 percent
lower limit. Stations running astereo pilot
at nine percent injection and asubcarrier
at nine percent injection should see atotal
peak modulation of at least 98 percent
when EBS tones are present (stations running asubcarrier with nine percent injection are allowed amaximum of 104.5 percent, see 73.1570(b)(2)(i)).
Ibelieve many stations are not complying with the EBS tone level requirements.
These stations place the EBS equipment

ahead of audio processing equipment
which reduces the EBS tone levels below
that required. It may be desirable to place
the EBS encoder at the transmitter site or
immediately before the stereo generator for
stations utilizing composite STLs.
Monitor modulation
Note that I've suggested using the modulation monitor peak flasher to determine
the EBS tone levels. The previous rules for
the type approval of modulation monitors
required the meter to have "semi-peak"
characteristics.
The meter would give an accurate indication of the peak modulation level when
the modulation was acontinuous sine wave;
it would not accurately indicate the peak
modulation level with any other waveform.
Since the EBS attention signal consists of
continued on page 25

Reconsideration of fines

In addition, the increased forfeiture
schedule issued last year may be reconsidered. FCC field offices currently have
delegated authority to issue forfeitures up
to $2,000. Forfeitures larger than this have
to be issued by the FCC in Washington.
This may also change.
The self- inspection form requests submission of the past two months of log entries showing EBS tests sent and received.
Recall that 73.1820(a)(I)(iii) and 73.961 require transmitted or received EBS tests be
logged in the station log. Furthermore,
73.961(c) requires an EBS test be transmitted once aweek on arandom basis between
8:30 a.m. and local sunset.
Finally, 73.932(c) requires the licensee
to determine the cause of any missed reception of aweekly EBS test. The reasons for
the failure must be logged. While making
the repairs, astation may operate for up to
60 days without an operable EBS receiver,
once the appropriate log entries are made
(7J.932(d)). If the EBS generator is removed for repairs, the remainder of the
EBS test (script, etc.) must be run as usual.
I've read of several cases where astation
claims the EBS receiver is operating
properly. The station sending the EBS test
is not transmitting the tones properly. My
suggestion is to notify the station originating the faulty tests of the problem—ideally
in writing. Ideally the station will be
cooperative. Things to check at the
originating station include tone duration,
tone modulation level, tone level "twist"
and tone distortion.
The tone duration is (currently) required
to be 20 to 25 seconds ( 73.906(d)). It is
proposed that this be changed to 8 to 25
seconds, limiting listener tune-out due to
seemingly interminable EBS tones.
80 percent modulation
The tone modulation level is required to
be at least 40 percent on each tone
(73.906(c)). Both AM and FM stations
generally transmit the EBS tones in monaural (equal levels and phase driving left
and right channels), resulting in full modulation of the L+R channel (baseband of
FM stations and the in-phase sidebands of
AM stations).
The actual measurement technique
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TRADITION

UNITY
On Sunday, March 1.5th 1992,
John Alan of station KLOL in Houston
felt compelled to send us afax.
On aSUNDAY AFTERNOON!
Thanks John. We couldn't have
said it better ourselves.

THE UNITY 2000 DI
All of the tools of the FM broadcast
audio chain in asingle chassis.
Call or write for afree brocure
and/or demo of the UNITY 2000.
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= CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGIES
2501 West Third Street • Cleveland, OH 44113 • 216.241.3343 • FAX: 216.621
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Don't Overlook "Freebies"
by John Bisset
FALLS CHURCH, Va. In the spirit of
the "freebie giveaway" found at trade
shows like the NAB, this installment of
Workbench will concentrate on some useful things that are either free or close to it.
From our " free" department comes a
useful bookmark from Dataworld. Available in two sizes, the bookmark is imprinted
with useful FCC telephone numbers as well

The
Industry's
Finest
and most
Affordable
Cart
Machine.
•e

The heatproof fabric sleeve is held in place
with aband that fits around the handle of the
soldering iron. Jensen sells this accessory for
as contour values for AM, FM, TV, and
$8.00 (catalog number 578B605). If you
LPTV. The English-to-Metric conversions
don't have aJensen Catalog, circle Reader
round out what is avery useful tool for toService 148, or call 602-968-6241 to place
day's broadcast engineer. Copies of the
an order.
Dataworld bookmark are free. Circle
* **
Reader Service 72, or call Dataworld at
If you've been searching for inexpensive
1-800-368-5754.
DANGERRF RADIATION signs, Holaday
Our "close to free" category features an
Industries has ended your search. Rather
than metal signs, Holaday's signs are adhesivebacked stickers. They discovered that the metal
signs they used to offer got
"hot" with RF, only contributing to the RFR problem.
These caution stickers
have the ANSI RF symbol
on them, and can be used
Efficiency in the field is improved by eliminating
to indicate that RF energy
unproductive cool down time when the Hakko
is in the area. Holaday
soldering iron cover is used.
recommends that the
offering from Jensen Tools. Shown in Fig.
signs be used to relate specific instructions to
1, the HAKKO 605 Iron Cover is just the
the reader or personnel in the area.
answer for the contract engineer on the run,
A package of six vinyl, adhesive-backed
who doesn't have time to wait for his solsigns is only $15.00 and can be ordered by
dering iron to cool before running to the
calling Michael Leighton at 612-034-4920.
next station.
For information, or to have Michael contact

Thin needles pierce the insulation of
awire under test, and prevent the need
to strip insulation to check aconnection
when the JP Test Tool is used.

Clearly The Best.
The RPL 4000 Remote Pick-up Link, From Moseley.
Planning on using quality remote broadcasts for revenue generation and
station promotion? Moseley's RPL 4000 is the clear choice for today's
crowded UHF RPU channels. The RPL 4000 delivers clear studio-quality
audio so your next remote won't be acompromise.
•Lightweight: the RPL 4010 Transmitter is only 12.5 lbs •
•Three microphone inputs, one switchable to line •
•Frequency- agile two- frequency operation: wide or narrowband •

Just call us.
1-800-523-2133

Rama sysrEmsiNc.

•20 Watts power output, AC or DC operation •
•Excellent receiver sensitivity and selectivity •
•Built-in noise reduction, 27 Hz oscillator, Fully metered •

Moseley
II ICastilian Drive • Santa Barbara, CA 93117 • ( 805) 968-9621

Circle ( 51) On Reader Service Card

you, circle Reader Service 130.
* * *
Keith Arnett of Broadcast Services wrote
in to tell of aField Support Kit that Maranta
now offers for their PMD portable professional recorders.
The Field Support Kit (part number
FSK221) includes replacement switches,
belts, knobs, levers, screws, jacks, door,
springs and retainers. It retails for $60.00. If
you use the Marantz PMD series of
recorders, circle Reader Service 45, and
Keith will send you more information. For
more immediate needs, Keith Arnett can be
called at 800-345-7112.
***
In the Feb. 19 issue of RW, Idescribed a
cheap circuit enclosure in the form of plastic or metal stud-mounted electrical switch
boxes. N.E. Litsche from Air Navigation Industries faxed asupplement to that idea. He
writes that electrical supply stores sell an
item called a "pull box" which is ideal for
larger enclosures. The pull boxes come in a
variety of sizes—with and without the semi-

Circle ( 127) On Reader Service Card

punched knockout holes.
Covers are available, and the boxes can be
mounted either flush with, or directly on a
wall surface. One word of caution: If your
project includes meters, which are to be
mounted on the cover plate, make sure the
meter is shielded for use in steel panels. Another solution would be to fabricate acover
from aluminum and mount the meter in the
center of the cover, for minimal interaction
by the steel box. Norman Litsche can be
reached at 716-394-9099.
We'll wrap up this month's column with
an interesting test clip. The JP-8783 (pictured in Fig. 2) permits "bridging" across
aline without stripping the insulation. Wire
of either 22 or 24 gauge is "vaccinated"
by agroup of tiny needles, which makes
the connection for testing purposes.
The tiny size of the piercing needles
permits the wire insulation to "heal" after
withdrawal. Of course, the insulation
doesn't grow back, but the elastic properties of the plastic insulation causes the holes
to "disappear."
The test tool can be purchased loose or
factory-assembled to a 50-inch lead that
terminates in abanana plug. For information on this new product, manufactured by
J. S. Popper Inc., circle Reader Service
115.
ODD

John Bisset is a principal with Multiphase Consulting, a contract engineering
and projects company. He can be reached
at 703-379-1665.
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"The license fee is $2,000," said Dougan.
"Then you have to have another $50,000 to
$100,000 in FCC attorneys and engineers,
and you have to have FCC approved equipment."
Recalling an adage, Dougan commented,
that cross the state line. In fact, it's com"Freedom of speech belongs to people who
pletely non-profit, definitely operating at a can afford it. This has been proven by this staloss—and the signal does not cross any state
tion right here:'
lines at all. So the only agency that would
Nonetheless, Dougan has been able to air
have the authority to regulate the station
his views since his visit by the FCC, thanks
would be astate agency and not afederal
to two licensed radio stations KSLX(FM)

Pirate Radio Owner Shuns Regulation
low-powered FM station.
On July 4, 1991, Dougan wrote to the FCC
requesting anew low- powered FM classifiPHOENIX, Ariz. The federal governcation be established on " the nonment considers Bill Dougan apirate riding
commercial section of the FM spectrum (88the high seas of unauthorized broadcasting.
92 MHz) and limited to amaximum effecIn March, Dougan was told by the FCC to
tive radiated power of 5Watts with antenna
shut down his one- and-a-half watt FM station operating from aremodeled tool shed in
height not to exceed 50 feet above average terrain." Dougan mentioned his intention to
Phoenix. The station had been airing on 88.9
MHz since November without the benefit of start such astation in the same letter.
On Nov. 1, 1991, Dougan again wrote aletFCC licensing.
ter to the Commission, once more declaring
"I am not apirate," said Dougan, claimhis intention to commence broadcasting. His
ing that the FCC has no right to regulate his
right to broadcast, he claimed in his letter,
station.
was protected under the Bill of Rights of the
Dougan's station, KAPW, covered less
Constitution, Articles I, IV, and IX, and Secthan four miles in the Phoenix area and
tion 301 of the Communications Act of 1934.
played music, books on tape, and documenThose rights, he said, had been violated
taries. KAPW aired from 6p.m. to 10 p.m.
when the FCC told him to pull the plug on
during the weekdays, aregular schedule that
his FM station. On March 17, FCC represenmade it easy for the Commission to monitor
tatives called from amobile phone near Dougan's
home during an evening
broadcast and told him to
cease broadcasting. Dougan complied, shutting
down the station to pursue
legal avenues for his radio
station.
"I still have retained
everything," he said,
referring to his studio
gear, transmitter and antenna. "And now I'm going to pursue it in whatever legal arena Ican."
Dougan's argument is
that since KAPW does
Bill Dougan, shown, was told by the FCC to cease
not broadcast across state
operation of a 1-1/2 watt FM station in Phoenix, Ariz.
lines or engage in interKAPW had acoverage area of four miles and had been
state commerce, the fedtouted as "Arizona's Most Controversial Station."
eral government has no
right to regulate it.
the station.
Said Dougan, "It is alow power FM staBut Dougan claims he had been anticipattion engaging in no interstate commerce, no
ing avisit and had even sent letters to the
Commission stating his intention to start a advertising, no sort of business transactions
by Dee McVicker

Dougan remodeled atool shed for the studio and used a 36 foot
mast and mail-order antenna to broadcast the unlicensed FM station.
agency."
Currently, Dougan is having case histories
researched that could possibly set aprecedent for his argument.
If successful, Dougan himself could be setting a precedent for unlicensed radio
"pirates" as well as licensed non-commercial
stations nationwide.
Why not just apply for an FCC license?
Replied Dougan, "The minimum power
they'd license for is 100 watts, and then you
have to have aminimum number of hours you
have to be on aday." For even serious radio
hobbyists like Dougan, many of whom hold
down full-time jobs, these requirements are
too stringent.
The cost is also beyond what he can afford.

and KOY(AM) in the Phoenix area, which
picked up on the story and interviewed Dougan during morning broadcasts.
While being interviewed on KSLX, Dougan said he commented to morning show
host John Giese that the "amazing thing is
that I'm sitting here speaking to you and Ibet
people are listening, because every night
while Iwas on the air (on KAPW), Igot the
feeling nobody was listening:'
Giese assured Dougan that there were
times in his broadcast career that he had had
the same feeling.
nn
Dee McVicker is afreelance writer and
regular contributor to RW. She can be
reached at 602-545-7363.

PRODUCTS 8t SERVICES SHOWCASE
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.

WHY LEAVE
THEM IN THE
DARK. . .
. . . when you can reach over
18,000 radio professionals
with your product showcase
ad? Gain valuable exposure
for your products or services
at minimal cost.
For more information

1-800-336-3045
or
FAX 1-703-998-2966

Offering areal choice for today's radio news

STOP WASTING PAPER
SAVE TIME & MONEY
COMPUTERIZE YOUR NEWS
• Print just what you need •

Split-Screen editing •

Easy- to - Install • Simple-to- Use •

Manages: AP, UPI, Reuters, ABC, CBS, NBC, NOAA, CNN, and many others.
Hundreds of Users: AM/FM music, AM news/talk, State Networks, U.S. Gov't agencies.

WireReady Newswire Systems Inc.

31-H Union Ave.. Sudbury MA 01776 USA

(508) 443-8181 ( 800) 833-4459 FAX ( 508) 443-5988
READER SERVICE NO. 78
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Power Supplies Important to Circuit
Who's
running
the ship?

U

nattended
operation is
one way to keep your
station profitable, but
you still have to mind
the store.
The acclaimed Burk
Technology ARC- 16
Remote Control System
is the first step. You can
control transmitter and
studio from any phone.
But wait. There's more!

regulator or zener diode is then very
handy to bring the voltage down to what
the circuit requires. As abonus, the voltage will stay constant with load.
If you are planning on rebuilding an
old audio console with modern solid state

use zener diodes. Follow good
construction practice. Keep all leads
short and direct and establish a solid
ground.
Consider bypassing the input and output leads of the regulators to ground with
also

continued from page 15

current.
Fig. 3 is a universal opamp power
supply that you can build. You will find
it a very useful supply for testing and
project development. The circuit shown
will produce a bi-polar, regulated 15 V
DC at 150 rnA. This small supply is
suitable for most simple opamp projects.
By using larger components, the output
current capability can be increased.

Figure 2.

—V out +

2000µF+

AC input 1

Power supply construction

In this circuit, three-terminal voltage
regulators are used, though you could

R1

VS

1)(Iout)
l
z = ( 0.
R = (Vz-Vout)/(I L+Iz)
PR = ( IL + le
PZ= Vout

V8

R2
j_ - + - - - —V out Z-2000µF

DC power supply with zener regulation

NEW AM RULES
AMSTUDY
DAYTIME ALLOCATION STUDY

electronics, look for the largest power
transformer you can find. You can always mount it external to the console,
which is agood idea anyway. High power
bridge rectifiers are also available on the
surplus market. Next month we will construct a universal line amplifier that can

small ceramic capacitors. This bypassing
can stabilize the regulators, especially
when long leads are used at the output
of the supply. Use a fuse to protect the
primary of the power transformer and
don't leave any hot AC leads exposed.
Regulation is not vital to most opamp

la Both Dataworld and FCC Databases
Studied
• Utilizes NEW ( Corrected)
Groundwave Curves
al NEW Adjacent Channel Protection
Ratios Employed

Figure 3.

rJT -

781 5

AC input. ]

V out +
i1000µF
Gnd

AMNIGHT

I

ntroducing AutoPilot"
from Burk Technology.

AutoPilot is break- through
computer software that
makes automatic operation
of your studio/transmitter
facility adream come true.
Automatic power changes

• Utilizes NEW FCC Skywave
Propagation with Greatly Improved
Accuracy
• Calculates Extent of Nighttime
Interference Received ( Detailed
Individual Night Limit)
• Provides Allowable Vertical
Radiation to All Pertinent Stations
(AM Night Permissible Radiation)
• Includes All Co-Channel and First
Adjacent Records

Automatic pattern changes
Automatic site changes
Automatic power trim
Automatic fault recovety
Automatic logging

Now your imagination is
the only limit.
The new FCC fine schedule
is imposing. Why risk abig
penalty when AutoPilot
can help you stay within
the rules?

GWAVE
GROUNDWAVE (
Daytime)
COVERAGE CONTOUR STUDY

• Allows Input of Measured Soil
Conductivity Data
• Counts Population Within Coverage
Area Using 1980, 1986 and 1990
Census Data

SKYWAVE ( Night) COVERAGE

BuRK
TECHNOLOGY

• All AM Nighttime Coverage
Contours Have Changed Size and
Shape
• Utilizes NEW FCC AM Skywave
Propagation Model
MI Counts Population Within Contours
Using 1980, 1986 and 1990 Census
Data

datawcPle
P.O. Box 30730, Bethesda, Maryland 20824
FAX ( 301) 656-5341
(301) 652 8822

Circle ( 185) On Reader Service Card

(800) 368-5754
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DC power supply with monolithic regulators
audio circuits, but it is often the best
way to get aspecified voltage output from
a surplus transformer. Remember that
filtering the output of a full wave bridge
rectifier will increase the voltage by 50
percent.
For example, suppose you find aheavy
duty transformer that is rated at 24 V
AC output at rated current, and you require 24 V DC at the output of your
supply. After full wave rectification and
filtering you will have about 36 V DC
with a normal load. A three-terminal

be used wherever gain is required.
In the coming months, I will tackle
amic preamp, distribution and power amplifiers. Then Iwill show you how you
can use all of these projects to completely
rebuild an outdated audio console and
bring it up to modern-day performance
levels.
DOD

Jim Somich is president of Somich Engineering and chief engineer of W010 (TV)
Cleveland. He can be reached at 216526-4561.
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• Utilizes NEW ( Corrected)
Groundwave Curves

CONTOUR STUDY

Call us at 508-433-8877
or toll free at
1-800 255-8090
for more information
and aFREE DEMO.

79151

NIGHTTIME
INTERFERENCE STUDY

Iwould like to receive or continue receiving Radio World
FREE each month. D YES
I: NO
Signature

Date

001 023 045 067 089 111 133 155 177
002 024 046 068 090 112 134 156 178
003 025 047 069 091 113 135 157 179
004 026 048 070 092 114 136 158 180

Please print and include all information:

Name
Company/Station
Address
City
Business Telephone (

Reader Service

Please first fill out contact information
at left. Then check each advertisement for corresponding number and
circle below. NOTE: Circle no more
than 15 numbers, otherwise card will
not be processed.

005 027 049 071 093 115 137 159 181

Title

006 028 050 072 094 116 138 160 182
007 029 051 073 095 117 139 161 183
008 030 052 074 096 118 140 162 184

State

ZIP

Please circle only one entry for each category:
I. Type of Firm
D. Combination AM/FM station
F. Recording studio
A. Commercial AM station
G. TV station/teleprod facility
B. Commercial FM station
H. Consultant/id engineer
C. Educational FM station
I. Mfg, distributor or dealer
E. Network/group owner
J. Other
II. Job Function
A. Ownership
D. Programming/production
B. General management
E. News operations
C. Engineering
E Other (specify)
Ill. Purchasing Authority
1. Recommend
2 Specify
3.Approve

009 031 053 075 097 119 141 163 185
010 032 054 076 098 120 142 164 186
011 033 055 077 099 121 143 165 187
012 034 056 078 100 122 144 166 188
013 035 057 079 101 123 145 167 189
014 036 058 080 102 124 146 168 190
015 037 059 081 100 125 147 169 191
016 038 060 082 104 126 148 170 192
017 039 061 083 105 127 149 171 193
018 040 062 084 106 128 150 172 194
019 041 063 085 107 129 151 173 195
020 042 064 086 ums 130 152 174 196
021 043 065 087 109 131 153 175 197
022 044 066 088 110 132 154 176 198

REVOLUTIONARY,

Take total control of your programming with
the revolutionary new CORE 2000...the ultimate
digital automated control system. You'll get the
advantages of digital without having to learn anew
system " language", because CORE 2000 has
standard PC compatibility and is driven by the kind of
database-supported programming you're probably
already using. And CORE 2000 is incredibly •
flexible, with independent " smart" sourcing, and
machine and audio control for up to 36 different
source inputs. There's no limit to this revolution,
either, because CORE 2000 is fully compatible
with all present and future source equipment.

1

0

It's affordable. It's amazingly versatile. It's
CORE 2000. Join the revolution!

EVOLUTIONARY

AudioVAULT...It's the ultimate evolution of
the cart machine. Just imagine adigital source
system that features multi-user tasking (four at once),
simultaneous record/playback capabilities, standalone compatibility with most satellite systems, instant
access to stored materials, and the flexibility to
operate automatically or interactively as apart of
virtually any control system.

Coon Cola

Pepsi Cola
iluis.....miall

Now imagine those features in an easy-to-use
package that is operated like astandard cart
machine. And imagine getting all the speed
and clarity of digital without having to learn a
new system " language".
It's economical. It's flexible. It's AudioVAULT.
The ultimate evolution!

DIGITAL.

For over thirty years, Broadcast Electronics has been
the one company dedicated to radio broadcast
technology. So, is it any surprise that we'd be among
the first to put the power, efficiency and clarity of
digital to work for the radio industry?
Contact us for more information on our revolutionary,
evolutionary digital systems, plus our full line of
transmitters, cart machines, studio consoles,
stereo exciters and monitors.

E

BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS INC.

4100 N. 24th St., P.O. Box 3606
Quincy, IL 62305-3606 USA
Phone ( 217) 224-9600, Telex: 250142, Fax: ( 217) 224-9607
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THE DIGITAL AUDIO ADVANTAGE...
Introduced in April of last year, Digilink is adigital audio workstation that saves your station
money. There is no more routine maintenance, it has a15 year average life, and you have total
automation capability for nights... weekends... or whenever you need it. It comes complete in a
51/4" high, rack mounted cabinet that converts ordinary analog audio to CD quality digital audio
which is stored on acomputer hard drive. It does this just like you would store abusiness letter on
your home computer. Digilink can then call up and play any digital audio file in milliseconds off its
internal hard drive. Basically, you can think of Digilink as ahuge multideck cart machine or cart
carousel where you can line up and play thousands of carts or audio cuts sequentially. Asingle
Digilink can therefore replace all of your cart machines in production, On Air, or in automation.
Digilink is a perfect cart or reel machine replacement...
Digilink is the perfect replacement for magnetic tape based cart or reel machines. With Digilink,
you can replace your cart machines with CD quality digital audio that requires no calibration, no
maintenance, and the media has a15 year average life. You can replace your reel to reel
machines, razor blades, and tape with fast, nondestructive, CD quality, on screen waveform
editing. You can cue virtually instantaneously. Digilink even costs less than comparable analog
cart or reel machines. Digilink is the perfect audio record and play system for professional radio
broadcast applications.
Digilink performs ALL types of automation...
With Digilink you can operate fully live or mix various automation types into your daily
programming. You can store all of your audio on hard disk at an incredible price or you can use
hard disk for only commercial material recording. Digilink has an internal audio switcher with
machine logic control. Digilink therefore supports satellite automation, reel and DAT tape
automation, CD automation, and full hard disk automation all out of one compact box. Because
Digilink is acomputer, you can print out alog of what you have scheduled to play or print out a
log of what really did play. With Digilink, you can be live on the air with full CD quality audio or
program the system and walk away forever. Digilink even interfaces with all major traffic and
billing systems through aDigilink import-export routine.
Digilink is engineered and manufactured by Arrakis...
Digilink is not simply ahardware package assembled from parts built by other computer
manufacturers and run under our software. Arrakis is the only manufacturer to build nearly all
parts of the digital system in-house. We build our own Arrakis DSP board, SCSI board, l-0 board,
switcher board, cabinet, and cabling. Because Arrakis builds the system and doesn't simply mark
up someone elses hardware, Arrakis can offer you Digilink with broadcast features and
performance unmatched by anyone and at atruly remarkable price !!!

iplimizammummummullimminummiummaiimmlimmin
2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525
munummummummonummummumalimumummummummo

at an incredible price. 11111111!!!!!!!
F 13

whether you lease for
under $300 amonth or
buy, with Digilink you
can literally make
money by ...

under

$1 0,000

for aCOMPLETE 6hour stereo system

'reducing maintenance,
'reducing staff demands,
'improving On Air sound,
'improving Production,
and improving all areas of your
station performance

FEATURES
D
D

Simultaneous record- play !!!
Uncompressed CD quality audio
or mix 2:1 or 4:1 compression
1=1 Use keyboard, mouse, trackball,
or even atouchscreen
D Digital Waveform Editing
D Mix mono and stereo files
ID
D
1
=1
LD
1
=1
D
1
=I
1
=1

Live Cart Machine replacement
Reel to Reel machine replacement
Satellite Automation
Tape Based Automation
CD Automation
Hard Disk Based Automation
Traffic and Billing Interface
supports digital networks

I
OMNI IN

SPECIFICATIONS

all tests performed at 1:1 compression

Digita, Signal Processing System (DSP)
Sampling System- 16 bit linear PCM, 2 channels
Sampling Rates- 44.1,32,22kHz, fixed filter on routing switcher
Compression- 0,2,4...adaptive differential PCM
Controller Floppy Disk- 3 1/2" 1.44M capacity, System Hard Disk- 40MB
Printer Support- IBM compatible, parallel port
Audio Performance- Digital Record playback
THD- . 008%, Dynamic Range >85dB,
Freq Response- (+)(-). 5dB 10Hz-15kHz
Physi;a1 Specifications
Dimensions- 19" Rack mounted- 19"W x 5 1/4" ( 3RU)H x16"D
Weight- 60Ib's , Power- 110/220VAC, 50/60Hz, 100W
Audio Performance- Routing Switcher
THD- . 005% typ, S/N < 100dB below +4dBm
Dyramic Range- > 120dB,
Freq. Response- (+)(-). 1dB 20Hz-20kHz

by ARRAKIS SYSTEMS inc.

IM

Voic224-2248,

FA)
.1

3
iL 493-1076
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T
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For top reliability, put your news cuts on
the cart more stations count on.
audicimi
t
BROADCAST

CARTRIDGES

P.O. Box 3100 • Winchester,VA 22601
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Look to Your Local Library
For Origins of Radio History
by George Riggins

William Thompson), Faraday, Fessenden,
Tesla, Steinheil, H. D. Ruhmkorff, MaxLONG BEACH, Calif. Russ Butler of well, Helmholtz, Leydon, S. A. Varley and
Branly (of coherer fame).
Providence, R.I. recently paid me avisit
Perhaps the most interesting part of Marin Long Beach. Russ just happens to be a
long-time broadcaster who, among other coni's learning process was adeal he made
things, roomed with George Stephenson of with a gentleman who was slowly going
WSM-AM-FM Nashville for atime when blind. Marconi read to him and in turn the
man taught him Morse Code. Marconi beboth were attending Northwestern Univercame an expert telegrapher. He could both
sity in Illinois.
Russ now spends most of his time with
receive and send telegraphic messages at
aconsulting firm in Providence, R.I., but
a respectable speed.
gets his real kicks from aSunday night program he does on WOTB(FM) Middletown,
R.I. The program features music from the
big band era.
Russ sent me asample tape of his program. Listening to it, how the time did go
by. In addition to arelaxed style of presentation, Russ gives ahistory and background
on many of the orchestras and leaders. I
understand that the program is also carried
It appears that both Marconi and Major
on satellite and picked up by several cable
Armstrong shared many of the same
companies.
qualities—particularly the ability to build
on the theories and discoveries of others
Empire of the Air
and make practical use of the knowledge.
Several people have called me and menThe two men complemented each other in
tioned both the on-air presentation of "Emmany ways.
pire of the Air" and the book by the same
Credit where due
title. If you missed the TV presentation,
contact your local PBS affiliate to ascerMarconi was not the first to describe
tain whether there will be are-run, or how
the electric waves in space that are
to purchase atape of the program. My copy
now known as radio waves. Dr. Mahlon
of the book came from B. Dalton BookLoomis demonstrated disturbances in
sellers.
the atmosphere and was granted a U.S.
To learn more about the early develop- patent— number 129,971—on July 10,
ments that led to the beginning of our pres1872.
ent day AM and FM radio, Iscoured the
In 1866, Dr. Loomis sent his signals,
Long Beach Public Library and found that
without wires, between Cohocton Mounthere were four books on Guglielmo Martain, Va. and Beorse Deer Mountain, Va.,
coni in the local collection.
adistance of 14 miles. Later signals were
An interesting note about my search—
sent between two ships in the Chesapeake
one of the books Ifound useful is considBay that were about two miles apart.
ered achildren's book. The only reason I
Edison reported on an electrical
could find for putting that particular book phenomenon in 1875 while observing
into that particular section was the ease of spark activity in his lab. He deduced that
reading and size of the print.
the impulses were of an oscillatory naGuglielmo Marconi was born in Boloture. The black box of Edison contained
gna, Italy in the year 1874, the product of two carbon points forming a small gap
an Irish mother and an Italian father. There
where sparks could be observed through
were two older children in the family, ahalf a viewing window. Edison was of the
brother and a full brother. Through his
opinion that the sparks were created
mother he was amember of the Jameson
through induction rather than radiation.
family, Irish distillers, and through his
It was Hertz who proved mathematimaternal grandmother, the Scotch Haig facally that electric waves could exist in
mily. Both of these connections would
space. Edison's notes were dated Dec.
come in handy later when setting up the
3, 1875. A patent application was filed
Marconi Wireless Company of England.
on May 23, 1885, and U.S. patent numWhile Marconi was growing up, there
ber 465,971 was issued on Dec. 29, 1891.
was no formal schooling as we know it toThis patent was later sold to Marconi
day. Marconi never attended public
so there would be no duplication of
schools. He was tutored privately and did
resources. Edison gave Marconi full credit
atremendous amount of study with the aid
for developing the radio waves into auseof his mother. Later, Marconi took advanful purpose.
tage of the opportunity to attend lectures
On another subject, Iwas informed reand study with several eminent scientists
cently that the RCA Nipper pictured in
of the period.
the Feb. 5 issue of RW is not an original. According to the phone call, this
Great minds at work
is one of one hundred reproductions made
One such scientist was Professor Augusto
about 25 or 30 years ago by the grandRighi of the University of Bologna, in Italy.
son of the original producer. As more
Marconi was 19 when he attended the lecinformation becomes available on the subtures of Professor Righi on the subject of ject, I will pass it along.
electrophysics. He never matriculated in
non
the university.
George Riggins has experience in raMarconi demonstrated an early interest dio and electronics dating back to the
in electricity. He read the publications of 1930s. He also is a licensed ham radio
the leading teachers and researchers of the operator and has had his own broadcast
19th century. There were such teachers and sales and service company, Riggins Elecresearchers as Hertz, Lodge, Popoff, Dr.
tronic Sales, for more than 20 years. He
Mahlon Loomis, Edison, Lord Kelvin (Sir can be reached at 213-598-7007
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More Options with Digital Signal Gear
continued from page 12

The comprehensive DASS 100 is capable of
handling awide range of useful tasks, including sample-rate conversion, format conversion, sample-rate synchronization, gain
adjustment, digital mixing, and sample-clock
generation.
For conventional sample-rate conversion,
the DASS 100 handles the fixed sampling frequencies of 32, 44.1 and 48 kHz, with up to
two percent deviation. In addition, digital
sources can be synchronized to amaster internal or external clock reference (video,
timecode, word-sync or AES3).
DASS 100 also handles conversion between AES3, S/P DIF, SDIF-2, ProDigital
and Yamaha-format I/0s; generates variablefrequency sine, square and sawtooth digital
test signals; and provides editing of channel
status and other data bits. For information,
contact Digital Audio Research's U.S. distributors, Sam Ash Professional, at 212-7192640, and Audio Intervisual Design, at 213469-4773, or circle Reader Service 166.
The Digital Domain FCN-1 format converter accepts consumer-type or AES3format digital inputs and produces four,
transformer-isolated outputs. Front-panel
controls enable various channel status flags
to be set on the output data stream. For information contact Digital Domain at 212369-2932, or circle Reader Service 181.
Sic transit Harmonia-Mundl
The Harmonia-Mundi bw 102 modular
system offers various modules that provide
sample-rate conversion (to/from 44.1 or 48
kHz); format conversion (from/to virtually
any format of digital I/O); sample-rate synchronization; level control and digital mixing; signal processing (parametric EQ, dynamics, limiting and de-essing); external
computer control; plus sample clock/wordsync output. For information, contact Harmonia Mundi's U.S. distributor, Gotham Audio Corporation, at 212-765-3410, or circle
Reader Service 21.
Lexicon's new LF1-10 format interface provides digital I/O conversion (from/to AES3,
S/P DIF or SD1F-2); front-panel display and
modification of various auxiliary data, in-

eluding channel status, CRCC errors, validity and parity bits; display of input and output sampling rates, plus several other handy
functions. For information contact Lexicon
at 617-736-0300, fax 617-891-0340, or circle
Reader Service 79.
NVision makes avariety of interface and
transmission modules for generating avideoreferenced AES3 Digital Audio Reference
Signal (DARS); 18- and 20-bit A-to-D converters plus 20-bit DACs; multiplexer and demultiplexer cards for communicating between analog and digital I/O modules; plus
AES3 digital distribution amplifiers.
The stand-alone Model NV4448 Digital
Audio Sample Rate Converter handles
AES3, S/P DIF and SDIF-2 format signals,
at synchronous and asynchronous rates between 28 and 54 kHz. For information contact NVision at 916-265-1000, fax 916-2651010, or circle Reader Service 174.
Prism Sound's DAS90 AES/EBUSPDIF channel status editor features a
combination IBM-compatible card and
software for displaying and editing channel status from both AES3 and consumerformat inputs. For more information contact Prism's U.S. distributor, Gotham Audio Corporation at 212-765-3410, or circle
Reader Service 92.
The Probel Model 6510 digital audio
analyzer can be used to measure various
electrical parameters of AES3, S/P DIF or
SDIF-2 digital inputs (level, sample rate,
EyeWidth, biphase mark, jitter, etc.) plus
channel status, CRCC and other data flags.
Other useful hardware includes the
model 5241 digital audio distribution amplifier that allows asingle AES3-format input to be split into 10 isolated outputs; and
the HD Series digital audio router for
switching up to 256x128 AES3-format signals. For information contact Pro-Bel's
U.S. distributor, HEDCO/Leitch at 800231-9673, or circle Reader Service 87.
The Sonic Solutions SS-612 SDIF converter provides simultaneous, bi-directional
conversion between SDIF-2 and
AES3/consumer formats, with switchselectable channel status data (pro/consumer I/O from byte-0/bit-0) and empha-

Avoiding FCC Fines for EBS
on- continued from page 17

two sine waves at different frequencies, the
resultant waveform is not asine wave. The
peak flashers (and peak indicating meters
on more recent monitors) will indicate the
actual peak modulation level.
Now, let's continue the discussion of EBS
requirements on the FCC self-inspection
form. The FCC may not approve of many
of the off premises control schemes stations
are using because the operator is not instantaneously alerted by reception of the
EBS attention signal and not able to immediately monitor the emergency programming (73.932(a)).
Further, in many such situations, the
operator is not able to immediately run the
required announcements, EBS tones and
emergency programming as required by
73.933(b)(4). I'd suggest that before any
non-traditional control points are put into
operation—where the operator has neither
an EBS receiver at the control point nor
instantaneous control over the programming and transmitter—approval from the
FCC in Washington be sought.
If you'd like acopy of the 20-page FCC
self-inspection report, contact me at H&F,
141 Suburban Road, Building E4, San Luis

Obispo, CA 93401-7590, including an SASE
(8.5 x11 inches) envelope with $0.98 postage and $2 for copying.
Irecently tried calling Master Control,
the bulletin board system run by the National Supervisory Network at 303-9493253. The full text of several FCC documents is available here (such as the proposed modification of the EBS rules),
along with lots of other good stuff.
In addition, the Pike & Fischer online edition of the FCC Rules is on
the system. Access to the on-line rules
requires an ANSI color terminal and a
modem speed of at least 2400 bps. In
addition, you can get your own copy of
the Pike & Fischer rules on disk by calling 301-654-6262.

sis. For SDIF-2 conversions, the timing
relationship between word sync and the input or generated data can be adjusted in
1/8-bit increments.
The firm's universal clock module allows
master sync reference to be derived from
various digital inputs (SDIF-2 and AES3
via XLR/BNC and optical), word clock
and/or video sync (composite video or 24,
25 or 29.97/60 fps timecode). The system
will also generate word clock (128 times the
sampling rate), as well as 29/97/30 fps
timecode referenced to the video sync
source. For information contact Sonic Solutions at 415-394-8100, fax 415-394-8099,
or circle Reader Service 161.
The TC Electronics model TC8201

AES/EBU interface analyzer and test generator measures various electrical parameters
of AES3 and EIAJ CP-340 (consumer) outputs, including sync lock, parity, clock stability, sync plus validity, and displays frame
rate, channel status and user data. Designed
to be operated from an IBM-compatible PC,
the unit generates various digital waveforms,
and converts from/to AES3, S/P DIF (BNC
and optical connection) with or without
reclocking. For information contact T.C.
Electronics' U.S. distributor, Virtual Designs
at 805-373-1828, fax 805/379-2648, or circle
Reader Service 10.
Mel Lamben has been involved with the
production and broadcast industries on
both sides of the Atlantic for more than a
dozen years. Now principal of Media&
Marketing, a consulting service for the
professional audio industry, he can be
reached at 818-753-95Ia

OUR
CASSETTE DECKS
ARE RACK-MOUNTED,
WILLING AND
ABLE.
If you're looking for cassette decks built from the
ground up to handle the ravages of everyday industrial use, look no further than TASCAM.
Our 112,112B and 122MKII Industrial Strength decks
have rack rails that are integral to the chassis, not
screwed-on retrofits. More importantly, their critical
power su pply weig ht is shifted forward to reduce shea r
forces which have been known to rip atypical consumer deck right off its front panel if dropped or moved.
TASCAM offers acomplete family of Industrial
Strength stereo cassette decks.
The 3-head 122MKII with front-panel bias and
EQ, and unique Hysteresis Tension Servo Control
to adjust take-up tension, back tension, torque and
azimuth with open-reel precision. $1,099.*
The economical 112, a2-head version of the 122MKII
with Cue & Review for easy searching. $ 679.*
The 112B with +4dBm XLRbalanced ins and outs. $ 749.* •
And, for just $859,* the 112R,
an auto-reverse cassette deck
that's ideally suited for extend- -›
ed playback applications.
For more information, call or write TASCAM, the
company whose Industrial Strength product line
also includes CD players and mixers.

TASCAM®

DE D

Harold Hallikainen is president of Hallikainen and Friends, a manufacturer of
transmitter control and telemetry systems.
He also teaches electronics at Cuesta College, San Luis Obispo. He can be reached
at 805-541-0200. He also can be reached
on Internet at ap621@cleveland.freenet.edu
or hhallika@pan.calpoly.edu or through
CompuServe at IN
ap621@cleve
land.freenet.edu.

©1991 TEAC America, Inc , 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640

213/726-0303 * Suggested retail pore
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Christian Radio Prospers in U.S.
by Charles Taylor
WASHINGTON Not more than 10
years ago, religious radio often conjured up
images of a preacher in a pulpit whose
message of the gospel usually was mightier than the scratchy AM signal over which
he was heard.
Today, the Word is out.
Christian radio outlets have proliferated
into amini-empire of some 1,200 stations
nationwide. No longer are sacred formats
broadcast over struggling, low-power frequencies; instead, they're broadcast from
some of the strongest FM allocations in
many of America's top radio markets.
"There have been religious stations all
along," says Michael Miller, station services manager for the Christian Broadcasting Network (CBN), "but the religious format as a whole— music, talk and
preaching—is growing at one of the fastest
rates of any format."
Industry analysts recognize as many as
18 religious hybrids, as numerous and fragmented as mainstream commercial radio.
Among the concentrations: traditional,

southern, country or black gospel; all talk,
all teaching, all preaching; adult contemporary, contemporary, inspirational music
and Christian rock. There's even Spanish
Christian.
Ads, but listeners?
But despite the format's increasing presence, the actual popularity of the format
in measurable nationwide listenership has
not changed greatly over the years. Its
growth appears to be more aresult of economic fortitude than audience share.
"Arbitron may be telling us that statistically, no one is listening. And yet astation
could be billing $100,000, $200,000 or
$300,000 amonth," says Christian media
consultant Brad Burkhart, president of
Brad Burkhart Christian Media and publisher of the "Christian Research Report."
Does this mean that prosperous group
owners are spending millions to buy up
prime frequencies that no one is listening
to? Yes ... and no.
In all, there are four recognized breeds
of religious radio—those supported by spot
advertising; those supported by donations;

Country 102 needed
to be perceived by
our advertisers and
listeners as aleader
in the market the
day we went on the
air.
Communication
Graphics played alarge part in that.
Communication Graphics turned
the job around for me quickly and
with complete confidentiality.

those aired on non-commercial frequencies, often owned by churches and supported by advertising and donations; and
those supported at least in part by time
brokerage, in which programmers pay to
air blocks of programming over astation.
Many major market Christian stations
are thriving as aresult of the latter option,
where blocks of airtime are sold to various clients, from ministries to talk shows.
Thus, the stations are not dependent upon
audience ratings to prosper.
"When you stop thinking about the need
to have an audience to be profitable, you
redefine the laws of radio," Burkhart says.
Brokerage innovator
Salem Broadcasting, which owns more
than adozen AM and FM religious radio
outlets across the U.S., is regarded as an
innovator in airing brokered religious programming on its stations. The method
serves adouble purpose, according to Carl
Miller, operations manager for the company's WMCA(AM) in New York, which
obtains about 60 percent of its revenue from
block programming.
For one, brokering ensures financial stability for aformat that may never draw ratings high enough to support top ad dollars.
"We know we're never going to crack the
numbers game here in New York," Miller
says. "There are so many stations competing for the same 20 million people."
Second, he says, airing blocks of
brokered programming provides an outlet
for Salem's fundamental mission—to
spread the Word.
Other religious stations have jumped into
the competitive arena, vying for spot advertising only. One variable in their favor
is that Christian radio boasts an easily defined demographic audience, aplus for advertisers in an era where formats are often
indistinguishable from one another.
According to Paul Martin, general manager of Salem Radio Representatives, afullservice national spot radio representative
for Christian-formatted radio, advertisers

recognize that you must search out power
groups in the economy rather than being
amass marketer.
Christian radio leader
The national Christian radio leader,
KLTY(FM) in Dallas/Ft. Worth, is one of
only a handful of all-music, 100 percent
advertising-supported Christian outlets in
the U.S. In recent ratings, the adult contemporary station was ranked Number 7
overall and as high as Number 2with adult
women, trouncing mainstream formats.
Its programming philosophy is much like
that of any competitive commercial station:
"Ours is very basic radio. We want to be
on 24 hours a day, whether a listener is
coming out of church Sunday morning or
amovie Friday night," says Program Director Scott Wilder.
Advertising on KLTY includes clients
that might be heard across the dial—
American Airlines, 7-11 convenience
stores, Dr. Pepper soft drink and North
Texas Chevrolet automobile dealers.
KLTY's success should signal other religious music stations that perhaps the time
has come to follow the leader.
While time brokered stations may be
successful—even ratings- and recessionproof—one has to consider how well asystem of bartered programming serves the local community, the essence of American
radio. Traditionally, revenues are tied in
with astation's ability to snag asignificant
audience share. Time bartering makes an
audience gratuitous.
Indeed, the ultimate challenge for religious radio is matching economic success
with as bountiful an audience. This requires innovative programming and aggressive management and promotion.
Says Burkhart, "Stations will have to decide whether to continue finding revenue
through ministries and other paid block
programs that are listened to and supported
by astatistically small if not insignificant
number of listeners in the market"—or, like
KLTY, whether to make the ambitious
move toward competitive programming.
"I think the future for Christian music
radio," says KLTY's Wilder, " is to look as
we have to success stories in radio in
general, not just in Christian radio, and
learn how to apply that to what we do."

Ever wish you could do your
traffic and billing
on a

Bill Files
General Manager
Country 102 - WILS FM

Macintosh?
You can...
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1-800-331-4438

Nordic Software, Inc.
917 Carlos Drive • Lincoln, Nebraska 68505-2059

402-488-5086
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Phone Bill Audits May Result in Savings
by John Bisset

WASHINGTON If your station has
moved studios, offices, or transmitter sites
within the last several years, some time
spent with your local telephone company
may reap you arich reward, and lower your
phone bill at the same time.
At some point after asite move, the old
telephone circuits are disconnected. This
is usually done by asimple phone call to
the business office. The call is made, and
the matter is forgotten.
More often than the telephone company
would like to admit, the paperwork never
makes it to the billing office. The result is
that your monthly bill will continue to include costs for all or some of the phone
lines or audio circuits that you are no
longer using.
Since the monthly phone bills don't—as
arule—itemize each charge, your business
manager continues to pay the monthly
amount, never knowing that you may be
overpaying. The solution? Request acomplete audit of your telephone expenses.
Audit everything

Some stations may have several different telephone bills. One for studio phones,
one for special remote broadcast circuits,
and another for the transmitter site telephone. You'll want to have an audit done
on each bill for the same month.
If you find the customer service
representative hesitant to provide you with
an itemization of your charges, ask to speak
to asupervisor. Explain to the supervisor
that this is not a "frivolous" request, that
the station moved six months ago, and you
want to make sure all circuits have been
transferred to the proper account.
It may take twodays to two weeks for you
to get the results of the audit. Before the
hieroglyphics that describe each circuit
bring on amigraine, call in your engineer
to help decipher the documentation. If even
your engineer is baffled by the description
of the charges, it's time to call back to the
business office.
Ask for whomever you spoke with to get
the audit. Explain that you and your engineer are having some difficulty understanding the printout, and that you'd like
to invite this rep to explain the charges over

lunch. If the rep cannot explain all the circuit charges, also invite the supervisor.
Take the phone company to lunch? Precisely. Chances are that among that rep's
hundreds of customers, no one has ever
done this. Not only does the lunch serve
as anice way to thank this rep for the "extra" service in preparing your audit, you
will be assured of first class service from
that point on.
11-y a little tenderness

A problem crops up? Call up the rep you
treated to lunch, and see how quickly the
problem is resolved. This simple gesture
of thanks is often overlooked, and yet can
be so powerful.
Giving your engineer some restaurant
trade to take the supervisor of the air conditioning service company out to lunch can
result in middle-of-the-night emergency
service, at regular labor rates.
During your "power" lunch, have the rep
explain the charges for each phone line,
control circuit, or remote radio loop listed
on the bill. During this explanation, you
may find additional phone lines that you
don't need—like the $39 monthly charge
for a private line coming into the jock's
lounge, where an extension from the office
PBX system would do.
With regard to remote lines or radio
loops, make sure you understand the
descriptive numbers and codes. This will
be useful as you identify each charge once
you're back at the station. In addition to
deciding whether an existing line is necessary, make sure that each circuit or line is
indeed still being used.
Even if no overcharges are found, you'll
find the audit areal eye opener. In addition to removing the private line into the
jock's lounge, ask your telephone customer
service rep to suggest any ways to reduce
your telephone line charges.
That was then, this Is now
Some years ago, a religious- formatted
station provided equalized lines or radio
loops to anumber of local programs that
were broadcast live. When the lines were
installed 15 years ago, the $8 per month
charge was easily absorbed by the station
as acost of doing business.
Today, with equalized radio loops no

longer subsidized, it's not uncommon for
the same circuit to cost $800 per month.
In anumber of cases, the station was actually losing money, since the monthly cost
of the phone circuits exceeded what the
broadcasters were paying in time charges.
Passing on the line charges encouraged
the broadcasters to tape their program instead of airing the broadcast live. At the
same time, the station charged amodest
"recording studio fee." Not only did they
reduce their telephone bill by several thousand dollars, they picked up additional revenue by renting out their studio.
If you find an overcharge, there are some
steps you can take to have the credit issued
promptly. First, if the error was due to a
studio move or transmitter site move,
gather copies of leases, permits, or other
agreements that prove that you moved to
the new location and vacated the old site
on acertain date.
Second, list the circuit(s) or lines involved, in aletter to your business office—
preferably to the rep or supervisor who prepared the audit for you. Include all applicable circuit numbers, order numbers, or
other descriptors. This is why you want to
review the audit with the rep in person, so
you can understand where one circuit
description ends and another begins.
Third, ask that the phone company calculate your refund. Check the math, and
also make sure the company took into account any utility taxes that you paid on the
total amount of the bill, as well as any rate
increases. Finally, request that your refund
be in the form of acheck, payable to the
station.

This fee, amounting to only $15 per
month, seems trivial when compared to the
$300 per month charge for the stereo lines,
but it adds up quickly.
Another situation that will almost certainly result in overcharges is the station
that uses radio loops (equalized circuits) to
broadcast remotes. These temporary circuits are installed for one broadcast, and
supposedly removed aday or two after the
remote broadcast. If astation does many
remotes, it's easy for a circuit to be
dropped, but for the paperwork to never
find its way to the billing department.
continued on page 31

Gone but not forgotten

How can these overcharges happen?
Consider this example. Your station moves
its studio location. At location "A" you had
aremote control line to the transmitter, and
also astereo audio pair feeding your programming to the transmitter site.
Once you moved, the lines were disconnected. You see the phone bill charge drop
somewhat, and pay the balance, thinking the
charges have been removed. The audit will
show that although the stereo lines were indeed dropped from the bill, the phone company has erroneously continued to bill the
station for the remote control circuit.

HAVE THE BEST SOUNDING STATION IN TOWN...

FOR A LOT LESS MONEY!
J.R. Nelson is offering his services to your radio station on a
market exclusive basis now at an incredible price!!
ID/SWEEPERS/STAGERS PACKAGE ( 25 cuts) from $ 300:
new 1992 BEDS & EFX PACKAGES FROM $ 75:

30% DISCOUNT FOR MULTIPLE STATION ORDERS. MONTHLY RETAINERS.
market size 100 •

CALL/FAX FOR DEMO & RATE CARD:
(216) 239-2752 FAX: ( 216) 239-1359
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Chief Engineers: Not Just Repairmen
puter literacy, environmental
awareness, and broad radio exWASHINGTON Finding a perience. A chief engineer needs
a certain combination of skills
good chief engineer is difficult.
to be effective, and the job inIt's not easy to evaluate an appliterview is your chance to find
cant's technical ability, and the
out whether your applicant has
traits that make people good with
electronics may not help them get those skills.
along with others.
Technical skill
You shouldn't have to settle for
The basic question that must be
a chief engineer who's just a
answered is, "Can this person
repairman. You need someone
keep us on the air?" Check any
with good people skills, budget
applicant's references carefully.
and purchasing experience, comby Jon Banks

Make note of any special FCC
licenses—even ham radio experience is aplus. Ask whether he
or she is certified by the Society
of Broadcast Engineers (SBE). Be
aware that there are various levels
of SBE certification: professional
(highest); senior; broadcast, and
technologist (lowest).
Questions that can yield informative answers include: "At
your previous station, what
would have made the greatest
technical improvement for the

least cost?" Ask about remotes
he's done—this will give him a
chance to tell you how he works
under pressure, in contact with
the public and the client, and
in unfamiliar facilities outside of
the station.
These questions help a nontechnical manager evaluate acandidate's technical skill. And ask
specifically about his experience
with studio equipment and with
transmitters like yours.
You'll also want to know that
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MAXAGRID MEANS P
Radio stations around the world have discovered
aunique new way to maximize their yield—
MAXAGRID. Using your inventory, market revenues,
ratings data ( if available), and aseries of individualized station factors, along with our proprietary
software, we create acustomized yield management
system. MAXAGRID generates important, predictive pricing information about your commercial
inventory to improve decision
making, and most importantly,
to improve yield.

The MAXAGRID yield management system
enables astation to help keep pace with the sales
activity in its market. Customized for every station,
the software uses aseries of calculations that allow
the station to produce arate card and rate for any
day or daypart in any given week.
Discover what other radio
stations have learned: MAXAGRID
means profits—whether you're
counting dollars, pounds, francs
or marks. Call or fax us today for
more information.

MAXAGRID.

MAXAGRID/UK

21139 Middle Head Road
Mosrnan, NSW 2088, Australia
Tk•I: 02/969-7422 • Fax: 02/960-2827

MAXAGRID/CANADA

Box %Xi. Uxbridge, Ontario
Canada LOC 1K0
'WI: 4161452-9733 • Fax: 416'8.52-5178

MAXAGRID/AUSTRALIA

2139 Middle Head Road
Mosrnan, NSW 2088, Australia
11.1: 02969-7422. Fax: 02/960-2827

MAXAGRID/USA

1350 Walnut Hill Lane, Suite 135
Las Colinas, TX 75038
11.1: 214950-0977 • Fax: 214/518-0935
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MAXAGRID/NEW ZEALAND
2/139 Middle Head Road
MOSMall, NSW 2088, Australia
02/969-7422 • Fax:02/%12827
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your engineer will be available for
an emergency, and that he will respond quickly. Discuss your
needs for emergency service with
him, and determine whether he
can give you the support you
want. If he lives far away, is unavailable often, or takes care of
other stations as well, you want to
know that up front. If your station
does lots of remotes, how will you
handle the overtime required of
him?
Is your applicant thoroughly
familiar with FCC regulations?
Can he keep your station out of
trouble? Give him your transmitter logs from last week and
ask him to review them on the
spot and tell you what he's looking for. Listen for proper signatures, regular meter readings,
correct power level and changes,
tower lights, EBS tests sent and
received, etc.
Ask him what he's done at other
stations to prevent these problems. Talk with him about your
commitment to running a clean
operation. Make it clear that you
want to be told about any potential FCC violations.
Environmental problems can
be very expensive. Your potential engineer must know about
PCBs, underground fuel tanks,
and radiation levels at the tower
site.
Some applicants may have
worked with computers, PC networks, satellite services, or telephone systems. Find out whether
your candidate has these skills, or
others that can contribute to your
station.
Business skills
More and more engineers are
developing effective business
skills. This is especially important at the larger stations. You
should expect your engineer to
be able to develop a budget for
his department and to work
within it. In fact, controlling his
budget is the primary method
you'll use to manage and direct
your station's technical operation.
You'll want to discuss spending authority and the station's
purchase order system. Find out
if he's comfortable pushing
vendors aggressively to get the
best deal. He should understand
how to use competitive bidding
to make sure you get the best
price on major purchases. Ask
about his experience with
budgets and bidding at other stations.
Your applicant may have
owned his own contract engineering service. If that is the
case, spend some time talking
about his experiences as asmall
businessman. If he's had to deal
with the realities of running a
business, you know he'll understand the problems you face,
too.
continued on next page 10.-
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If your applicant has negotiating skills,
he may be helpful with tower site, two-way,
and SCA leases.
This is the what your kindergarten
teacher called "works and plays well with
others." It helps people get along at the office, and pull together as ateam. Engineers
seem to be stereotyped as having poor people skills.
People skills
But you do need an engineer who can
deal effectively with the other staff members at your station. You'll have to decide whether an applicant is the kind of
person who'll get along with the rest of
your staff.
You, as amanager, can help foster good
relations, too. If you have your engineer
changing light bulbs, and if he's the person you call when the toilet's broken, he's
not going to get any support or respect
from the rest of your staff, either. Treating him as avaluable member of the team
is the cheapest way to motivate him and get
his best efforts.
You also want to find an engineer who
presents a good image for the station—
someone who'll make agood impression
with clients when your crew goes out on
remotes. Don't forget to bring up working
hours. You'll probably want him to keep the
same office hours as the rest of the staff,
unless there was overnight transmitter
work, or along weekend remote.
Getting the big picture
A manager should expect his engineer to
understand the entire operation of the radio station ... what each department

does, how the departments interact, their
varying needs and responsibilities.
You want to be sure your candidate understands why it would be abad idea to
start rewiring the production studio on the

I
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your chance to find out whether your applicant
has those skills.

Friday before afour-day weekend. If your
candidate has worked as an announcer,
even in asmall market, you know he can
see things from that perspective.
You also want to know that you and your
candidate can work from the same list of
priorities. Any engineer would take pride
in having the latest state of the art equipment, but that's an expense few stations can
afford. You should discuss your plans for
the station.
If you'd rather have a heavy schedule
of remote broadcasts instead of perfectly
maintained cart machines, say so. If you
feel it's more important to build astudio
for the new morning team than to upgrade the aging equipment in the production studio, share that with your applicant. Let him know your priorities, and
the kind of technical support you want
your station to have.
Your engineer should always provide
you with choices. When you have atechnical problem, a special project, or a
new piece of equipment to buy, he should
give you several options, in quality and
price, to choose from.
It's your
decision—after all, you're running the sta-
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tion; his role is to advise you on the
pros and cons of each option and then
implement the one you select.
An engineer is often aone-man department with no one else at the station with

A chief engineer needs a certain combination
of skills to be effective, and the job interview is

By using the same
colors for different
stations, Sunbrook
Communications
has been able to get
Communication
Graphics quality
stickers for our
smaller
market
stations at costs we can justify.
Their
quality
is
superior, and they've
delivered on time,
everytime!
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Chad Parrish
Manager, Montana Operations
Sunbrook Communications

the background or qualifications to evaluate his work and check his performance.
You'll need someone who is aself-starter,
and he must be honest, so that you can trust
his work without review. These are important traits you'll have to judge during the
job interview.

A good engineer knows his limitations,
and he'll tell you when aproject is too large
or difficult to do alone. You should also expect him to keep abreast of the technical
operation of other stations in your market,
and share that competitive information with
you.
This should give you an idea of what to
look for in an engineer, and how to tell
when you've found agood one. Of course,
better qualified people command better
pay, and if you find someone who's outstanding in all these areas, he may be more
expensive than you can afford. But there
are good engineers out there; you don't
have to settle for just a repairman.
[11 El "

Jon Banks is CE of WLIT(FM) Bethesda,
Md. (Washington).
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"PLAY BALL!"
It's that time of year and
time for you to go to bat.
Let Harris Allied pitch you
ahomerun.
Our line-up includes:
Fairchild
Allied
1st Wegener
2nd
Microdyne
SS
California Amplifier
3rd
Tectan
LF
Colorado Magnetics
CF
Comtech
RF
Henry Engineering
Bull Pen — Andrew; Cablewave; Gentner; Conex;
Environmental Tech; Standard Comm.
DH — Scientific Atlanta

Our team is awinner. Give us acall or FAX.
Let our manager give you the batting averages
on our players.
Buy or Lease for peanuts Our products are ' Cracker Jacks'!
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1-800-331-4438

Fax ( 317) 962-8961 • In Canada ( 800) 268-6817

313 N. REDBUD • BROKEN ARROW, OK 74012 • IN OK (918)258-6502. FAX I-918-251-8223
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On-Air Commercials Began
In the Golden Age of Radio
by James T. VVoId
MINNEAPOLIS The history of commercial radio—and commercials on the
radio—as we know it today dates back 70
years from this August.
On August 28, 1922, WEAF(AM) (now
WFAN), New York, broadcast the first
income-generating program. The format?
A 10-minute message to the public from the
Queensboro Corporation, a real estate
firm, to promote the sale of apartments in

(

e

(

e

Jackson Heights, Long Island.
The broadcast resulted in the sale of two
apartment buildings and many inquiries
from other prospective buyers. With this,
commercial radio was underway.
Good, but not great yet
The sponsors paid $50 for the initial
broadcast, and during the following weeks
the Queensboro Corporation broadcast four
additional talks at $50 each and an evening
talk at $100. All of the broadcasts were an

indirect appeal for Hawthorne Court.
A copy of that initial talk covers two
single-spaced type-written pages. It dwells
in detail on the views of author Nathaniel
Hawthorne.
In this stodgy, 10minute talk, the announcer emphasized that the great writer
had "analyzed with charming keenness the
social spirit of those who had thus happily
selected their homes," and added that Hawthorne Court would have met with the approval of the author of "The Scarlet Letter?'
Nowhere in this discourse was there any
direct appeal to the listener to visit Hawthorne Court in Jackson Heights and not
once was price mentioned. The series of
commercials continued until September 21.
The Queensboro Company admitted that
Blackwell's radio efforts resulted in sales
of "several thousand dollars," but the com-

CBSI's InterAcct accounting system delivers
everything we were promised. The installation
process was well-planned and coordinated.
Ourfinancial history was all preloadedfor us.
Our CBSI training specialist was extremely
competent. The changeover occurred without
any problems or delays.
"The InterAcct system has exceptionally strong
internal controlfeatures, the menus are logical
and easy to understand. The overall system is
extremelyfast and veryflexible.
"Using InterAcct, we reduced the time it takes
to process payables by several hours per week.
InterAcct is up and running successfully in all of
our locations.
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pany was not overly enthusiastic.
And neither was WEAF, which during two
months succeeded in selling only three hours
of time, bringing in agross of $550. Although
WEAF was somewhat disappointed about its
early results, the first sale of airtime was the
impetus for agreat new American enterprise.
The first purchase of time paved the way
for making broadcasting agoing financial
proposition. Stations would have the
wherewithal to bring the finest entertainment talent to the microphone. Concentration could be given to expanding the services of broadcasting in education, in civic
affairs, and to provide public service in
times of emergency.
Opportunists versus purists

Some early broadcasters were enthusiastic about the prospect of making radio an
important factor in advertising circles, but
there were others none too pleased over a
young upstart cutting in on the advertising
dollar. It was hoped by many that direct advertising would never be allowed on the air.
The opposition reacted swiftly and with
decided hostility. Radio Broadcast Magazine decried the first few attempts and
warned readers that "more of this sort of
thing may be expected. And once the avalanche gets agood start, nothing short of
an Act of Congress will suffice to stop it."
U.S. Secretary of Commerce Herbert
Hoover spoke out boldly against it, claiming, "the quickest way to kill broadcasting
would be to use it for direct advertising ... " Hoover went on to say it was
"inconceivable that we should allow so
great a possibility for service ... to be
drowned in advertising chatter."
Advertising agencies, however, soon arrived on the scene and commercial broadcasting would experience phenomenal
growth.
On Dec. 22, 1922, William H. Rankin
was the first advertising agency to go on
the air. It bought 15 minutes of time on
WEAF to deliver a talk on "Advertising
and Its Relation to the Public," for the purpose of testing the allure of broadcasting.
Reports on the talk's reception were so
encouraging that Mineralva, an advertiser,
decided to sponsor motion picture star
Marion Davies on WEAF for 10minute
programs, twice aweek.
It kept going, and going ...
N. W. Ayer and Son, an established advertising agency in print media, claims to
have been the first major agency to take radio seriously as an advertising medium.
Ayer handled advertising for an optical
company on WEAF in 1922, and in 1923
introduced one of the earliest sponsored
network programs, the National Carbon
Company Everready (battery) Hour.
Another pioneer agency in radio was
Lord and Thomas, whose Albert Lasker
was one of the legendary figures of media
advertising history. By March 1923, WEAF
boasted 25 sponsors, including the R.H.
Macy department store, the Metropolitan
Insurance Company and I. Miller Shoes.
These agencies and James M. Mathes,
of J. M. Mathes Inc., another agency, had
as profound an influence on radio programming as any other in this country.
Advertising had better results when
straight talk gave way to advertising programs with music. The First Annual Radio Conference in 1922 recommended that
only the sponsor's name be allowed, and
many other individuals and groups shared
this opinion.
With this action, anew sort of advertiser
arrived on the scene. Instead of touting individual products, these sponsors were
continued on next page 10-
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content to settle for brand-name publicity
by attaching their names to specific programs. Browning King Inc. was among the
first. It began by sponsoring the "Browning King Orchestra," aweekly musical program that made its debut on WEAF in
April 1923.
There was no sales message; in fact, the
listener had no way of knowing that Browning King sold clothing. The link would rest
solely in the name "Browning King Orchestra," and the financial arrangements
behind it. The idea was that such programs
created "good will" toward the sponsor,
which would eventually show up as sales.
The venture led to arash of similar creations. Soon there was the "Cliquot Club
Eskimos" and the "Gold Dust Twins," the
"Lucky Strike Orchestra" and many
others. Hoover felt that the indirect, or institutional, approach was preferable to the
hard sell, and the practice was dubbed "the
Hoover method."
As late as 1929 the National Association
of Broadcasters took astand against commercial announcements during the evening
hours.
By 1933 Lasker, president and owner of
Lord and Thomas, (later to become the
Foote, Cone & Belding Agency), affiliated
the Pepsodent account with the "Amos 'n'
Andy" program. Sponsors did not actually
produce the shows, they only paid the bill.
Advertising agencies arranged for the programs, and advertising agency copywriters
made up the musical slogans and other jingles that sold the products. In exchange, the
agency received a15 percent discount on airtime bought from the station.
The advertising agencies which, like Lard

& Thomas, had plunged early into broadcasting, were achieving extraordinary success. In
spite of the Depression, they had brought the
recently formed networks quick affluence
and power. In 1934 approximately one-third
of network time was sold for sponsored programming, which occupied the choicest
hours. More than half the revenue came from
the top 10 advertising agencies. The top two
advertising agencies in terms of volume were
Blackett, Sample & Hummert and Lord &
Thomas.
As late as 1946 there were still complaints against radio advertising. Lee de
Forest, aclaimant to the title of " father of
radio," expressed himself in aletter to that
year's fall meeting of the NAB in Chicago.
He addressed the broadcasters in the
opinion and editorial page of the Chicago
Tribune, Oct. 28, 1946. He called radio his
child and wrote, "You have cut time into
tiny segments called spots (more rightly
stains) wherewith the occasional fine program is periodically smeared with impudent insistence to buy and try."
So much for the historical development
of abusiness whose gross time sales grew
from afew thousand dollars in 1925 to one
million in 1935 and more than $4million
in 1945. For the most part, it has been a
natural phenomenon, a case of a hidden
spring producing a brook that became a
stream and then atorrent, making its own
bed as it swept along.
Don
James T %id is afreelance writer based
in Minnesota. His soon-to-be published
book, "Minnesota Microphones" will be
published by Northstar Press. W9ld can be
reached at 1106 South Seventh Street, Minneapolis, MN 55415.
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Cash Back from Audits
pi- continued from page 27

The phone audit will tell you where
the remote line originates, which can be
a clue to how long ago it was used. We
recommend to clients that do alarge number of remotes to request quarterly audits, since with two or three remotes per
weekend, the situation can quickly get
out of hand.
Back billing record keeping requirements
may vary among phone companies. That's
where your documentation of when the circuit was installed is important. Don't be
afraid to fight for charges you paid that extend past the recent records kept by the
phone company. Check with your local
State Corporation Commission or Utility

Regulation Agency to answer your questions.
We tell our clients to look upon these audits as a treasure hunt. You never know
what you will find. Most recently, one of
our clients received arefund of over $2,000
for line charges that were discontinued two
years earlier.
In another case, we obtained over $10,000
for astation that had moved studio sites,
but was billed for phone service at both the
new and old site for nearly five years.
17 CI

John Bisset is a principal with Multiphase Consulting, acontract and service
engineering company based in Washington,
D.C. He can be reached at 703-379-1665.

is! Class Console Bargain!
W

ehave a $41,000 WARD- BECK TV audio production console — used
about ten years and waiting for anew owner! Call today for the content
details and shocking low price (
which is open to negotiation).

We
have
used
Communication
Graphics for years,
and even under short
time
constraints
their
staff
has
always been pleasant
and helpful.

W

ehave lots of other great bargains on our shelves in used radio equipment. BUY, SELL, or TRADE with the broadcast industry leader. Call Harris
Allied today.

But more importantly, they have
never disappointed us! Delivering
quality work on
time, consistently?
We wouldn't use
anyone else!
Del Williams
Vice President/General Manager
Fort Smith FM, Inc.

WARD- BECK Modified Type L3242A TV Audio Console
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THE OPTIONS
GET EVEN BETTER
Series 2

The New Series 2 Offers Enhanced Features
Broadcasters Have Been Asking For:
For Demanding Production —
Doiby HX Pro' Headroom Extension,
Tape Timer, Cool Opereion.
For Dernarding Installations —
Fieavy-Derty XL R's, Active Balanced
Inputs & Outputs, An Autoranging
Pcwer Supply.
And Much More.

Series 1
Since its introduction in 1990, the popular Series 1
has earned a reputation for Performance, Reliability, and Value.

For More Information On ITC Products,
Contact These Authorized Distributors:

Whichever Option You Choose, The Quality and Features
Neeied To Remain Competitive Are Assured.
And. Of Course, Both Series 1 & Series 2 Include The
Added Confidence Of ITC's 4 Year Limited Warranty.
An Industry Exclusive!

Audio Broadcast Group:
Broadcast Senric 3S Company:
Broadcast Supply West:
Hands/Allied Broadcast Equipment:
No iheast Broadcast Lab:

800-999-9281
800-525-1037
800-426-8434
800-622-0322
800-227-1)93

'Dolby HX Pro TM Headroom Extension originated by Bang & Olufsen and manufactured under iicense
from Doloy Laboratories Licensing Corporation.

Since 1969, ITC has set the standards for cartridge machine quality and performance,
providing over 70.000 machines to broadcasters wo;ldwide.

International Tapetronics Corporation
P.O. 3ox 241
Bloomington, IL 61702-0241
TEL: 3C0-447-0414; 309-828-1381
FAX: 309-828-1386
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Gentner Capitalizes on
Digital Product Strength
by Alex Zavistovich
SALT LAKE CITY When Gentner
Communications Corp. recently completed
its acquisition of MacroMedia, along with
that company's Audisk automation system,
it established itself as abona fide leader
in digital technology for broadcast.
With the mid- March acquisition, Gentner now manufactures a digital telco hybrid, a three-line digital frequency extender, the Lazer and Prizm digital audio
processors, and the Audisk digital satellite
automation system. The company's highend Digital Audio Workstation Network
(DAWN) is on adevelopmental hiatus, undergoing refinement.
According to Gentner's Broadcast Sales
Manager Elaine Jones, Gentner's move into
digital technology was acarefully orchestrated expansion from the company's original focus. The firm has "an aggressive plan
to develop its digital expertise and apply
it to product development in the future,"
Jones said.
Gentner Communications Corp.—
formerly Gentner Electronics—literally got
its start in the basement of its founder, Russell Gentner, in 1981. Gentner, who has an
electrical engineering degree and MBA from
the University of Utah, was the Assistant CE
at KSL in Salt Lake City when he started
designing prewired audio patch panels
(which the company does to this day).
Starting with telcos
From there, the firm moved on to designing telco interfaces, based on experience
Russell Gentner accrued while still in college. The company soon became one of the
foremost telco manufacturers in the broadcast industry.
Growth for the company came quickly,
and Gentner began to experiment with
diversification in its product line. John
Leonard, in his stay with the company,
designed atransmitter remote control, the
VRC-1000, which was released at the NAB
convention in 1986. Later upgraded to the
VRC-2000, the product is still a popular
item in the Gentner line.
According to Jones, the four-year-old
company went public in 1985, and joined
the NASDAQ index in 1989.
It wasn't until the fall of 1988 that Gentner
really began to show its intention to broaden
the scope of the company. Glen Clark, the
founder of Texar, sold Gentner the technology for two of his audio processors, the
Phoenix and the Audio Prism. Gentner was
now in the processing business.
The company was particularly pleased
with its purchase of the analog Prism,
which Jones called "adynamite piece of
equipment that has been aterrific seller for
us."
A digital focus
From there, Gentner developed the Lazer
and the Prizm, adigital version of the Audio Prism, which uses fiber optic inputs
and outputs to remain truly digital throughout the signal path. The company's efforts
were rewarded in September 1991, when
Gentner made a secondary public stock
offering.
The acquisition of the MacroMedia Audisk system has now taken Gentner into the
realm of hard disk-based on-air record and
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replay devices, a strong growth area in
broadcast technology of late. Several engineers specializing in digital products have
been hired in recent years by Gentner,
reaffirming the company's commitment to
the technology.
Where does the future lie for Gentner
Communications? Although Jones was enthusiastic about the company's growth in
the teleconferencing market—acomplete
boardroom teleconferencing system is a
new big seller for Gentner—she stressed,
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"the company got its start in broadcasting,
and we're not planning to move away from
that area."
Instead, Gentner plans to continue its expansion into radio studio equipment. "We
still lack afew key product areas," Jones
said, noting that the company may either
develop the products itself or purchase the
technology as it did with Texar and Mac-

Salt Lake City headquarters

roMedia.
In particular, Gentner is eager to explore
technology that will tie together all areas
of station operation, possibly even supplanting some more time-tested equipment
such as audio consoles.
"That's going to be the station of the future," Jones said. "And it's probably not
all that far away."

The Best Sounding Stations

Run Unattended
Several Shifts

and Save Money!

Shown above are the Ultimate Digital Studio' computer screen,
mike, Sony juke boxes for CDs, and Digicarr for commercials,
jingles, time announcements, and voice tracks. Works great with live
announcers, unattended remotes, satellite formats, or unattended
operation with voice tracks.

Now you can run the smoothest
local radio stations ever! TM
Century's Ultimate Digital
Studio' delivers:
I Local control of all music
and all commercial breaks
with an IBM-style computer;
• You select all music from
great-sounding CDs:
• juke boxes or " 6-pack"
magazine players;
• GoldDiscs, - HitDiscs, or ordinary CDs;
• Instant access to voice tracks,
commercials, jingles, promos,
and sweepers on DigiCart'
hard disc digital audio player;
al No console: the purest signal
quality ( with digital level
controls) for music, mikes;
• Automatic loading of
computer traffic logs and
music schedules;
II Your
personalities can
record a4-hour show in 20
minutes, or voices are
available.

Less than $15,750 for
complete air studio!
Just add mike, transmitter, music, jingles, production studio and announcers.
$15,750 Ultimate Digital Studio includes mike input, color VGA, computer, 6
Pioneer PD-TMI CD players ( 108 CDs/2,000 songs), with DCR-1002 DigiCart

(800) TM Century

rm century TM
14444 Beltwood Parkway
Dallas, Texas 75244-3228 USA

(800) 937-2100 or (214)934-2121
FAX: (800) 749-2121 0, (2ia) 44m000
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Latest Ad Revenue Index
Reveals Local Spot Gains
NEW YORK The Radio Advertising
Bureau radio revenue index for February
1992 climbed four percent, continuing a
modest growth in local retail advertising
that began in January (see chart). The revenue index is compiled from 100 markets
across the country.
National advertising levels posted another decrease in February; national spot
was down by 17 percent and network
declined by roughly four percent. Percentages are acomparison to the same period

in 1991.
Combined local and national spot
revenues were down 0.6 percent for February. Year-to-date figures show local up by
2.6 percent and national down by 11.3 percent in 1992, a combined decrease of
roughly 0.3 percent, with network down 5.6
percent.
Local revenue increased in different
areas of the U.S., with the Southwest and
Southeast recording the strongest gains, 6.9
percent and 5.6 percent, respectively.
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Radio Advertising Bureau Index of Radio Revenue Pool Numbers
February 1992 vs. February 1991
and
Year-to-date January- February 1992 vs. January-February 1991
Local Revenue - Feb. 1992
All Markets

Local Revenue - Jan. -Feb. 1992
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West
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Source: Miller Kaplan Arase & Co. and Hungerford Aldrin Nichols & Gaiter,
and the Radio Network Association.
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Again, national spot revenue was
markedly down, with the Southwest and
West posting the biggest drops- 22.1 percent and 25.2 percent, respectively. The
Southeast showed adecrease of 3.9 percent
during the month of February.
The accounting firms of Miller Kaplan

Arase & Co. and Hungerford Aldrin
Nichols & Carter provide the local and national spot revenue data on the more than
100 markets the RAB uses to calculate its
revenue index. Network revenues are
provided by the Radio Network Association, as reported by its members.
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DigiStor

n Vdij-e-stor 1: a digital message storage
system ideally suited for radio and TV station " information lines," e.g., concert information, ski report,
sports, etc., and will store up to 4 minutes of audio
for automatic playback via a regular telephone line
(The message is stored in digital memory with battery
back-up) 2: DigiStor can be programmed to play the
message only once, or continuously until the caller
hangs up; there is no re-cue time- the caller always
hears the message from the beginning 3: records from
a microphone or from tape deck or studio

** * * * * * * * * * * *
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WITHOUT ANY BUDGET!
RADIOMAIL DOES ALL THIS:

•Increases Your Sales
•Improves Your Cash Flow
•Promotes Your Station
•Increases Listenership

Call the broadcast experts at Harris Allied for more
definition on the DigiStor by Henry Engineering.

.M

Fax or Phone
GO HARRIS
441-1—IED
BROADCAST

EQUIPMENT

on rl r
nn -1
-or r- uu rr
Fax (317) 966-0623 • In Canada (800) 268-6817
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me,

I'm interested." Circle ( 36)

"Send me literature." Circle ( 159)

Today!

PHONE (619) 597-0263
FAX (619) 597-0992
*********************
* * * ** * **** * ** * * * * * * * * *
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STATION SERVICES
News and Services for Business, Programming & Sales

Sales Workshop Launched
PORTSMOUTH, N.H. Jeraf Marketing's John Fellows has developed asales
workshop and accompanying 120-page
workbook titled: "Nuts 'n' Bolts: Timetested Street-level Selling Tips that Work!"
The workshop was presented at the NAB
Spring Convention last month.
"Nuts 'n' Bolts" teaches a three-step
method for achieving sales success. Selling insights, attitude-tuning thoughts and
selling tips help walk participants through
conceptualizing, understanding and applying real-world solutions to common selling situations.
For more information, contact John Fellows at 207-781-5756, or circle Reader
Service 106.

services for turnaround situations and startups, as well as on-site management contracts, staff and operational restructuring
and initiation of new systems.
For more information, contact Karl
Baehr at 505-828-0488; fax: 505-8280488, or circle Reader Service 120.
Aircheck Service Available
SYRACUSE, N.Y. Managers looking to
improve their on-air sound can take advantage of the services of Air-Checks U.S.A.,
an on-air talent consultancy firm.

Marketing Firm Formed
NEW YORK Radio network veteran,
Dan Forth, has formed MediaStar Interna-

tional to provide marketing, management
consulting and related services to program
suppliers and broadcasters.
The new media services company
will specialize in marketing services to
network and syndicated radio. The company also will act as an agent for select
suppliers— including
negotiating
distribution, clearance and advertising
sales arrangements with established
firms.
For information contact Dan Forth at 212302-1100, or circle Reader Service 133.

GO ALL-DIGITAL.
NOW.

Spanish Poster Released
NEW YORK The Arbitron Co. is distributing anewly produced ratings distortion poster to Hispanic radio and television
stations throughout the U.S. The mailing
is in response to concerns about ratings distortion expressed by the Arbitron Radio
Advisory Council.
The poster is bilingual, and designed to
inform Hispanic broadcasters about the
special station activities guidelines—
intended to prevent ratings distortion. For
more information, contact Thom Mocarsky
at Arbitron: 212-887-1314; fax: 212-8871390; or circle Reader Service 134.

Air-Checks will monitor your station's
sound to identify areas for improvement for
your air talent. The service targets such problems as ineffective music mix, careless station
positioning, negative rapport with the audience, questionable articulation and dead air.
For more information, contact William
Tinsley at 315-788-0914, or circle Reader
Service 26.

BP DIGITAL DELIVERYAND SENTRY SYSTEMS
ONLY BROADCAST PROGRAMMING OFFERS IT ALL...
FULLY- RESEARCHED
FORMAT CHOICES

PROVEN ALL- DIGITAL
CD TECHNOLOGY

New Broadcast Service
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo. The
tbrmer director of major market affiliations
for Unistar Radio Networks, Skip Joeckel,
has formed Executive Broadcast Services
(EBS). EBS markets avariety of radio programs and services to radio stations.
Available from EBS are: the Business
Radio Network; American Forum Radio;
Farwest Communications music services;
The Goal Line Guide, apro/college football ad magazine; Paragon Research;
Broadcast Management services; Radio
Placement Service; the M Street Journal
and the Rad Report.
For more information, call Skip Joeckel at
719-630-8407. or circle Reader Service 38.
Weekly CD Service Debuts
ORCHARD LAKE, Mich. Radio
Programming and Management Inc. has
debuted aweekly CD service, "Top Hits
U.S.A." "Top Hits U.S.A. contains AC,
CHR, and country hits, plus a recurrent
disc every eight weeks containing approximately 17 cuts from one format.
For information contact Toni Krikorian at
800-521-2537. or circle Reader Service 16.
U.S. and Overseas Consultation
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. KBE Broadcast Services is offering two consultation
packages in addition to aseries of support
services for radio stations in the U.S. and
overseas.
The station and market assessment report
KBE offers is prepared in-market, and is
designed to determine astation's "health" as
well as contributing factors to its overall performance. The report will suggest options on
how to improve astation's performance based
on existing market and station conditions.
KBE also offers amanagement consultation package that includes supervisory

BP mainstream and niche

Your BP Digital Delivery - format

formats, based on the latest
research, directed by the nation's

is delivered on custom compact
discs, the industry's most widely

most respected programming

used digital music source.

experts.

Use your present studio CD
players for live operation or

AC
Soft AC
Country
CHR
Classic Rock
Adult Rock
Oldies
Urban
Easy Listening

automate with Sentry Systems'
Format Sentry", one of the topselling controllers on the market.
Sentry Systems' hard disk audio
completes the package, providing
an all- digital local sound at a
surprisingly low cost.

ALL-LIVE OR ALL-DAY WALKAWAY
Operate live, with our song- by- song hour- by- hour
playlists, or automate your station for all the walkaway
time you need.. . nights. weekends, or 24 hours a day.
WE STAY ON TOP OF THE MUSIC .
YOU STAY ON TOP OF YOUR MARKET .

STAYING POUR

BROADCASTPROGRAMMING
AMERICA'S LEADING PROGRAMMING COMPANY (
800)426-9082

Circle (49) On Render Service Card
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Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.
Andrew/Cablewave (62) 1
2 ", (62) 15/8" in/
sulated hangers, OR V2", (
50) 15/8" noninsulated hanger kits 8angle mounting hardware for both. CFox. WOLF, 4853 Manor Hill
Dr, Syracuse NY 13215. 315-468-0908.

AMPLIFIERS
Want to Sell
RCA BTE-15A w/(2) SCA goner, extender board
&book. 503-7740459.

Gorman/Redlich AM ant wired for 3towers,
can accept 6, 11 yrs old, $1000. JRandolph,
WHIR, Box 1230, Danville KY 40422. 606-2362711.

Crown Micro-Tech 1200 stereo power, 320 w/ch
8ohms, 495 Wlch 4ohms, 700 WI& 2ohms,
1315 Wimono 4ohms, xferable warranty. BFisher, KPOK, PUB 829, Bowman ND 58623 701523-3883.

APO 87/8 UHF horiz polar, 11 dB gain, 2kW
input, panels, $790 per bay. ABranch, KYAY,
2402 Woodridge Dr, Decatur GA 30033. 404325-7847.

Audiometrics (2) dist amps, $160 ea. RDees,
KAF0e, 3507-A Van Tassel, Amarilb TX 79121.
806-3554554.

RCA MI-27791D-1A 20' lengths, 3" unrversal 50
ohm trans line, excel cond wtaccessories, 9" also avail, $250 per length/BO. NJeweller, US
Tower Des, 5263 Agro Dr, Frederick MD 21701.
301-874-5885

Complete setup for talk, news & music, late,
high quality equip, 14830' 2-axle mobile studio, 5yrs old w/AC & restroom. 503-774-0459.

ERI single-bay, rototiller type, tuned to 1049,
$1000/80. ECoffman, KEZU, 7007 Riviera Dr,
Ft Smith AR 72901 501-782-0361.

Z.-5' el 'a /
4rec
1
ó
SAVE
00 00 00 0 (
$300
ON T T
144 POINT PATCH BAYS
brokers of elne and coarse used eouroment
audio village
619/320-0728

Want to Buy
400' or 3-1/8"or 4" Heliax. Contact Helen TV
at 809-452-2693
3-tower array on 1290 kHz. LMartino, KMEN,
2071 lowa ke. Riverside CA 92507 714-684-1991.

Ward (6) modules & per supply in cage DMorgan, KNZZ, Bo( 969, Grand Junction CO 81501.
303-241-9230.

Fire & Safety Protection

WE FM per, 80 W, 88-108 MHz wiper supply,
$250. JCunningham, KEOR, At 2Box 113B,
Stonewall OK 74871. 405-265-4496

AC • Grounding • Bonding • Lightning Protection

The Specialists in Lightning Grounding Protection

Crown Microtech 1000(4), will reduce prhce for
purchase of all, excel cond, $590 ea. G Fern,
Best Audio, PCB 236e Van Nuys CA91404. 818-

•Inspections
•Oversee construction to correct AC and DC grounding
•Install ground fields

BE EP-1phono preamp, clean. pa BGlenn,
I<OTY, 830 N Col Or Blvd, Kennewick WA
99336. 509-783-0783

Call Mike Koski for details

Ampex (2) RIP D Morgan, KNZZ, Box 969,
Grand Junction CO 81501. 303-241-923Q

Kinfronics 3-becer phase( 83Delta tuning leees, excel cond, $2250. JRandolph, WHIR, Box
1230, Danville KY 43422. 606-236-2711.

Mac tube, MC275 75/75 60 240, C-22; Marantz
7C, 9S. 1S #2. Yun, Sleeping Beauty, 1129 S
Robertson Blvd, Los Angeles CA 90035 310274-1921.

ERI (2) 24" rigid coax sections, 31/8 flanged
both ends in orig box, $250 ea/$375 pair. K
KTRZ, Box isoa Riverton WY 82501.
307-856-2922.

RCA, Altec tube mic pre's & tube amps & mixers; Langevin AM-16's, sale or trade. Tracy
Eaves, 615-821-6099 (evenings before 10PM
EP.

KintronIcs FMC 7.5 isocoupler tuned to 92.7
MHz, like new, $500/B0.0 Haynes, WJMI, PUB
10387. Jackson MS 39289. 601-948-1515

.... 218-624-0836

ERI-Collins FML-3E 3-bay, 1979, freq 959 or
close, 15/8" fittings; G5CPM-3E, pole mount
pref. DRose, KAAA, 2534 Huala Pae Mtn Rd,
Kingman AZ 86401. 602-753-2537.
Harmonic fitter for 5kW, any mfr; PhelpsDodge 8bays+, any cond, 100-108 MHz. Dick,
WOYS, 1591 Boyle Rd, Hamilton OH 45013 513-

AUDIO PRODUCTION

S.W.R. ANTENNAS
TV

FM

Want to Sell

LPTV

CASSETTES • CARTS • REELS

call JIMMIE JOYNT

J & IAUDIO/VIDEO

800/279-3326

ANTENNAS & TOWERS
Want to Sell

A wholesaler in the Radio
and Television market.
Now running SPECIALS on
audio and video:
BASF CASSETTES-AMPEX R-As
AUDIOPAK, FIDELIPAC 8( ITC CARTS
For more information
call person-to- person collect:
Kris Elliot at 818-992-4288
or write to: J&I AudioNideo
20899 Kelvin Pl.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367

Andrew 31/8, 15/8 & 7/8" adaptors, reducers
&fittings, new/used. JCunningham, KEOR, At
2Box 113e, Stonewall OK 74671. 405-265-4496

Collins 40 kW horiz only, 953 MHz, $500 + s/h.
JCrawley. WMJL, PUB 185, Campbellsville KY
42718 502-465-5762.
Prodelin 20' fiberglass dish, geo-stationary.
BO+s/h. TJohnson, 415-355-1020.

RCA BFC deicers removed from RCA BFC antenna, BO. RDees, KARX, 3507-A Van Tonnai,
Amarillo TX 79121. 806-355-4554.

ERI 124say FM on 945 MHz. E Roskelley,
KMRK, 4000 Rasco, Odessa TX 79764. 915-3663711.

ERI 425 isocouplet tuned to 95-105 MHz, 3800'
DKiker WIXX, 8084 NDavis #138, Pensacola
FL 32514. 904-478-6011.

Delta TCA 5/10 EXR AM base current meter, removed due to AM going dark w/manuals & in
orig box. $350. TNelson, WCAL, St Olaf College, Northfield MN 55057. 507-646-332e,

ERIG5CPS-8 on ground Santa Fe NM, 955 FM.
BO. JCurtis, KFRO, PUB 4299, Longview TX
75606. 903-663-3700.
Potomac AMM-19-D 6-tower dg monitor, excel
cond, $2500. M Turner, WYIC, 7641 Camberwood Dr, Indianapolis IN 46268. 317-872-3004.

ERI FMH12AC parts. TWortmann, WJAG, 309
Braasch Ave. Norfolk NE 68701. 402-371-0780.

dbx 224x type It noise reduc unit, rack mount,
new, $105. BDombrowski, VVhirlWind Prods,
10356W Warren Ave, Dearborn MI 48126. 313584-4038.
Soundcraftsmen octave EU, metered & rack
mtg, excel cond, $75/80. B Laughlin, L-Pad
Elect, 753 Ruth Ln, Hurst TX 76053 817-2829033.
Urban 6226 parametric eq, rack mount, stereo,
excel cond, $850/80. FMorton, KMGZ, PUB
7953 Lawton OK 73506. 405-536-9530.
Zercom Z-82 phone console, 4chnls, rotary,
$700/BO.M Berry, I<GWY, PUB 1179, Gillette WY
82716. 307-686-2242.
Lexicon PCM-41 dig delay proc, clean, used little, $400. VRichardson, WTKT, PUB 12890,
Lexington KY 40583 502-863-1580.

Want to Buy

WANTED

Want to Buy
Rane, Furman, other headphone amp for rcdg
studio application. W Dougherty, WLD Rcdg,
Music Valley Rte 1Mill Spring MO 63952. 314998-2377.

4CX 20000 Drebuilt, $1000. DSeavy, KROC,
122 SW 4th St, Rochester MN 55902. 507-2861010.

DEAD OR ALIVE!

PUITEC EQ'S
Fairchild & Teletronix Limiters;
Neumann, Telefunken, AKG,
RCA, & Schoeps microphones.
Tube McIntosh or Marantz amps
& pre- amps. Sontcc. Ill. &
Lang EQs. Neve or API equipment. Boxes of old tubes; Urei.
Orban, United Audio, DBX. &
other outboard gear. Ampex
ATR 102s or 104s. Parts for NICI
JI1110/ 114 recorders. Altec
604s!crossovers/Tannov speakers, JBL 2231: Altec 288h
drivers; Misc, equipment of all
types.
Please Call:
Dan Alexander Audio
5935 Market St.
Oakland, CA 94608
I-1415) 644-2363
FAX: 1-415-652-4022

Circle (5) On Reader Service Card
AUTOMATION EQUIP

Value, Economy & Quality...
TASCAM BR-20 Reel
*Heavy Metal Construction
*3 Motor, 3 Head Design
*Digital Timer
*Autolocate Function
*Balanced Inputs & Outputs
*Pitch Control
*Microprocessor Control Technology
List Price $2,399

-+E Price Too Low To Print!
THE SMART CHOICE!

_le HALL

Electronics

1305-F Seminole Trail
Charlottesville, VA. 22901
(
804) 974-6466

Mastercard & Visa Welcome

Circle ( 124) on Reader Service Card

Want to Sell
Harris SC-90 t2j, 1tar parts, 1vv/boos. cables
8733 ARS system. RRedmond. 518-798-1031.
BE 16 system for tape/sat, 3000 events software
w/pwr supply, audio proc, main proc, remote
control, CRT printer, customer & sat interface,
10 audio cards, 6interface cables, spare cards
&parts, IGM 60 Cart 11 78-tray, (2) IGM 60 Cart
II 42-tray 8IGM spare parts wirnanuals, (4) Scully P/B decks. (
4) BE racks, B0+0. DBrown,
KVLE, PUB 832. Gunnison CO 81230. 602-6458181.
BE Control 16 system w/14 source cards, cast
interface panel, ball backup. keyboard. 2video
displays, download interface software. 6Scully
270s, 4Carousel 250s. IGM Go-Cart 11-42, 4
Gates single play cart decks, manuals, spare
parts; SMC DP1, keyboard, AS-15 switcher, MA4monitor amp, printer interface, 6Carousel
350s, 4South/ 270s, 2SMC 722 dual play decks,
2TS-25 tone sensors, 2remote control units, 5
racks, manuals, spare parts, both in working
cond. $15000 ea. GCarter, 407-567-8366.
Instacart Stereo 48 48-tray w/Sentry interlace,
$2600/will trade for stereo console. R Davis
KPIK, 108 Dewitt Henry Dr, Beebe AR 72012,
501-882-3331,
Audiometrics AMCDS-1000A (
4) jukebox CD
plyr, holds 100, control via RS-232 port, excel
cond. $2000. R Irwin, KW, 1021 2nd St,
Sacramento CA 95814. 916-446-2294.
Cetec 7000 w14 ITC 750 R-Rdecks, (9) Audiofiles, (2) Beehive terminals, gd working cond. C
McCarthy, 916-244-9700.

DYNAMAX CTR10
NEW REFURB SERVICE
Includes
DC
Motor installation
and
renewed warrantee, plus introductory bonus.
Call Fidelipac for details.

BROADCAST PRODUCTS BY F1DEUPAC '
Fidelipac Corporation
PO. Box 808 • Moorestown, NJ 08057 • USA
TEL: 609-235-3900 • FAX: 609-235-7779

350 RS Carousel, $403; Cones DS-25 sensortfilter, $300; Wegener 1601 dual squelch card,
$100. R0*Kelly, 503-733-2217.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

Instacart machines (2) 48-hole w/Sentry filing
systems & IBM-PC hardware 503-774-0459.
Schafer 903E 4racks, 4Carousels, brain, cart
PB unit, 200 Audiopak A-2 carts, gd cond when
removed from svc, spare parts, extra heads,
$3203. KBrowall, I<TRZ, Box 808, Riverton WY
82501. 307-856-2922.

Want to Sell
Systemation Ouik Disk computer auto system
wihard drive, R/PB, 2yrs old, excel cond, $6000.
DBrook, WNLB, PUB 602, Rocky Mount VA
24151. 703-483-7011.

Schafer 903 (
7)24-tray Carousels, 10 cards, cables, recto. DWidmer, inEL, 112 NE 5th, MiltonFreewater OR 97862. 503-938-6686
Schafer 800 auto controller w/25 Flz detector in
rack, $300. EStanley, KBTO, Box 12, Bottineau
ND 58318. 701-228-2483.
MW Persons 34 prog w/unitd sequential rotation of up to 4sources 8manual; Microprobe
Elect 24-station 8-source auto controller, rids repair/spare parts w/remote control switch pad.
$100. RChambers, KSUE, 3015 Johnstonville
Rd, Susanville CA 96130. 916-257-2121.
Harris SC-90 (4)42-tray Warts, (1)72-tray GoCart, (1) 12-tray mono Instacarl, (4) Scully 270,
stereo, all in excel cond. RFoss, WLRR, 119 W
Carroll St, Macomb IL 61456. 309-833-5561.
Format Sentry FS 12C w/UPS system, Tandy
1000 TL/3 computer, CM-5color monitor, both
w/2 yr warranty, 6mos old. S3500; (3) IGM 504D
dual 25 Hz detectors. excel cond $125 ea/$300
both; Cones 25G Tone Gene, 2mos usage,
mint, $250. Pegi, Global American, 1768 Coral
Way N, Vero Bch FL 32963 407-231-4800.
SMC (3) cabinets, (3) #350 circ Carousels, (
4)
750-series R-Rdecks, (1) LT-5Brain, $5000. T
Steel, WMRX, ROB 1513 Midland MI 48640.
517-631-1490.

CAMERAS ( VIDEO)
Want

Hitachi FP 50-S (
2) w/CCU & cable working,
$3000 ea/B04s/h. FSpinetta, KCEA, ROB
2385 Atherton CA 94026. 415-321-6049.
Kodak 2400 8mm Kodavision camcorder wlmdl
2020 cradle 8chrgr, soft case, $120. PRussell,
Bowdoin College, Sills Hall, Brunswick ME
04011. 207-725-306E
Fujinon $10X73 for Sony WV555, BRM-4
1:14/73-73mm, never used. $1000; Sony WV555 se manual, $30; Quick Draw Portabrace
case for Panasonic WV-890, never used, $100.
DChhstien, Pacific Lutheran, Univ him 207, Tacoma WA 98447. 206-535-7265.
Panasonic WV-555 Nighthawk 3-tube Newve
con w/Fujinon zoom lens, 1bah & chrgr &
mounting plate for tripod, $1200/B0. AMcPeek,
615-272-4827

SMC RP1000 prop w/PDC-3 clock, pwr supplies
&DS-20 switcher. $300. EStanley, KBTO, Box
12, Bottinéau ND 58318. 701-228-2483
SMC ESP-1 '82 wIDS-20A switcher, PDC-5
clock, (3) 350 Carousel, works terrific, $5500;
SMC DP-2w/DS-20 switcher, PDC-5 clock, (2)
350 RSB Carousels, (
2) SMC racla works great.
BChristie, Grande Radio, PUB 907, LaGrande
OR 97850. 503-963-4121.

Want to Buy

to Sell

Panasonic triple 73-tube, less than 100 hrs, excel shape w/Anvil case, cables, great lens &
balls, $1600: JVC KY 2000 3-tube we lens, $500.
JHarsh, 913-672-3428.

CART MACHINES
Want to Sell
ITC Rd> mono. DBrown, WBZ, 49A Prairie Ave,
Newton MA 0216e 617-332-9326.
ITC PD II ITC-refurbished, tough, excel cond,
$500 ea. D Putman, VSA Radio Ntwk, 5376
Stewart Ln, San Angeb TX 76904. 915-944-1213
ITC WP (2), $350 ea. R

Smartcaster used Audisceligital DJ. ERoskelley, KMRK, 4000 Rasco Odessa TX 79764. 915366-3711.

503-733-2217.

Audicord S-16 stereo play, lool.5 gd, works perfect, $300 ea. PPatton, WAPO, 29 W Main St,
Jasper TN 37347. 615-942-5611.

ITC
REPAIR - REFURBISHMENT
Direct Factory Cartidge Machine Repair Service
Upgrades or Refurbishment
All Work Warranted

Call The ITC Technical Service Department
Toll- Free at

(800) 447-0414
(309) 828-1381
International Tapetronics Corporation
2425 South Main Street
Bloomington,IL 61704

BEE
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CART ... VVTS
BE 2100 RIP mono wItones, $550. R Redmond, 518-798-1031.
ITC 998 stereo play units, new, $2000 ea. J
Addie, WFMT, 303 EWacker Dr, Chicago IL
60601. 312-565-5033.
ITC delay & rec & PB, mint; (3) Tapecaster
700's. JPhillips, WZOM, 408 1
2 Clinton, Defi/
ance OH 43512. 419-784-1059.
ITC Series 99 w/ELSA stereo RIP, nds work,
BO. JCurtis, KFRO, POB 4299, Longview 7X
75606. 903-663-3700.

Ampex ATR 700, $800. DSeery, KROC, 122
SW 4th St, Rochester MN 55902. 507-2861010.
Tascam 38 (
2) 8-trk 1
2 ,
/
1 ri very gd cond,
$150Q 1mint, $1700. RMessick, WKGR, 3223
Comm PI #101, W Palm Bch FL 33407. 407686-9505.

CLEAN PATCH BAYS
NO DOWN ME

Tapecaster 700, $150. EStanley, KBTO, Box
12, Bottineau ND 58318. 701-228-2483.
ITC 3-D stereo triple-deck RIP w/remote start
control box, $1200. RReeves, Voice At Large,
5080 Bainbridge Ct, Lilburn GA 30247. 404925-8868.

VERTIGO BURNISHERS AND INJECTORS
RESTORE ORIGINAL PERFORMANCE
TO YOUR PATCH BAYS

$34.95 Ea.
VERTIGO RECORDING SERVICES
12115 Alagnoia Bitc1 #116
818-9075161
Noe H044rood. 04 91607 Akx 818-784-3763

Fidelipac CTR-12, (3) PB only, size Acart, 3
cue, desk mount w/rack, plug in circuit
boards; (1) CTR-14 PB & rec, size A, 3cue,
desk mount, plug in circuit boards; (1) ESO10 eraser/splice locator; (115) 380-25 40second carts; (60) 380-44 70-second carts;
(10) 380-63 100-second carts; (10) 380-94 2.5minute carts; (5) 380-207 5.5-minute carts, BO.
T Webb, WZOK, POB 150, Coebum VA
24230-0150. 703-395-3997.

Chad MX 7308 1" 8-trk, 15/30 ips, w/remote,
$3900; Studer/Revox PR99 2-Irk, 71
2 & 15 ips,
/
both w/low hrs, excel cond; Technics 1500RS
2-trk, 15, 71
/, & 33/
2
4¡ Ps + 1
/4
Irk PB head
w/remote, $950. LWagner, ARN, POB 1788,
Orlando FL 32802. 407-299-1299.

ITC 3D mono 3D0003 all cue tones, new
heads, bearings & pinch rollers, quiet, clean
w/new 16, $1000. Pegi, Global American, 1768
Coral Way N, Vero Bch FL 32963. 407-2314800.

Revox A-77 (
2)w/wood cases, $303 ea; 1rack
mount, $200; 1for parts, $75. RO'Kelly, 503733-2217.

Scully 280 parts. RRobinson, 203-269-4465.
Recordes 5
casa duplicator, both sides wheel
deck, $500. RO'Kelly, 503-733-2217.

OTARI MX5050...
MK III 8 track 1/2 inch tape
recorder. (
4) dbx 150 type
noise reduction units. Signiture
Production Music Library, 2
CD ' s .
1-312-280-7722
Otan. 503-774-0459.

CASSETTE 8. REEL-TOREEL RECORDERS
Want to Sell
Technics RS1500 2-Irk; Sony/MCI JH110C on
roll around metal cabinet, both excel cond;
Dynefex NR system D2B. JGelo, 813-6426899.
EXPERT REVOX REPAIRS
Reu

A7 7s $ 530
resuriacLng, 535.
1M TECHNICAL ARTS
30 Music Sq. W. # 5
N:.:s}r.1::e, TN. 37203 ( 6:5) 244-0E92

TEAC V-347 (
2) stereo, std spd, LED M indicators, excel cond, $55 ea. SLawson, KAK
Prods, 928 Hyland Dr, Santa Rosa CA 95404.
707-528-4055.

Tascam 122-B balanced & unbalanced XLR
áRCA inlout, dbx encoder & decoder, control signal & remote conns, dual spd, Dolby
NR & HX circuitry, rackmount w/manuals,
great elect, nds mech adjustment & eject button, $250. RWilliams. Kreuger Prods, 61.13
Pacific #203, Stockton CA 95207. 209-4612121
Scully 284B-8 8-trk 1", 33/
4 to 30 ips, wl VS76 variable spd module, less than 100 hrs &
manuals; MCI JH110A 1/
2", 9yrs old, 7
2 ,
/
1
15,
30 ips, gd cond w/manuals, will ship, $2500,
415-969-3030. T Sherry, Rcdg Cons, 1412
Clarita Ave, San Jose CA 95130. 408-2443848.

Suele $ 110.00

Triple $ 130.00

CART HEADS RELIPPED guaranteed to
perform like new
Same day turnaround

Replacement heads and motors available

REEL TO REEL SERVICES:
HEADS RELAPPED and precise digital/optical
ASSEMBLY AIJONMENTS
performed for maximum
/7,

response & head life
CAPISTAN & REEL MOTORS REBUILT
for MCI. OTARI and more.

For peak performance from your recording equipment, call
The Audio Magnetic Professionals.

AIERVICES
224 Datura Street, Suite 614, West Palm Beach, FL 33401
Call 1-800-826-0601 for "Same Day Service" in Florida (407)659-4805
Authorized Parts Dealers for MCI • OTARI • TEAC/TASCAM
Circle ( 61) on Reader Service Card

PARTS AND
ACCESSORIES

Ampex ATRIO0 taperecorders for parts Circuit cards, heads, motors, machine parts, or
electronic parts. Call 818-907-5161.

SEQUOIA
ELECTRONICS

inspection
• PreCiSiOn recontouring of

•

reads
t

Co mplete

CD's
digital/optical

1131 Virginia Ave
Campbell, CA 95008

Want to Sell

alignment of assembly
Mage tic

(408) 866-8434

Denon DN-950FA (
3) player w/desk mount
stack shelf; (150) CD carts that hold CDs for
DN-950FA player, BO. TWebb WZOK, POB
150, Coebum VA 24230-0150. 703-395-3997.

• EXCIUSiVe " Audio
n
ata
Head Test Beport'"" 8. D

Opamp Labs 20-input, 8subs + stereo mix out,
gd prod board, $2500. LWagner, ARN, POB
1788, Orlando FL 32802. 407-299-1299.

Denon 950FA (
2) players, perfect shape, $600
ea. V Richardson, WTKT, P013 12890, Lexington KY 40583. 502-863-1580.

Streets
We also carry a full line of

Opamp Labs 20-input. 8subs+stereo mix out,
gd prod board, $2500. LWagner ARN, POB
1788, Orlando FL 32802. 407-299-1299.

replacernent heads and parts.
Ou r25

years of experience

COMPUTERS

and reputation are unmatched

Amiga special effects & char gener wldual
disk drives, 1RAM w/1 Super Gen Digital
Creations+video software, $1500. JHarsh,
913-672-3428.

•
111
MAGNETIC SCIENCES

Tel (201) 579-5773
Fax (201) 579-60'21

Comtel CBC 3000 (
2) w/printer & Akai R/PB
cuss decks, $2000. SKozak, 216-871-5897.

Circle ( 189) On Reeder Service card

MCI JH110A (
6) 2-Irk, most need heads, w/o
consoles, many spare parts, $500; (2) w/rollaround consoles, $500. TNelson, WCAL, St
Olaf College, Northfield MN 55057. 507-6463328.
GX77 clean, gd shape, $250. JParsons, 2781
Fayson Cir, Deltona FL 32738.

TABER
- FEBRUARY SPECIAL AMPEX or SCULLY
Capstan or Reel Motor Rebuild
$18500
1880 Embarcadero Rd. Palo Alto. CA
415-493-3811

Ampex 440. T Wortmann, WJAG, 309
Braasch Ave, Norfolk NE 68701. 402-371-0780.
Otan MX5050BII 10 1
2 ", $
/
1195; tillable floor
stand for Otani, $95; Scotch 8206 1" tape on
10 1/
2"NAB metal reels, $15 ea. G Wachter,
FYI, 6312 N1st Ave, Phoenix AZ 85008. 602258-6161.
Otan i
50508 1
2 ", 4-Irk w/case & remote, very
/
gd coed, $4250. G Fern, Best Audio, P013
2366, Van Nuys CA 91404. 818-763-2378.
Want to Buy
Miniature: profIconsumer, small, colored,
empty, 3-5" & 1 & 2" any color, red leader
tape. JMorinelli, 215-789-2742.
FX RCA MI 141100H manual/pinout for control connector. SDorsey, WCWM, 173-7 Merrimac Terr, Williamsburg VA 22183. 804-2291547.
Cash for tube type R/R, Ampex, Roberts,
Magnecorders, Reagertones. J Schramm,
205-826-0390.

MCI JH110A I/2", 9yrs old, 71/
2,
15, 30 ips,
heads in gd cond, analog meters w/manuals,
$2500 incls s/h. TSherry, Rcdg Cons, 1412
Clarity Ave, San Jose CA 95130. 415-9693030.
Otan MX 7308 1" 8-trk, 15/30 ips, low hrs, excel cond w/remote, $3900; Ampex 3001440
motors & parts, $150 & under; Studer Revox
PR99 2-Irk, 71/
2 & 15 ips, low hrs, excel cond,
$1950; Technics 1500RS 2-trk, 15. 71
/, & 33/
2
4
ips+ 1
/
4-trk PB head w/remote, excel cond,
$950. LWagner, ARN, POB 1788, Orlando FL
32802. 407-299-1299.
JVC R431 (
7) R/P, bi-directional wired for remote start/stop w/Henry Match Box Interlace,
2-nos usage, mint, $200 ea/$1200 for 7. Pegi, Global American, 1768 Coral Way N, Vero
Bch FL 32963. 407-231-4800.
TEAC A23005, $175. EStanley, KBTO. Box
12, Bottineau ND 58318. 701-228-2483.

Sony MX16 8in, 4out, gd shape; Pyramid
PR8800 Echo, 8in, 2out w/new Echo in box,
$400. JParsons, 2781 Fayson Cir, Deltona FL
32738.

CONSOLES
Want to Sell

lbmaha PM-2000 24-chnl, pwr supply & road
case, excel cond, 2nd pwr supply avail w/manuals; 1516 & 916, both w/cases, excel cond.
$13500 all. GFern, Best Audio, POB 2366 Van
Nuys CA 91404. 818-763-2378.

McMartin 8501 5-pot mono solid state, $500;
Howe 7500 12-chnl slide faders, remote starts
w/books & custom copy stand, mint, $2500;
LPB Monogram 8-chnl slide fader stereo, remote starts & books, clean, $1500. R Redmond, 518-798-1031.

Harris Dulux 80 8-chnl, gd cond, mono,
$900/130; BE Spotmaster, 8-chnl, mono, gd
cond. $8001130. BBrinitzer, WDNC, 1000 Park
Forty Plaza Ste 120 Durham NC 27713 919-3611051.

Edcor MX300P (
3) 8-chnl audio mixer,
4 "H, new,
/
3
mic/line inputs, rack mountable, 1
$90 ea/BO. MWagner, LTM, 177 Hartford Rd,
Manchester CT 06040. 203-565-9851.
Tascam 224 24 x4 x2 rcdg/live sound mixer,
very gd cond. R Messick, WKGR, 3223
Comm Pl #101, W Palm Bch FL 33407. 407686-9505.

Ramko DC5RA 5-chnl board, lair cond. JPhillips, WZOM, 408 1/2 Clinton, Defiance OH 43512.
419-784-1059.

Soundcraft 20013 mixing desk, 16 x4x2, clean
&quiet, $1800; Otan MK-III 8-trk, low hrs, great
sound wIcables, $3000. CLallo, Eartheart Inc,
465 W Anderson St, Hackensack NU 07601. 201646-0277.

Ward Bea R2200 (2) in svc, 1w/16 mods, 1
w/17 mods, 1w/dual per supply, avail 7/92, gd
cond, BO. JShadle, KMEO, 3719 N32nd Ave,
Phoenix AZ 85017. 602-279-5577.

FAX: 703-998-2966

Call Simone Mullins, Classified Ad Manager, to
reserve space in the next issue. Use your credit card
to pay, we now accept VISA and MASTERCARD.

Radi® WrId®

Telex 6120 high-spd cass duplicator master
& 3 slaves, $2500; Telex/Viking RP110 &
RP112 transports & elects, several sets in various conds, $100 set. Katherine, Linden, 229
N Henry St, Alexandria VA 22314. 703-5494424.

Dictaphone (
2) logger/recorder, slow spd
w/manuals. JPhillips, WZOM, 408 1
2 Clinton,
/
Defiance OH 43512. 419-784-1059.

Shure SE-10 gated mixer-compressor, excel
cond, $150/B0. BLaughlin, 1-Pad Elect 753
Ruth Ln, Hurst TX 76053. 817-282-9033

Apple 2E w/bdct software, $500. EStanley,
KBTO, Box 12, Bottineau ND 58318.

PHONE: 703-998-7600

Ampex 602/601 (
4) wIcases, BO; 440 (2), 1
mono, 1stereo, very gd cond, BO. BBrinitzer, WDNC, 1000 Park Forty Plaza Ste 120,
Durham NC 27713. 919-361-1051.

Otarl ARS1000 stereo, play, excel cond,
$900/80; ITC 850 (2), fair cond. BO. 8Brinitzer, WDNC, 1000 Park Forty Plaza Ste 120,
Durham NC 27713. 919-361-1051.

Gates Statesman 5-chnl stereo, fair cond,
$458130; LPEJRCA 10-chnl stereo, great shape
w1clock & timer, 40 inputs & full documentation.
remote starts, some spare parts. $2000/80. F
Morton, KMGZ, POB 7953 Lawton OK 73508
405-536-9530.

Commodore VIC 20 & peripherals; Heath/Zenith H90 & disk drives. TWortmann, WJAG,
309 Braasch Ave, Norfolk NE 68701. 402-3710780.

'249 Kennedy Road
P.O. BOY. 121 • Greendell, NJ 071339

Ampex ATR700 mint cond, $800; TEAC
A3340SX. 4-chnl, 4-trk, new cond, $800; TEAC 3300SX (2) like new, $350 ea; Pioneer
RT701, like new, new heads, $300. JParsons,
2781 Fayson Cir, Deltona FL 32738

Radio Sate Octopus 2408 24-chnl in, line out,
250 W out, 10W cue, talk back, aux & RF cut,
subgroup & more, $22000 incls s/h. ABranch,
KYAY, 2402 Woodhdge Dr, Decatur GA 30033
404-325-7847.

Want to Sell

in the industry.

Scully 2813-8 8-trk 1", 33
4 to 30 ips, made
/
wNS-76 variable spd, less than 100 hrs use
w/manuals, BO over $4000. TSherry, Rcdg
Cons, 1412 Clarity Ave, San Jose CA 95130.
415-969-3030.

perfection- shafts resurfaced

SPOTMASTER
BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS

MCl/Sony capstan & reel motors, any cond.,
recdg heads, most mfgs, machines, new,
used. Relapped then sold. Amp Services, 224
Datura St No 614, W Palm Beach FL 33401.
800-826-0601, in FL 305-659-4805.

original ( new) performance
specifications at a fraction of

Radio Systems RS-1000 DAT R/P w/updated software, PROM installed, low hrs, excel
cond, $1500. PTemple, Carson Radio, 120
Beeechwood Trail, Exeter RI 02822. 401-8468141.

CART MOTORS REBUILT to quiet flutter-free

--_-:_
_-,1 \ ,\, - ,
- - - \.
I-.,-/

worn heads to

Revox 278 Ye 8-trk, excel cond, $3030; Tascam 32 2-trk, gd cond, $800. JRose, Digital
Playroom, 20 Marion, Brookline MA 02146.
617-277-0041.

CART MACHINE SERVICES:

.-- ---1

yo ur

Otan i
ARS 1000, 2-chnl, 1
/
4-trk- 1
2 -trk w/25 H
/
tone sensor & cue tone relays & manuals
very clean, $875. RChambers, KSUE, 3015
Johnstonville Rd, Susanville CA 96130. 916257-2121.

SOUND YOUR BEST ON THE AIR!

Í r
-1

BeStOfe

5827 Columbia Pike, Ste 310
Falls Church, VA 22041

Select from these categories for best ad positioning:
Acoustics
Amplifiers
Antennas & Towers & Cables
Audio Production (Other)
Automation Equip.
Brokers
Cameras ( Video)
Cart Machines
Cassette & R- R Recorders
CATV-MATV Equip.
CD's
CD Players
Computers

Stereo Generators
Switchers (Video)
Tapes, Carts & Reels
Tax Deductible Equip
Test Equipment
Transmitters/Exciters
Tubes
Turntables
TV Film Equip.
Video Production Equip.
Video Tape Recorders
Positions Wanted
Help Wanted

Consoles
Disco- Pro Sound Equip.
Financial Services
Furniture
Limiters
Microphones
Miscellaneous
Monitors
Movie Production Equip.
Receivers & Transceivers
Remote & Microwave Equip.
Satellite
Software
Stations

Display Rates for Classified Advertising Effective January 1, 1991

1-9 col inch ( per inch)
10-19 col inch ( per inch)
Distributor Directory
Professional Card
Classified Line Ad
Blind Box Ad
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Gates Gatesway tube-type, mono, excel cond,
some spare tubes, $200/B0. PWasson, Palm
Tree Prods. 1106 %eland Ave, Venice FL
34292. 813-488-4569.

Scully '100' recorders, record/play amplifiers, 8, 16, 24 track heads. Sequoia Electronics, 1131 Virginia Ave, Campbell CA 95008.
408-866-8434.

• Digital/Optical gi Eleet(iCal

Ampex 300/440 motors/parts, $150 áunder.
L Wagner, ARN, POB 1788, Orlando FL
32802. 407-299-1299.

Pacific Recorder Micromax mint cond, stereo, in rack-mountable pairs wImanuals áohg
boxes, $1800 pair/$5200 for 3pairs. KRosato, Sound Bdctg, 303 Webster Ave, New
Rochelle NY 10801. 914-235-5939.

HEAD
RECONIITIONI G

oratory services include..

Audicord DL series (
2) P8. DBrook, WNLB,
POB 602, Rocky Mount VA 24151. 703-4837011.

Nortronic cart heads premium laminated,
dual 1
/2
Irk, rear/no mount, new, $20 ea. K
Crosthwait, WTNN, 13206 Buttermilk Rd,
Knoxville TN 37932. 615-531-2297.

Otan MX-5050 MKIII-4 in gd physical/elect
cond in roll around cabinet. JGlass, WROK,
3901 Brendenwood Rd, Rockford IL 61107.
815-399-2233

the replacement cost. Our lab-

Able) 300 (
2) lazy susan-type storage rack,
holds 300, BO. TWebb, VVZOK, POB 150,
Coebum VA 24230-0150. 703-395-3997.
BE 2100 RP mono, excel cond, BO;
Tapecaster 700-RP/delay, gd cond, $300 ea.
BBrinitzer, WDNC, 1000 Park Forty Plaza Ste
12C, Durham NC 27713. 919-361-1051.

Radio World

1x

3x

6x

12x

$55
50
90
60

53
48
85
55
$1.50 per word
$10 additional

50
45
80
50

45
40
75
45

To compute ad costs: Multiply the number of ad inches (columns xinches) by the desired rate schedule
for your per unit cost. Example: a 3" ad at the 1xrate is $ 165, at the 3x rate $ 159, at the 6x rate $ 150.
at the 12x rate S147, etc.
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Radio World

CONSOLES ... WTB
Want to

Buy

Langevin AM4A wklocuments JGamper, 942
32nd St, Richmond CA 94804. 415-644-2363

DISCO & SOUND

Altec A-5, A-4 components, 515 woofers, 288
13/016-G/8G, multicell horns, good/bad; EV
patricians, any mdl, the pat IV, 600, 700, 800 or
components C<-2825, 828, 25A, T-250 or T-350.
Yun, Sleeping Beauty, 1129 SRobertson Blvd,
Las Angeles CA 90036 310-274-1921.

EQUIPMENT

Want to Sell

Want to Sell
Ell w/HD+ & extensive library, $1000; Fostex
4010 time code reader/gener, $800; Renos HS77 2-Irk, $500; Roland M-160 line mixer, $500;
21 space black rack, $75; Fostex 2-Irk stand,
$150; Arp Pro Soloist wlAnvil case, $150; Arp
String Ensemble w/Anvil case, $150, all mint
cond. TCampana, 313-553-4044.
CBS DPE-450 EQ w/book, works well, $3501130.
RRushing, Rcdg Studio, 11710 Hoyt Ave, Tampa FL 33617. 813-988-0496
Gas moving cod cart prearnp, black rack mount,
excel cond, $195/trade; Leak Point One stereo
tube, hi-fi preamp, 1959 mdl, $150/trade; Pultec
HLF-3C, excel cond, $250Arade. JMcLane, Oddeo, 115 W Gutierrez, Santa Barbara CA 93101.
805-963-3941.

FXR Psycoacoustic proj, like new cond, BO.
F Morton, KMGZ, PUB 7953 Lawton OK
73506. 405-536-9530.

UREI BL-40 w/manual, $175. D Stebbins,
KZZN, Box 192, Littlefield TX 79339. 806-3854474.

CBS 410 FM Volumax auto peak controller,
$175Arade; CBS 400 Volumax auto peak controller, $150/trade. JMcLane, Oddeo, 115 W
Gutierrez, Santa Barbara CA 93101. 805-9633941.

Optimod 8000 and 8100
Buy-Sell-Trade

EQUIPMENT FINANCING

414-482-2638

LOANS BY PHONE • NO FINANCIALS REQUIRED
FOR TRANSACTIONS UNDER
$35,000
• NEW OR USED EQUIPMENT
• $2,000 to $200,000
• NO DOWN PAYMENT
• SALE-LEASEBACK
EQUIPMENT FOR WORKING
CAPITAL
WE DO START UP BUSINESS
TO APPLY OR REQUEST ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION CONTACT MARK WILSON

Want to Buy

CRL PMC-450 meets NRSC, installed 1990,
removed due to AM going dark w/manuals &
in orig box, $ 1000. TNelson, WCAL, St Olaf
College, Northfield MN 55057. 507-646-3328.

dbx 140 type ll noise reduc, stereo; Comrex
RLX single space rack mount; CAL FM-2
w/SPP-800 stereo prep proc & SP-800 stereo
mod proc, BO/all. JGeerling, KYKY, 3100
Market St, St Louis MO 63101 314-531-9898.

UREI BL 40 AM compressor, $400. JRandolph, WHIR, Box 1230, Danville KY 40422.
606-236-2711.

All Emph-A-Sizer. $400. DSeavy, KROC, 122
SW 4th St, Rochester MN 55902. 507-286,1010.
Volumax 4000A, $
300/80, 1for parts; Urban
245E synthesizer, $200. RO'Kelly, 503-7332217.

LIMITERS
Want to Sell
Marti CIA-4011 ( 21. $100 ea. J Michaels,
WMVR, 2929 Russell Rd, Sidney OH 45365.
513-498-1055.

Mod Sciences Stereomaxx FM audio separation enhancer, 1yr old, $1200. A Keddie,
WTPI, 3135 N Meridian St, Indianapolis IN
46208. 317-925-1079.

ACTION- GRAM
Equipment Listings
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing service for all broadcast and pro-sound end users. Simply send your listings to us, following the example below.
Please indicate in which category you would like your listing to appear. Mail your listings to
the address below. Thank you.
Please print and include all information:

Contact Name .
Title

I
would like to receive or continue receiving Radio
World FREE each month. E YES
E. NO
Signature
Date
Please circle only one entry for each category:

Company/Station
Address:

I. Type of Firm

City
Phone Number:

State

Zip

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and
other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in the
Broadcast Equipment Exchange on
apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on a
per word or per inch basis. Call 1-800336-3045 for details.

WTS: "ii

D. Combination AM/FM station

F.

A. Commercial AM station

G TV station/teleprod

Recording studio

B. Commercial FM station

facility
H Consultant/ind engineer

C. Educational FM station

I.

Mfg, distributor or dealer

E. Network/group owner

J.

Other

II. Job Function
A. Ownership

D. Programming/production

aGeneral management

E. News operations

C. Engineering

E Other

_

Orban 8000A pulled from svc 1/92,
rechipped, $1600. DChristien, KPLU, Mm
207, Tacoma WA 98447. 206-535-7265.
Orban 8100A/ST studio chassis for 8100A,
BO; CAL SEP40013 (2), low mileage, BO. B
Brinitzer, WDNC, 1000 Park Forty Plaza Ste
120, Durham NC 27713. 919-361-1051.
Optimod 8000A gd cond. $2300. KSmith,
WNCG, Box 66. Clyde OH 43410. 419-5478792.
Gates Solid Statesman, BO. D Morgan,
KNZZ, Box 969, Grand Junction CO 81501.
303-241-9230.

Want to Buy
Gates Solid Statesmen/similar. Rick, GRN,
PUB 2495, Patchogue NY 11772. 516-7366347.
Aphex 103A Compellor, aural exciter. RO'Kelly, 503-733-2217.
CRI PMC 300A peak. DBrown, WBZ, 49A
Prairie Ave, Newton MA 02166. 617-332-9326.

Model #:

POSITIONS WANTED
Creative 9-yr pro, major mkt, exper CHR. UC,
jazz. seeks PD, APD, MD in med-small mkt.
Skip, 212-465-3416.
1-yr college grad w/BS in Comm, prod
specalization w/quality voice & superb prod,
the investment your station is looking for. Colin, 703-754-2681.

Bdct adv specialist w/19 yrs exper in
mgmt/sales. NE area, radio/TV/agency corp
promo expert, copy, prod. 617-834-0028.

WTS: E

Irish CE hard working, AM/FM/STLiconstruclion w/11 yrs bdct exper, SBE senior cert wants
to move to USA. Peter, 011-353-1-406778.
Sports/News announcer looking for the right
area w/ 5yrs exper in p-b-p, host, etc, have
tape, will travel. Jack, 812-838-4484.

WTB: n Category:

Make:

EV RE16/RE10 (
3) EV RE165 & EV RE10, new,
$240 ea/BO; (1) RE10, $160 ea/BO. MWagner, LTM, 177 Hartford Rd, Manchester CT
06040. 203-565-9851,
AKG 0-900 (
2) dynamic long shotgun, $125
ea; (1) CK-9 long shotgun capsule, $125; (1)
N46E 2-mic, AC, par supply, $75. EToline, Audio Etc, 525 W Stratford PI, Chicago IL 60657.
312-975-6598.
beyerdynamIc hand held, works well,
$30+s/11; EV 664, dynamic cardioid, $30+sAl;
EV 655C wide range dynamic omnidirectional 50/150/250 ohm output choice,
$30 + s/h; Shure SM50 50/150 ohm dual impedance, $40+s/h; Shure A55M isolation
shock mount for SM57, will work w/any mic
wtsimilar diameter, $15 + s/h. RZimmer, 602326-2080.
Alan Gordon Sonic #
312 fish pole mic boom,
new, $105. BDombrowski, WhirlWind Prods,
10356 W Warren, Dearborn MI 48126. 313584-4038.
Shure SM61 (
2), excel cond, gd for announcer, remotes, sports, $75 ea/$140 both/trade for
EV RE20 or headphone amp. W Dougherty,
WLD Rcdg, Music Valley Rte 1, Mill Spring
MO 63952. 314-998-2377.
Telex FMR-50 hand-held wireless mic & rcvr,
$295. GWachter, FYI, 6312 N1st Ave, Phoenix AZ 85008. 602-258-6161.
Desk mics (
hiZ), EV-Shure mic stands, also
baby booms (3): tubes, new (32) RCA, GE,
Sylvania; Sams tube sub books #8 & #6; RCA
tube manual; Sony head demagnetizer (new);
jack female connectors: EV 502 transformer
primary/secondary. Mr. Oliver, 212-8747660/0274. Call afternoons till 10PM.

Want to Buy
HP lab reference prefer 1" condenser unit.
SDorsey, WCWM, 173-7 Merrimac Tern, Williamsburg VA 22183. 804-229-1547.

MISCELLANEOUS
Want to Sell
Audio Xformers: (
9) Ampex 4580116-20, 600
ohm input-15k ohm out; (4) Triad AVM& Peerless 15095, both 150/600 ohm input to 60k
ohm out, $15 ea. SLawson, UK Prods, 928
Hyland Dr, Santa Rosa CA 95404. 707-5284055.

USED GEN SETS
15kW-1000kW Diesel
Cost Efficient-Fuel Efficient

Call us for your generator needs
U.S and

1-800-366-3912

Canada

207-657-3579

Triad 120/7 isolation xformer for breaking par
line to load grd loops, 120 Vin/out, 7amps,
$70; (2) EEV T-350 hi-freq tweeters, (2) University mid range 1040A, (2) 3-way University, N-3
crossover ntwks, $200 all. S Lawson, (AK
Prods, 928 Hyland Dr, Santa Rosa CA 95404.
707-528-4055.
Texas Instruments mdl 700 printer. TWortmann, WJAG, 309 Braasch Ave, Norfolk NE
68701. 402-371-0780.
Patch panel ADC-J341 harnessed w/Belden
shielded cable to ADC PJ106 conn block,
BO/trade for R/R ATA. JSchramm, 205-8260390.

write Radio World, PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041, Attn:

Exper friendly highly-motivated adult communicator w/great prod skills seeks stable oppor,
team player, ACIoldies/C&W. Dave 712-2627954.

Price: _

Want to Sell
EEV RE-11 w/bass roll-off switch, blast filter,
90 Hz-13 kHz, lined metal storage box, gd
cond, $80; Nady 49-R wireless system,
lavalier mic, body xmtr, rcvr has signal & audio bar graphs, 120/12V oper, tuned to red
chnl 49.830 MHz, gd cond. $75. RWilliams,
Kreuger Prods, 6333 Pacific #203, Stockton
CA 95207. 209-461-2123.

Telefunken U-47, Neumann U-67, KM-54
mint; RCA ribbon mics (2) KU3A's 10,0001, (3)
77-DX, (1) 44-BX, (2) BK-5; Altec tube mics
M-11, M-20, M-30; 639 film version mic ext.
Trade or sale. Tracy Eaves, 615-821-6099
(evenings before 10PM EST).

To place ads in this section, use the ActionGram form. To respond to box numbers,

Aggressive, tireless, company-minded seeks
sml/med Midwest mkt mgmt pos, 13 yrs exper
as Ups Mgr, Bus Mgr. CE, sales on-air. Deb,
712-792-5651

Brief Description:

MICROPHONES

EMPLOYMENT

Take charge mgr revenue/ratings driven w/25
yrs exper, new constructions, upgrades, sales,
programming, short term considered,
South/Mid West. JParker, 502-247-0090.

WTB: O Category:

Make:

Audio & Design Xpress FM stereo compressorlexpander, gd cond, $100; dbx 142, stereo
noise-reduction system, new, $75. BGlenn,
KOTY, 830 N Col Ctr Blvd, Kennewick WA
99336. 509-783-0783.

CBS Audimax needs some tubes, $75. R
Rushing, Rcdg Studio, 11710 Hoyt Ave, Tampa FL 33617. 813-988-0496.

CBS 4000 Volumax, $
400. DSeavy, KROC,
122 SW 4th St, Rochester MN 55902. 507286-1010.

NA TIONAL
FUNDG (800) 275-0185
FAX: (214) 235-5452

JBL 4911 (
2) speakers, never used, BO; TFT
EBS/1 reo (94.7) & encoder; Micro-trak audio
DAs 7215; dbx 900 mainframe, BO. BBrinitzer,
WDNC, 1000 Park Forty Plaza Ste 120, Durham
NC 27713. 919-361-1051.

Altec 612 (
2) single port, Mier/grey utility speaker cabinets for 604 speaker. FChristie, Power
Station, 441 W 53rd St, NY NY 10019. 212-2462900.

Gates SA-39 tube type, gd cond, $U)). Merrill, WROA, POB 2639, Gulfport MS 39505.
601-832-5111.

Harris MSP90 AM peak, $300. RO'Kelly, 503733-2217,

FINANCIAL SERVICES

May 6, 1992

Production/personality exper, skilled, talented & creative, countless voices & accents,
solid & conversational, seeking good home
in Madison WI. Scotty Matthews, 615-5267099.

BET grad working on bus degree, 10 yrs
comm broadcast toper in prog & ops &
cust sycirepair exper. D Koehm, 217-2282115.

Novice announcer looking for pos in San
Antonio TX area, any formatishift. Tracy, 512654-7530.
CE w/big prod voice & over 15 yrs handson engrg exper seeks CE pos w/prod or
air shift in competitive top 100 mkt. G Morgan, 704-563-8676.
1yr & 2 wks exper on the air+1 month
prog dir. Gary, 914-266-1173.

HELP WANTED

CHIEF ENGINEER: WCOL AM/FM COLUMBUS, OH
Top market AM/FM combo seeks Chief Engineer. Must have
5years broadcast experience, solid AM/FM transmitter RF
and troubleshooting skills. Personal computer use/repair
ability aply! Must be organized, self-motivated and able to
work with people. Send or Fax resume to:
MR. BILL CUSASK/V.P., GNI
WCOL ANI/ENI, DEPT. K
195 E. BROAD ST.
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
FAX: 614-461-1193
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE, WCOL/GREAT TRAILS
BROADCASTING IS AN EQ1.14L OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

Model #:

EMPLOYMENT SECTION

Brief Description:

HELP WANTED: Any company or station can run " Help Wanted" ads for $1,50/word
or buy a display box for 655/column inch. Payment must accompany insert,
use your MasterCard or VISA; there will be no invoicing. Blind box numbers will be provided at an extra charge of $10. Responses will be forwarded
to listee, unopened, upon receipt. Call 800-336-3045 for details.
Price:
*Closing for listings is the first and third Fridays for the next month's issue.
All listings are run for 2issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
703 -998 -7600

PO Box 1214 • Falls Church VA • 22041

FAX: 703 -998 -2966

POSITIONS WANTED: Any individual can run a " Position Wanted" ad, FREE
of charge (
25 words max), and it will appear in the following 2 issues
of Radio World. Contact information will be provided, but if a box number
is required, there is a $10 fee which must be paid with the listing (
there
will be no invoicing). Responses will be forwarded to the listee, unopened.
Mail To: BROADCAST EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE
PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041

DISTRIBUTOR DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the broadcast industry would be glad to help you with any of your requirements

SPENCER

. .. Canada, Alaska, Hawaii,
Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands,
Ye 01' Forty- Eight . . .

BROADCAST

RADIO! The beat goes on!

Supplying Radio Stations
Nationwide. Call us for
SAVINGS and SERVICE

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in broadcast equipment

CALL 602-242-2211
FAX 843-2860

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen

Serving Radio Since 1979

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

THE SOURCE

FROM STOCK

CALL US FOR ALL
YOUR NEW BROADCAST
EQUIPMENT NEEDS

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

Toll free:

FROM STOCK

800-HOT-AMFM
(800-468-2636)

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

305-651-5752
FAX:

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

305-654-1386

18620 N.E. 2nd Ave.
Miami FL 33179

2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(619) 438-4420

SERVICES
Don't
gamble
with your
advertising dollars.
Advertise in Radio World
and reach 18,000+
subscribers. Call
1-800-336-3045 today!

BROADCAST
DESIGN &
CONSTRUCTION,

SPECIALIZING IN ERECTION,
REPAIRING, PAINTING
AND MAINTENANCE
RADIO, TWO-WAY, T.V. TOWERS
AND FLAG POLES

— When cost and
quality count!

ASTEEPLEJACK CO.

NORTH
STAR
TOWER

tr• ,

PAINTING AND STEEPLEJACK
CONTRACTORS

\, e
i....„,.
1.
"¡ MIT Corbtnx-non
& Maintenano:

FULLY INSURED FOR YOUR PROTECTION
DON HIGHLEY
713-462-6105

,
«,

3722 ROMA
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77080

Canton, NY
315-386-4932
FAX: 315-379-0951

1990 POPULATION COUNT for PC

INC

•Facility Relocation

Our 1990 POPULATION COUNT for PC program utilizes the most
recently published census data required for FCC filings for the nest
dezede. Call today foe more Information We also offer

•R.F. Systems
•Soundproof/Acoustical
•Custom Cabinetry
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE

r —

a

•Real World Propagation'. Studies
•OnUne Services
•3Second Terrain Data on CD-ROM
•FCC. AM, FM ,fr TV Databases

Richard L di Richard P. BŒry,
Principals

Communications Data Services, Inc.
6105-E Arlington Blvd. • Eats Church, VA 22044
(703) 534-0034 • (
800) 441-0034

(313) 465-3226

Southeastern
Tower
Consultants
•Antenna 8 Line Work

THIS SPACE
AVAILABLE

•Grounding Systems
•Maintenance
•Erection
•Painting

919-695-2131

REMOTE EQUIPMENT
RENTALS
Hear 50-8(» Hz audio response from
your next remote for much less than
costly TELCO loops by renting the:

GENTN'ER EFT-3000
CUM:REX 3XP/3XR
3- line frequency extension system.

CALL

MARTI and TFT-8888 RPU
equipment also rented. Call Dwight:

WELLER AUDIO-VISUAL
ENGINEERING
410-252-8351

1-703-998-7600

Tower Sales & Erection

Lic.

Turnkey Site Development
Installation ,8,z Maintenance
AM/FM Broadcast, TV,
Microwave Systems,
Antennas 8,t Towers

No. 357096

Installation & Maintenance of
Broadcast & Communications
Towers & Antennas
Donald J. Tenns

i7IDWEI:011#1M
communcaDons Specku,s.

Ben Wall
President

(916) 362-6846
(916) 638-8833

9723 Folsom Blvd. Suite A

FAX: (916) 638-8858

Sacramento, CA, U.S.A. 95827

CONSULTANTS
EVANS ASSOCIATES

You've
found
THE CARD!

Consulting Communications Eigineers
FCC Applications, Design
& Field Engineering
Broadcast Engineering Software

216 N. Green Bay Rd.
Thiensville, WI 53092

(414) 242-6000

Radio S:o.tenis Engineering
For all your Engineering Needs"
AM - FM - TV - Translators - LPTV
iCC Applkotions - Deer. - In•tollerion
Call, las, or writ• today!

(800) 551-1667
fox: (702) 898-8731

Member AFCCE

4289 Roanridge - Las Vegas, NV 89120

Consulting Communications
Engineers

Moffet,
Larson &
Johnson, Inc.

• FCC Data Bases
• FCC Applications and Field
Engineering
• Frequency Searches and
Coordination
• AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
•

1306 W. County Road. F,
St. Paul, MN 55112
(612)631-1338 u.s..ber AFCCE"

Consulting Telecommunications
Engineers

Two Skyline Place
5203 Leesburg Pike # 800
Falls Church VA 22041
703-824-5660
800-523-3117
AFCCE

MIRKWOOD
ENGINEERING
Rural & Remote Site
Field Engineering

Where In
The World
Are You?

50 Park Ave.
Claremont, NH 03743

Reach radio professionals
worldwide by advertising in
Radio World's international
edition. Call Simone for
more information.

603/542-6784

1-800-336-3045

Huntsville Antenna
Engineering
There is hope for AM radio!
AM station unipole antennas with
circular polarization & beam tilt.
Broadband your present
AM tower Series R shunt fed.
205-353-6747

Kenneth Casey
Consulting Radio Engineer

W. LEE SIMMONS
& ASSOC., INC.
BROADCAST
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS
1036 William Hilton Pkwy
Ste 200F
Hilton Head Is., SC 29928
(803) 785-4445

GOODRICH enterprises, inc.
Parts and technical service for all
MCMARTIN TRANSMITTERS, CONSOLES
EXCITERS, RECEIVERS
TRANSMITTER AND INDUSTRIAL TUBES.
11435 Manderson St.
Omaha, Nebraska 68184 U.S.A.
PH: 010-1-402-493-1886 FAX: 010-1-402-493-6821
TELEX: 940103 WUPUBTLX BSN
MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers
•Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
•Analysls for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/ITFS/OFS)
*Environmental Radiation Analysis
*Field Work
*Expert Testimony

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: (301) 921-0115
Fax: (301) 590-9757

C.F. Ellis, RE.
Communications and
Electromagnetic Consulting
Applications: Propagation,
Safety, System Design
0.5 MHz-50 GHz
30 years experience Cost sensitive
1103 LaNeuville
Lafayette, LA 70508
Phone: 318-984-2420
FAX: 318-989-8037

TZ. Sanyer
Technical Consultants

1-800-255ANIDA
\M

Directional Antenna Proofs
AM -FM TV-LPTV

FCC

Applications &

Exhibits

Station Inspections
6204 Highland Drive
Chevy Chaxe, MD 208l5-6610
Telefax 30I-9L3-5799

PC — SOFTWARE

Contact Radio World Newspaper for availabilities.
P.O. Box 1214 • Falls Church VA • 22041

AM ' FM TV Search Programs
Contour Mapping — STL Paths
RI' HAZ — 19'40 l'OP Count
FAA Tosser — Draw Tower

Broadcast Engineering
Doug Vernier

MasterCard

1-800-336-3045

Broadcast Consultant
1600 Picturesque Dr
Cedar Falls, IA 50613

800- 743- DOUG

40

BEE

Radio World

MISCELLANEOUS ... VVTS

2Meter type photo light controllers. DMorgan. KNZZ, Box 969. Grand Junction CO
81501. 303-241-9230.

TFT 753 AM wITFT 755 preselector option,

SA DAT (
2) 15-kHz cards, $200 ea. DSeavy,

mint, removed from svc due to AM going dark,
$1000. T Nelson, WCAL, St Olaf College,
Northfield MN 55057. 507-646-332a

KROC, 122 SW 4th St, Rochester MN 55902.
507-286-1010.

Moseley SCG 9, $250. DSeavy, KROC. 122

TFT 753, $400. RChambers, KSUE, 3015
Johnstonville Rd. Susanville CA 96130. 916257-2121.

Weather radar Raytheon color 4804C, 60
mile range, $3500/B0. M Berry, KGWY, POB
1179, Gillette WY 82716. 307-686-2242.

SW 4th St, Rochester MN 55902. 507-2861010.

TFT 7700 series composite SIL w/hot stan-

Want to Buy

Rotron Blowers for Bloom, CCA, CSI,
McMartin, Harris, rebuilt & new.

dy xmtr & rcvr w/T601 remote, BO. LDupree.
KOID, 1115 Texas Ave. Alexandria LA 71301.
318-445-1234.

FM stereo, working with IB. reasonable price.
JCrawley, WMJL, POB 185, Campbellsville
KY 42718. 502-465-8884.

Goodrich Enterprises Inc.
11435 Monderson St., Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Gentner (
4) pre-wired patch panels, grea

Moseley TRC15AW 15-chnl remote w/2nd
control panel, spare relays, works great,
replaced due to FM relocation. $450. TNelson. WCAL, St Olaf College, Northfield MN
55057. 507-646-3328.

MOVIE PROD EQUIP

cond, $190 ea. R Dees, KARX, 3507-A Van
Tassel, Amarillo TX 79121. 806-355-4554.

Want to Sell

Gates (
3) meters in panel, PA voltage, amps,

COMREX
RENTALS

McMartin parts specifically tuning fork in

ant current amps. DMorgan, KNZZ, Box 969,
Grand Junction CO 81501. 303-241-9230.

EBS decoder. SEngelke, 215-828-6965.

Any older McMartin mod monitors. C

Attn Country stations: mid-60s Gretsch Atk-

Goodrich. 11435 Manderson, Omaha NE
68164. 402-493-1886.

ings Country Gent guitar autographed by
Chet Atkins w/case, great promo giveaway,
91000. A Peterson, 203-350-6697.

Bell áHowell 1500 several 16mm profs, 1aubleed, ea w/extra lamp. Katherine, Linden,
229 N Henry St, Alexandria VA 22314. 703549-4424.

AM retiring, equipment and parts must go.
Write or call for list. James Doiron. 505-5220331.

Bach Auricon MA11 all-transistor Filmagnet-

Combiner, Shiveley FM high pwr xmtr com-

Marti RPT2 & RPT15 161 67 MHz w/Bearcat

ic high Fidelity sound on film amp w/AC pwr
pak in fitted case w/cables, BO/trade for Ampex AIR. W Rudd, 205-826-0390.

biner, excel cond. Electro (20 kW) FM air
cooled dummy or reject load. Goodrich Ent.,
11435 Manderson St, Omaha NE 68164. 402493-1886.

Want to Buy

RECEIVERS &

Triad HS 29 audio interstage xformer w/push-

TRANSCEIVERS

pull plates to pushpull grids: Triad HS-56/HS56V audio xformer line to line. AGrundy, Inst
Audio Rsch, 64 Univ PI, NY NY 10003. 800544-2501.

Want to Sell

rcvr, new. JPhillips, WZOM, 408 1/
2 Clinton.
Defiance OH 43512. 419-784-1059.

db PE/Ghz & CV5 Ghz STL link, 950-1000
MHz 0-8 W synthesized freq on both w/2
alum 1.2m dish & supports. ABranch, KYAY.
2402 Woodridge Dr. Decatur GA 30033. 404325-7847.

Moseley TR215 xmtr unit, 10 yrs old, $250.
JRandolph, WHIR, Box 1230, Danville KY
40422. 606-236-2711.

Sony SRF Al AM stereo Walkmans, new,
$100 ea. CFox, WOLF, Box 1490, Syracuse
NY 13201. 315-468-0908.

Non -profit school station has

gd cond w/manuals, $1000/B0. F Morton.
KMGZ, POB 7953, Lawton OK 73506. 405536-9530.

$150. JMichaels, WMVR. 2929 Russell Rd,
Sidney OH 45365. 513-498-1055.

150W transmitter 8z antenna.

APT 2W portable. (2) R- Rrcvrs, 2rcvrs, all
dual freq, BO. M Berry, KGWY, POB 1179,
Gillette WY 82716. 307-686-2242.

Wortmann, WJAG, 309 Braasch Ave, Norfolk
NE 68701. 402-371-0780.

508-748-2000 x282 or FAX
508-748-0552.

Sony SRF-A1 Walkmans, $100 ea. C Fox,
WOLF. 4853 Manor Hill Dr, Syracuse NY
13215. 315-468-0908.

UTC LS xformers; schematic for Western
ElectroAcoustic Labs condenser mic pwr
supply. R Robinson, 203-269-4465.
based; Apple Il E. EStanley, KBTO, Box 12,
Bottineau ND 58318. 701-228-2483

Capacitor new 6MFD & 5kV, no PCBs. BO.
F Morton, KMGZ, POB 7953, Lawton OK
73506. 405-536-9530.
Jazz record collections, 10" LP/12" LP bebop, swing, dixie, highest prices paid. BRose.
Program Recdgs, 228 East 10th, NYNY
10003. 212-674-3060.

MONITORS

Marti Studio Xmtr Link System w/STL 8xmtr
&R-200 rcvr, both FCC approved, excel cond
w/manuals, $4000. RChambers, KSUE. 3015
Johnstonville Rd, Susanville CA 96130. 916-

AM STEREO RECEIVERS

Software RIS IRS 80 I
word proc. cassette-

257-2121.

Portahl, Horn, Suunho. \ too

RRADCO GROUP

Moseley 505c; 303c; (2) MAD mods for SIL.

708-5 13-138(s

TWortmann, WJAG, 309 Braasch Ave. Norfolk NE 68701. 402-371-0780.

Motorola 2-way radio RPU equip, 161 MHz;
Micor 110 W mobiles, 450 MHz; Micor 70145/75
W mobiles, 161 MHz: 15 & 45 W Motrac, Mocom 70 & 30 mobiles & base stations, 450 MHz,
Micor & Motrac 12/75/90 Wrepeaters, 161 MHz.
DDavis, KMBA, 5000 Marble NE, Albuquerque
NM 87110. 505-2624866.

Want to Buy
Gentner VRC/Sine System. RO'Keily, 503733-2217.
Wegener 1801/1601 systems. R
733-2217.

SCA decoder, high quality micro-miniature
67192 kHz. prewired & ready to install, $15. D
Jackway, Background Music Eng, 5742 Fairoak,
Springfield MO 65810. 417-881-8401.

REMOTE

$100. RO'Kelly, 503-733-2217.

Gates GTM-88F FM freq. BO. JMichaels,
WMVR, 2929 Russell Rd, Sidney OH 45365.
513-498-1055.
Harris AM 80. T Wortmann, WJAG, 309
Braasch Ave, Norfolk NE 68701. 402-371 0780.

503-

Burk 7C-8/ARC-16 system w/DSU, can be
single ended system, either wireline/radio, also Gentner. FMorton, KMGZ. POB 7953,
Lawton OK 73506. 405-536-9530.

Want to Sell
TFT 760, $150, Gates M02639 AM mod.

10 kW AM clear chnl, mid dial pos, owner finance. Nights/weekends, 501-470-1525.

Systems

Fulltime AM non-directional, SE. terms avail
w/downpymt, $85000. LHenley, POB 95,
Opelika AL 36803.

We Buy & Sell
Used Satellite
Receivers:
Wegener,
Fairchild
Scientific
Microdyne

Adcom
DART
Atlanta
& Others

SATELLITE EQUIP

Want to Sell

Want to Sell
Macom VR3X rcvr, $300. RO'Kelty, 503-733-

503-733-

2217

2217.

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters
and Also New Equipment
For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable and Shively antennas.

1 kW FM

1964 Gates FM1C

1 kW FM

1978 Collins 831C2

2.5 kW FM

1978 CCA 2500R

20 kW FM

1974 RCA BTF 20E1

25 kW FM

1988 TTC 25,000

30 kW FM

1981 BE FM- 30

1 kW AM

1982 Cont. 314R1

1 kW AM

1974 Harris BC1H1

1 kW AM

1968 Harris BC1G

1 kW AM

1978 Harris MW1A

3706 Vold Ct., Eau Claire, WI 54701
(715) 835-7347

*WE SAVE YOU
THOUSANDS
ON A NEW UNIT!
*30 DAY
GUARANTEE!
*CASH FOR
YOUR USED
RECEIVER!

Fidelipac (
2500) various lengths, gd cond,
$2000 all/$1 ea. ROwen, KJOJ, POB 2368,
Conroe TX 77305. 409-756-5501.

Want to Sell
Moseley SCG-3T, $175. JMichaels, WMVR,
2929 Russell Rd, Sidney OH 45365. 513-4981055.

Harris/BE STX-18/AS-10 C-Ouam AM, works
well, very nice mon & Kosmik audio 2300A
phase chaser, new. $995. PPatton, WAPO.
29 W Main St. Jasper TN 37347. 615-942-5611.

8-5

(719) 634-6319 MDT
(719) 635-8151 Fax

Moseley SCG-9 (
4), $
750 ea; Dolby 361 Atype (4). $400 ea; Dolby 334(330) B-type (2),
$700 ea. This equipment has not been put into

regular service. Also, Teac 22-2 2-track AIR
UN, $400. John Zwart, 212-355-7540.

Harris 6100 10' Delta gain dish used at remote site, $7000. JAnthony, KTTN, Box 307.
Trenton MO 64683 816-359-2261.

SWITCHERS ( VIDEO)

Systemation Superswitch for sat music

Want to Sell

ntwk, 1V2 yrs old, $300. SBeeny, KRMS, Box
4584, Osage Bch MO 65808. 314-348-2772.

GVG parts, 9300; American Data Systems,
$250. W Rudd, 205 8260390.

Fairchild Dart 284 digital, very gd cond. 7.5
audio cards, $1800. R Lawrence, CHMG.
2251R Winston Churchill, St Albert Alberta.
T8N 164, Canada,

Sigma VSS-120 12 x1video & stereo audio,
new, $125. BDombrowski, WhirlWind Prods,
10356 W Warren, Dearborn MI 48126. 313584-4038.

Sci All DAT32 will trade our 15 kHz dual audio module for a7.5 kHz dual audio module.
JBook, WOC, 3535 EKimberly, Davenport
IA 52807.

TV Ku-band exciter video & audio; uplink
dish, 5meters or more. Ugly George, U.G. Sat
TV, 840 8th Ave. NY NY 10019. 212-969-0240.

Non profit org needs low pwr AM/FM xmtrs,
CD plyrs, any donations/low priced equip. R
Schodel, WMCR, 6630 Monclova Rd, Maumee OH 45357.
Young students would appreciate any donation of working bdct equip for new FM. L
Fudalik, WACK, 935 High St, Victor NY 14564.
716-924-3252.

New NAB Marathon cartridges prices on request.
35 Years professional experience!
Lifetime member AES R.D. MEYERS Sr.
Manufacturers of Audio Devices, Continuous Tape Mag.

Want to Sell
250W daytImer in SW MO just outside

69 Sandersdale Rd.
Charlton, MA 01507
1-508-248-3157 or 1-508-853-0988
Circle ( 140) On Reader Service Card

PETER DAHL CO.
Save

50 kW AM

1977 CCA AM50000D

Circle ( 112) on Reader Service Card

Nonprofit educ radio seeking college-quality
donations in working order. Dr Newcomb,
Grand River Radio, 19130 Nelson-Parkman,
Garrettsville OH 44231. 216-693-4125.

Rebuilding/reloading, like new, all brands, any length
up to & including as minutes,
$1.75 ea. FOB out plant, 48 hrs delivery.

Many other models also available.

800-441-8454 • 215-884-0888 • FAX No. 215-884-0738

TAX DEDUCT EQUIP

Audio Cartridge Rebuilding Division
Want to Buy

1977 RCA BTA 5L

Rydal PA 19046

Want to Buy
Jingles packages/& TV themes/
underscores. Steve, SuperSonics, 1401 NE
159th St, NMiami FL 33162, 305-949-2040.

MARATHON PRODUCTS COMPANY

1972 RCA BTA 106

1077 Rydal Road #101

Instant music format, lite AC library w/over
1100 songs on Scotch Cart II, recorded in stereo from Cent 21 Gold Disc CDs w/2 mobile
cart racks that ea hold 660 carts. G Frischling, WLTJ, 7Pkwy Ctr Ste 750, Pittsburgh PA
15220. 412-922-9290.

STEREO GENERATORS

10 kW AM

1968 Harris BC5H

5 kW AM

10 work days! Work guaranteed!

Pams Jingles & other Jingles packages. TV
themes & underscores to trade Steve. SuperSonics, 1401 NE 159th St, NMiami FL 33162.
305-949-2040.

1972 CCA AM5000D

1976 McMartin BA2.5K

5 kW AM

Cartridge Rebuilding
Service

AM/FIA/combo no money down & owner
financing. K Weiss, WTVT. 17729-D Lake
Carlton Dr, Lutz FL 33549. 813-463-2244.

5 kW AM

1982 CCA 25000

2.5 kW AM

A8tD

We clean, load & pack. Serviced within

Heavy Duty Replacement Transformers,
DC Filter chokes and capacitors for AM
& FM transmitters manufactured by:
AEL, CCA, CSI, COLLINS, CONTEL,
CONTINENTAL, BAUER, GATES, GE,
HARRIS, ITA, McMARTIN, RAYTHEON,
RCA, SINGER, SINTRONIX, WILKINSON.

2.5 kW AM

va Rd, Maumee OH 45357.

Want to Buy

We Need Inventory!

Springfield, gd community spt, $34900. G
Muse, KMRF, POB K, Marshfield MO 65706.
417-468-6188.

TRANSCOM CORP.

$2/week. RSchodel, WMCR, 6630 Mondo-

AM/FM in SE WA state, great ratings, gd billing. Write to: Seller, 1893 32nd Ave NE. Salem OR 97303.

AM/FM Combo, Hot Springs, South Dakota,
Good sales, excellent for owner/operator.
Good equipment. Dominant voice, 80%
share. $250.000. 507-288-3078.

STATIONS
TFT 7601 Cdigital. $1200. R

Want to Sell
Comedy show America's Funniest Audios,

Nice AM & LPTV combo in central NC. nr
Raleigh, nice bldgs & studios, 2towers on 8
acres, TV on 4cable systems. $550K. financing aval, $100K down. GWaters, WBZB. POB
1, Selma NC 27578 919-965-5328.

800-424-2157 ext 545.

&

MICROWAVE EQUIP

TAPES/CARTS & REELS

Missouri AM & FM, financing. Hal Duff, 1-

Spare Cards
Satcue 400's
We support
most formats.

Marti 450 455 MHz RPO (
2) RP125 xmtrs. (2)

McMartin SCA TA 66C; TA 55A; TA 55C. T

Good tax incentives. WWTA.

Class CFM/10 kW AM, Miles City MT, top audience share, reg signals, mint equip,
$595000. Paul, 612-222-5555.

Satellite

Micro Controls RCR/RCT9system, wireline,

Marti MR 30/150/170 w/pwr supply, tube,

CP. Need audio equipment 8t

1, 2 and 3- Line Extenders
Switched 56 Systems
Call Steve Kirsch for details
Silver Lake Audio
516 623-6114

May 6, 1992

FAST Delivery
and FREE
Technical
Support.
5869 WAYCROSS AVENUE
EL PASO, TEXAS 79924
(915) 751-2300
TELEX: 76-3861 PWDCO
FAX: ( 915) 751-0768
Circle ( 100) on Reader Service Card
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TAX DEDUCTIBLE ...
Red Cross needs your used audio/TV equip,
switchers, studio cameras, graphics gener,
editors/anything useable to produce training tapes, will pay s/h & furnish tax
donation. Gene, Union Co Chapter, 13613
US 36, Marysville OH 43040. 614-2618871.

2580 W AM by/cutback, 1979 &spares &
manuals. JPhillips, WZOM, 408 1
2 Clinton,
/
Defiance OH 43512. 419-784-1059.

LPB TCU-30 coupling unit. T Jenkins,
Telephonics, 1988 Ipock Loop, Cove City
NC 28523. 800-473-3737.

B&B Phase Scope AM2 used once w/manuals, $2000. G Fern, Best Audio, POB 2366,
Van Nuys CA 91404. 818-763-2378.

Bendix TDD-5 25 W AM tube-type whnstruction book, on your freq, excel cond,
$320. JCunningham, KEOR, Rt 2Box 1136,
Stonewall OK 74871. 405-265-4496.

RF Coils, Contactors,

EQUIPMENT

Want to Sell

Want to Sell
Gates/Harris TE3gd cond on 107.1, $500.
D Merrill, WROA, POB 2639, Gulfport MS
39505. 601-832-5111.

on your next equipment
or supply purchase
Ask for our current list of
quality pre-ouneil equipment

•Field strength meters
•Audio test system
•Impedence bridge
•Telephone frequency
extender
•Spectrum Analyzer

FM

3aurns

Avcom PSA-65A 100 kHz-16 Hz spectrum
analyzer, BO. C Springer, KSEC, POB 890,
Lamar CO 81092. 719-336-2206.
=It

E -. .

È
-

15 watt

FM

Harris MX- 15

30 watt

FM

B- E

2.5

kW

FM

1977 Harris 2.5H3

5

kVV

FM

1969 Visual

20

kW

FM

1972

20

kW

FM

1987 B- E

25

kW

FM

1974 AEL 25KE

1

kVV AM

1978

Harris MW- 1A

2.5

kW AM

1988

Nautel Amfet 2.5

LPTV

RECTIFIERS: molded replacements and
open assemblies available. Upgrade kits for
older transmitters. DEALERS WELCOME.
Repairs on open assemblies. Plastics Technology Inc, 205-633-6277 or FAX 205-6333202.

5KB

RCA 20E1
20A

Used Transmission Line, many sizes &
lengths, many like new. 816-635-5959.

You"

FAX 414-483-1980
Harris 2.5K gd cond, $13000. K Smith,
WNCG, Box 66, Clyde OH 43410. 419-5478792.

50 W AM, $500. J Cunningham, KEOR,
At 2Box 1136, Stonewall OK 74871, 405265-4496.

CSI 25 kW AM, like new cond, 200 tirs,
tuned to 1200 kHz, $25000; Phasemaster
T-10K rotary phase converter, gd cond,
$2500. G Arroyo, WONO, 2483 John Young
Pkwy Ste R. Orlando FL 32804. 407-2971140.

ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER
World Leaders in rebuilt transmitters!

AM-FM-TV TRANSMITTERS, FM ANTENNAS, STL'S
TRANSMITTERS are
available:

Combiner, Shiveley FM high pwr xner combiner, excel cond, Electro (20 kW) FM air
cooled dummy or reject load. Goodrich Ent..
11435 Manderson St, Omaha NE 68164. 402493-1886.
Harris FM-20 kW transmitter, 1981-82, excellent condition with MS-15 exciter. Being
sold by station owner. Call Mr. Clayton at
314-721-1247.
Want to

Buy

USED TV
TRANSMITTERS,
antennas, cable,
rigid line, etc.
one watt to 110 kW.
Fair market price paid.
BUY - SELL
BROADCASTING SYSTEMS
602-582-6550
FAX: 602-582-8229
Kenneth Casey

20/25 kW AM needed for VA. LSmith, Ultra High Fidelity Medium, POB 1339, Frederick MD 21702-0339. 800-786-9180.

AM any, need 250 W for night pwr; 3K-5K
FM tuned to 100.7 MHz, would consider
10 kW needed. B Barnett, KIMP, 4110
McKnight Rd, Texarkana TX 75501. 903-8325532.

WE BUY
MOSELEY PCL-303, 505, & 606's
414-482-2638
McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any model, exciter
or stereo modules. Goodrich Ent., 11435
Manderson, Omaha NE 68164. 402-4931886.

TUBES
Want to Sell

For the Best Prices
& 24 Hr service on trtrErining hkes cal
402 493 1886 day or nei. FAX 402 493 6821.
Ma 940103 WU PUB 11X 99s1

1kW solid state. P Kapilotf, WLLH, POB
1818, Lowell MA 01853. 508-458-8486.

FM BROADCASTERS!!
We can meet all your
FM transmitter needs!!
Igui • Amplifiers and transmitters are available at the popular
levels of 20, 50, 100, 300, 500 and 1000 watts. All units are
broadbanded and designed for local and remote operation.

•Parts and technical support
with every purchase

ZERO BIAS GROUNDED GRID TRANSMITTERS

• Expedited Service Available
TRADE INS GLADLY
ACCEPTED
See your
transmitter WORKING in
our showroom BEFORE
you take it home!

SINGLE TUBE- MEDIUM POWER
Offered at 1.5, 3.5, 5.5, 7.5 and 12KW. These transmitters
include a broadbanded solid state IPA, which can be used
as emergency transmitters and a single zero biased
grounded grid triode in their PA.

ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER

TWO TUBE- HIGH POWER
These transmitters utilize two grounded grid triodes and are
available at standard outputs of 15, 22, 25, 30, 40 and 50KW.

Corporate Office

5046 Smoral Rd.
Syracuse, NY 13031
PHONE ( 315) 488-1269

"The Transmitter People"

A. Energy-Onix

FAX ( 315) 488-1365

-------...._ ----_,,
ARMSTRONG SOUTHWEST
Phone 512-599-0789
Fax 512-599-0799
San Antonio, TX

ARMSTRONG INTERNATIONAL

HABLO ESPANOL
471-1175
Phone 305FAX 305-471-1182
Miami FL

ARMSTRONG

SOUTHEAST

Phone 615-822-0258
FAX 615-826-0082
Hendersonville, TN.

752 Warren Street, Hudson, New York 12534
(518) 828-1690 FAX (518) 828-8476
A Wise Enterprise
Circle ( 83) on Reader Service Card
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QEI 675T150/similar 150 W solid state FM
per amp, any age. M Humphrey, WRTI, Temple Univ Annenberg Hall, Philadelphia PA
19122, 215-787-8426.

SOLID STATE- LOW POWER

•Tuned & Tested on YOUR
Frequency
•Guaranteed

NO ONE ELSE
OFFERS YOU MORE

Exciter

RCA BTA183 1kW on 1110 kHz, $2000.
M Turner, WYIC, 7641 Camberwood Dr, Indianapolis IN 46268. 317-872-3004.

40 W PA board for CCA exciter, gd shape,
BO. F Morton, KMGZ, POB 7953, Lawton
OK 73506. 405-536-9530.

Gates FM1B manual. DMorgan, KNZZ, Box
969, Grand Junction CO 81501. 303-2419230.

Call
1-800-336-3045

FX-30 Exciter

"Transmitting Savings to

414-482-2638

Details on
space availability

Moseley TRC-15 (
2) 15-chnl remote controls, excel cond. BO. B Brinitzer, WDNC,
1000 Park Forty Plaza Ste 120, Durham NC
27713 919-361-1051.

PMA Marketing, Inc.

FMS 1-C 1kW, tube w/o exciter. gd cond,
$1500+s/h; Gates TE3Statesman FM exciter, solid state, $750. JMichaels, WMVR,
2929 Russell Rd, Sidney OH 45365. 513498-1055.

Circle ( 15) On Reader Service Cord

db OCV/EM synthesized repeater FM, fixed
input freq, synthesized FM chnl out, mpx
audio, unused, $2600. ABranch, KYAY, 2402
Woodridge Dr, Decatur GA 30033. 404-3257847.

TRANSMITTERS

800/279-3326

9am-Gpm EST

Harris HT 5FM 3yrs old, excel cond. tuned
to 99.9, $20000. DBrook, WNLB, POB 602,
Rocky Mount VA 24151. 703-483-7011.

Gates BC1F & BC1T (
2; AM, $600/5700.
JRandolph, WHIR, Box 1230, Danville KY
40422. 606-236-2711.

FAX

1-301-783-4635

Collins 20-V-3 new tubes, great shape,
woo. V Richardson, VVTKT, POB 12890,
Lexington KY 40583. 502-863-1580.

Fax: 1-416-421-3880

Circle ( 8) On Reeder Service Card

call JIMMIE JOYNT

1-800- 54- RADIO
1-800-547-2346

-

Ph: 1-416-421-5631

FAX 1-802-425-3664
Kellner Electronics, Inc.}
Charlotte, VT 05445

TRANSMITTERS
TV

- Since 1960

13-910 FM exciter, $1000 plus shipping. M
Benson, KWTY, 916-893-8737 or 619-7642564.

1-800-323-0460

McMartin BF25K 27.5 kW on 107.3 spare
parts, new tubes, less exciter, $15,000. D
Solinske, WWRM, 877 Exec Ctr Dr W, St
Pete FL 33702. 813-576-1073.

Equipment available to mu
for a day sir a month

Toronto, Ont \tlit I
H2

•Oil Filled
Non- PCB Oval Pectanaular

(Two) Continental 317C transmitters
in good condition! Will be checked
on your frequency before shipment!
$65,000.00 each. . . some spare
parts also available! Call 806-3725130 for specific information! Transmitters available April 1992.

We can save NOU

Collins 20V1 1kW AM. TWortmann, WJAG,
309 Braasch Ave, Norfolk NE 68701. 402371-0780.

2 Thorn( lit fc l'k. Dr. U28

•Transmitting-MICA
Sangari,o. corneii.nboier

50 kW AM Transmitters

RADIO
RESOURCES

GELECO
Electronics, Ltd.

•Power Supply
computer grade up to 450 VDC

Exciters: McMartin B-910 tuned and
calibrated to your frequency, guaranteed:
Mono, stereo, SCA. Goodrich Ent. Inc.
11435 Manderson St., Omaha NE 68164
402-493-1886 FAX: 402-493-6821
Gates/Harris FM-10B, 10 kW FM, partially
rebuilt, 230V single phase power, BO/will
trade, will deliver west of Rockies. M Benson, KWTY, 916-893-8737 or 619-764-2564.

Complete Phasors:

ÇCAPACITORS
OVERNIGHT

TRANSMITTERS

PR 70-24, 70-21/22 Tomcat align carts, full.
tri!, will trade, we pay eh. Rick, GRN, POB
2495, Patchogue NY 11772. 516-736-6347.

TCTs, Hot Line Jacks,

Moseley DRS 1, $2000/60; DLS 1logging
system, $1000/130; RCA BTF 40 El, gd cond,
BO. R Dees, KARX, 3507-A Van Tassel,
Amarillo TX 79121 806-355-4554

Patch bays (4) ADC single inputs (24) rack
mount; Dynakit pre-amp PAS 2; manuals
for Ampex recorders 601, 351, 350 also for
Gotham PBF 150 W amp & Neuman lathe
131 disc cutter. Mr. Oliver, 212-874-7660/0274.
Call afternoons till 10PM.

Eng student desiring donation of old bdct
equip (anything)in repairable cond, will pay
all shipping ciarges, EE student at Purdue.
CGill, POB 371, Indianapolis IN 46206. 317923-2800.

TEST

B&W 410 (
2) harmonic distortion ávoltmeter,
$50. B Glenn, KOTY, 830 N Col Ctr Blvd,
Kennewick WA 99336. 509-783-0783.

Hickok 610 TV/sweep marker gener, gd
cond, $35; NE Nixie frequency counter, gd
cond, 240 MHz, $100. J Cunningham,
KEOR, At 2Box 1136, Stonewall OK 74871.
405-265-4496.

Monte Vista Christian School, would appreciate any donations of used TV broadcast equipment. T Quinn, 408-475-0423.

Radio World
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TUBES ... WTS
Xmtr (4) 833-A, ( 1) 8008, $15 ea. RRushing,
Rcdg Studio, 11710 Hoyt Ave. Tampa FL
33617. 813-988-0496.
Eimac 4CX250B (3) new, will fit old xmtr,
$270/$100 ea. RSwen, WROY, 101 NChurch,
Carmi IL 62821.
Driver shell w/socket unit 1A8 for MW-50 Harris. DMorgan, KNZZ, Box 969, Grand Junction CO 81501. 303-241-9230.
Many, small tubes. D Morgan. KNZZ, Box
969, Grand Junction CO 81501. 303-241-9230.
Audio generator, TE22 ( Lafayette), Sencore
translator tester (portable); Cannon plugs,
male & female 3prong (new); new & used cable w/Cannons or without. Mr. Oliver, 212-8747660/0274. Call afternoons till 10PM.

Klystron SAL 219, $5003 or best offer. VVogt.
206-251-5420 ext 247.

REBUILT
ELECTRON TUBES
Partial List: 6623, 23791,
THI50, 6425F, 5604, 6696,
6697, 5681, 5682, 5671,
7804, 3CX10,000H3,
3CX20,000H3, 4CX5000A,
4CX35,000C

Vacuum Tube
Industries,Inc.
1-800-528-5014 508-584-4500

ECONCO

May 6, 1992

3CX1500A7, 4CX5000A, 61468, 4CX250B,
4CX3000A & more. We carry large inventory
all major brands, Eimac, Amperes. RCA, etc.
Call Stew 1-800-842-1489.

Quality
Rebuilt Tubes
Approximately /
2
1
the
Cost of New

Call for Our Price List

800-532-6626
916-662-7553
FAX 916-666-7760
Circle ( 2) On Reader Service Card

1
8811111

ti

7

a

•

OIS 5048 time base corr, excel cond, $400;
Sony time base corr t, parts, $215. W Rudd,
205-826-0390.

Since 1940
SAVE ABOUT 50%

FACTORY NEW TUBES

Remexian paper punch system; GVG room
console for parts: Ampex 50V butt pack chrgr:
Ampex TBC
Sony TT-10 tuner timer
VHF/UHF, BO/will trade. W Rudd, 205-8260390.

-We buy dud tubes-

3CX10000A3, 3CX1500A7,

800-624-7626
504-893-1243
FAX 504-892-7323

3CX2500A3, 3-500Z,
4CV100000C, 4CX1000A,
4CX1500B, 4CX10000D,
4CX250B 4CX300A,
4CX35000C, 4CX350A,

VIDEO TAPE

4CX5000A, 4-400A, 4-400C,
TURNTABLES

RECORDERS

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

Technics SP-10 (2) w/Obsidian base. AudioTechnica tonearm & Stanton 310 preamp,
$950 ea/$1750 both; Henry Engrg controller
for 2, excel cond, $100/B0. FMorton, KMGZ,
POB 7953, Lawton OK 73506. 405-536-9530.

Sony 5850 & 5800 wIRM 440, low hrs, $6800
FOB West Kansas. JHarsah, 913-672-3428.

833A, 833C, and more...

5

Want to Sell

FREELAND
PRODUCTS

572B, 6146B, PL328/TH328,
PL347fTH347, 807, 813,

This Month's Crossword

VIDEO PROD EQUIP

TUBE REBUILDING

CALL
1-800-783-2555
Jolida Tube Factory
unapoli..iunction. \
u)

Sony 3
4 "
/
w/XLR audio plugs. $750. JHarsh,
913-672-3428.

Technics SP15 & SP10 w/A+I tonearm &
base, preamps. BO. BBrinitzer, WDNC, 1000
Park Forty Plaze Ste 120, Durham NC 27713.
919-361-1051.

Want to Buy
Technics SP10 MKII electronic, gd cond,
$400. 8Glenn, KOTY, 830 N Col Ctr Blvd.
Kennewick WA 99336. 509-783-0783.

828s (2) modulators for ham restoring old GE
rig. PCourson, 202-955-7363.

Reko>Kut B12H 3-spd w/S120 tonearm & 2
head shells. $100. JParsons, 2781 Fayson Cir.
Deltona FL 32738.

ELECTRON
TUBES

Vacuum Tube
Industries,Inc.

TV FILM EQUIP

1-800-528-5014

Want to Sell

508-584-4500

EIKI (2) theater type w/EX 6100 Xenon lamp
sound film prois, auto changeover, douser
sound relays, optical/mag sound system, low
hrs, pedestal bases, gd cond. W Rudd, 205826-0390.

Audio input, output transformers, big bold
speakers. VVogt. 206-251-5420 eut 247.

Panasonic NV-9603 edit 3/
4": (2) NV-9240 3
4 "
/
source decks: (2) NV-A500 editing control
units w/3 cables: (1) NV-8500 VHS deck w/onpanel shuttle & edit capability; (2) Bretford
rack stands on wheels for decks, $4500/80.
A McPeek, 615-272-4827.

Sony 11-Matic 5000 3
4 "play w/RM 580 re/
mote control. mint. 25 hrs head time. $1500.
Pegi, Global American, 1768 Coral Way N.
Vero Bch FL 32963. 407-231-4800.

Sony RV-8 (RP) upper drum assembly for VO4800, $100: VO4800 (2) portable, need repair.
$500 ea: AC-340B w/AC pwr 8adapter for VO4800, $75: svc manuals. $30. D Christen,
KPLU. Adm 207, Tacoma WA 98447. 206-5357265.

A DVERTISER I
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This listing is provided solely for the convenience of our readers
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
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Higher
Ability
Memory
What most radio stations play
All right
Thus
Processor from a division
of AKG
Once more
Unit of resistance
Medical group
Microwave Communications Inc.(abbrev.)
Type of flip-flop
King
Precious gem
Try
Bird
Prefix, from
Reed instrument
Makes new Ampfet FM7
Discovered reactive laws
of physics
Whirlwind Active Press Box
Country singer
VR240 digital logger
Big state
EMF measure
Logical operator
Companded Quadrature Stereo
" True blue" carts
Clock maker
Continent, abbr.
Concert sound system
2000 from Cutting
Edge
Undead
Fake
Acknowledgement
Therefore
One side of phone line
Towers from design to
installation
Loss of power

DOWN
1. Unspecified large number
2. Stink
3. Roman eleven
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
10.
11.
12.
13.
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17.
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Glide
Type of " lamp"
On or off
Nipper Acoustics
Fred Gwynne was one
Expensive test sets
" Speak Easy"
Tape decks
Bag
Logitek console
Revenuers
Pronoun
" Perfect Fit" RF components
Country
Green Acres character
Train
Computer backup power
6th sense
Revolutionary or Evolutionary
Digital
Bending point
Quality -Engineering•Innovation
Broadcast Lab
Portable One is made by Audio _
To prevent
Grass
Prefix, before
Former
Investment
Acronym for a European steel and
coal community Technologies
Gremlin
General noise level
Enclosed vehicle
Install new condensers
Promise
Wind instrument
Nighttime
One
Hello
Mr. in Spain
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197
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Audio Precision
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Audiopak Inc.

168
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35

Auditronics
Broadcast Electronics
Broadcast Programming Inc.

128

27

155
49

J.R. Nelson

37

JRF Magnetic Services

46
189
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4

Broadcast Services
Burk Technology

151

7

Jampro

71

41

Kellner

a

20

Burk Technology

185

40

Marathon

140

15

C.R.L.

138

28

Maxagrid International Inc.
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30

CBS1

104
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Moseley

127
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CCA Electronics

102

Nordic Software
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26

Communications Graphics

34

29

Communications Graphics

121

31
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Communications Graphics

41
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Comrex

157

10

Continental Electronics

I17

Cortana

29

Cutting Edge

97
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26
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Northeast Broadcast Lab, Inc.

73

OrbanIAKG/dbx

142
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40
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RCS
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Radio Mail

145
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Radio Systems
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Dataworld
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Radio Systems
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Dataworld
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Somich Engineering
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Studer Revox
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TM Century
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Tascam
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Gerstman Software
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SWheotrtone'Corporation

The New Wheatstone
Production Air Console

In Fact, a Whole New Console Family...
These consoles give you full multitrack production
capability while at the same time providing familiar
program and audition busing so your production room
can double as a back-up on- air facility. They free up
your primary Air studio for routine calibration and
maintenance sessions. They are a perfect solution for
complex talk or news formats.
Beyond its on- air capability the SP- 4 is a powerful
production console offered in 2. 4 and 8- track formats.
Production crews will love the smooth sounding
equalization, the auxiliary send buses. and. of course.
the full on- air type machine and console logic. There's
also plenty of room for those special functions: like a
phone module that can handle multiple callers, yet

doesn't tie up your line inputs: an intercom module that
lets you communicate with other Wheatstone consoles
and rackmount locations throughout your facility: plus a
studio control module. line preselectors. tape controllers.
and automatic timers.
And. of course. there's the componentry: all gold
contact switches for the ultimate in reliability, gold bus
connectors. gold I0 connectors. solid state on off lamps.
and triple burned- in ICs. Naturally. each console is also
triple-tested.
The fact is. VVheatstone's got the features. the
componentry. the reliability, the performance and the
reputation you can depend on.
Call us.

SP- 44/4-Track
6720 V.I.P. Parkway. Syracuse NY. 13211 ( tel 315-155-7740 fax 315-454-8104)
Circle ( 31) On Reader Service Card

The Closer You Get...
VVE MEAN IT— we really DO provide the quality,
performance, technical support, and innovation we
promise!
Our mode! A-500 is athoroughly engineered on- air
console: it d&ivers the level of performance your clients
now expect, and DAB demands. All components are
alifflelected for long life— gold bus connectors, gold I/O
connectors, a!I gold contact switches, gas- filled relays,
triple burned- in integrated circuits, solid state ON/OFF
lamps, and precision laminated Lexan control surfaces
for a lasting, wearproof finish. And we back that up
with a 3year parts and labor warranty, complete with

factory support from a technically competent and
responsive staff.
We've also handled your special requirements as
well with a super family of accessories, including a
choice of three different telephone modules, an
intercom module, an off-line mixer module for your
remote feeds, talent control stations, accessory panels,
failsafe power supplies, and auto cart and CD
sequencing options.
So take a close look: we've got the quality, we've
got the innovations, and you've got our commitment to
top-notch support.

